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Abstract

Production of the molybdenum-99 isotope at the Annular Core Research Reactor requires
highly enriched, uranium oxide loaded targets to be irradiated for several days in the high
neutron-flux region of the core. This report presents the safety analysis for the irradiation
of up to seven “Cintichem-type” targets in the central region of the core and compares the
results to the Annular Core Research Reactor Safety Analysis Report. A 19 target grid
configuration is presented that allows one to seven targets to be irradiated, with the
remainder of the grid locations filled with aluminum “void” targets. Analyses of reactor.
neutronic, thermal hydraulics, and heat transfer calculations are presented. Steady-state
operation and accident scenarios are analyzed with the conclusion that the reactor can be
operated safely with seven targets in the grid, and no additional risk to the public.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

A previous safety analysis (Parm% 1998a)presented the basis foroperating the Annular Core
Research Reactor (ACRR) in the steady-state mode with the centd cavity liner removed, the
central cavity region flooded, and aluminum “void” targets installed in a 19 target ~tid
conf$gjgration. A 177 to 213 element core range was analyzed to envelop the neutronic
characteristics of the core. A accident evaluation compared the consequences of abnormal
events to those in the ACRR Safety Analysis Report (SAR) (l%tes, 1996), and concluded that
there -was no increase in the likelihood of occurrence or consequences of the limiting event, that
there “were no new accident scenarios or initiating events, and that there was no impact on the
margin of safety as compared to the current safety authorization. It was also concluded that
reactor operations with the 19 “void” targets installed could be conducted safely under the ACRR
Technical Safety Requirements (TSRS) (Boldt, et al., 1998).

The SAR contains information regarding target irradiation in the central region of the core with
the cavity liner removed. Section 10.10, “Experiments Requiring Long-Term Exposure,” and
Section 14.4.11.7, “Long Term Experiment Hazards: present the irradiation of up to 19 targets
containing 20 g of ‘5U at power levels of 17.5 kW for up to 20 days. Also described is the
operation of the reactor at 2 MW for 2 years with a comparison of the fission product inventory
to the limiting event. Additional analysis, presented in this report, was performed to ensure that
target irradiation could be performed safely and within the bounds of the SAR.

This safety analysis presents results from neutronic, thermal hydraulic, and heat transfer
calculations associated with operating the ACRJ? with “Cintichem-type,” 93% enriched, uranium
oxide loaded targets in the central region of the core. A 19 target grid confqgwation is presented
that allows one to seven targets to be irradiated, with the remainder of the ~tid locations ftied
with aluminum “void” targets. Consistent with the prior analysis, operation of the reactor in the
steady-state mode only is considered.

Some of the neutronic characteristics of the reactor will change with the addition of targets in the
central region of the core. Peaking factors and excess reactivity will change as compared to the
confibyation without targets. The control rod bank worth and temperature feedback effects are
calculated to not change siagiiicantly from the results in Parma (1998a).

The following parameters and the ranges are assumed for this conilguration:

Targets -

Confibvation: 19 .tid
Number: 1 to 7 targets installed in the central region of the target grid row 1 (center location)

and row 2 (six middle locations) are allowed for targets - the empty locations are filled
with aluminum “void” targets (solid ah.un.inumtargets).

Loading: 20 g ‘5U loading nominal, in the form of UOZ.
Range allowed: 18-22 g 235U(to be expanded to 10-40 g in the future SAR update).
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Target .Movement: Target movement into and out of the target grid will be performed with the
reactor shutdown. Irradiated target transfer out of the ACRR pool or transfer to the
Hot Cell Facility is not addressed in this analysis. If transfer to the hot cell facility is
required, it will be performed by a separate analysis and using approved facility
procedures.

Target Inspection: Target inspection/acceptance will be performed using approved procedures
for target inspection.

Irradiated Target Storage: Irradiated or unirradiated targets maybe stored in either the 27 storage
holster or the 10 storage holster in the ACRR pool.

Core Con@.mation -

Confi=wation and Numbe~ Commensurate with the target loading. Enough excess reactivity is
required to allow for 100’%reactor power level to be reached with equilibrium 135Xe
concentration in the core (-$5-$7 estimated), but limited by the TSRS to less than $12.
A core size of 177 elements (five rows of fuel), and seven 20 g, 235Uloaded targets has
a calculated excess reactivity of-$5. The same conilamation with a 201 element core
has a calculated excess reactivity of -$8.

Ni Elements: Nickel elements are not required in the outer row of the core.
90% elements: The ten 90% loaded fuel elements are not excluded horn use in the proposed

confi=~ration.
A.luminurnJWater elements: The hollow aluminum elements (water filled) are not excluded from

use in the proposed conil=qation.

Operating Parameters -

Power Level: The maximum power per element allowed by the TSRS is 25 kW per element.
Nominal operating power is 21.74 kW per element. For a 201 fuel element core with 7
targets and 12 aluminum “void” targets installed in the 19 target grid, and the peak fuel
element operating at 21.74 kW, the average target power is expected to be 13.7 kW.
The total core and target power level (100% power level) is expected to be 2.65 MW.
However, the current heat rejection system is limited in capacity to -2 MW. Therefore
it is uncertain if the 2.65 MW can be reached and maintained. There is no TSR limit
on total reactor power. The maximum pool water inlet temperature to the core allowed
by the TSRS is 50°C. The maximum measured fuel temperature allowed by the TSRS
is 1400”C.

Excess Reactivity Limited to $12 by TSRS.
Duration at Powe~ The duration at power will be limited to 8 days per run, since the limiting

event, described in the SAR, uses this duration to determine the dose at the 3 km
boundary. With the pulse mode disabled, the limiting event is considered incredible.

This evaluation does not address the heat rejection-system upgrade to 4 MW, the airlock addition,
or other upgrades to auxiky systems. Reactor operations will be conducted under the TSRS.
The conclusions drawn from this analysis are that, with seven targets installed in the 19 target
@d, the reactor can be operated safely and within the authorization basis established in the SAR.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Currently there are approximately 40,000 nuclear diagnostic procedures performed daily in the
U.S. The most important radioisotope ,used in nuclear medicine diagnostic procedures is
technetium-99m which results from the decay of molybdenum-99. 99mTcis involved in 70-80
percent of all nuclear medicine procedures in the U. S. and its use is expected to continue to
grow. Its widespread usage in the nuclear medicine community is due to the availability of the
99M0 supply, the transportability of ‘gMo, the parentidaughter half-life relationship of the two
isotopes, and the many valence states, short half-life, and Iow-ener=g gamma emitted from 99MTc.
These factors allow 99mTcto be used in a wide variety of diagnostic tests while maintaining a low
body burden to the patient.

There are two basic methods for the production of si=~lcant quantities of ‘gMo; 1) nuclear fission,
and 2) neutron activation of ‘*Mo, a stable isotope with an atomic abundance of about 24 percent.
Fission is the most widely used method, since a very high specific activity of 9?M0can be achieved,
allowing for smaller dispensers, or generators, for the 99*Tc. In the fission process, target capsules
are loaded with uranium that has been highly enriched in the ‘5U isotope. The targets are placed in
a reactor core in high flux areas and imadiated for several days. As shown in Fiame 1, the fission
product 99M0 is produced with a probability of about 6 percent. It decays with a half-life of 66
hours to 99YI’cand 99Tc.

Figure 1 Production and decay scheme for Mo-99.

Until its shutdown in 1991, Cintiche~ Inc. provided approximately half of the U. S. demand for
‘gMo, with Nordion International, kc. of Canada providing the balance of the supply. Both
providers used the fission process to produce @e 9?Y10,although the chemical extraction processes
were sibgilicantly different. With the shutdown of Cintichem, Inc., the DOE purchased the “rights
to the “Cintichem process” after being commissioned by Congress to facilitate finding or creating a
backup supplier. Nordion currently supplies all of the 99M0for the U. S.

1.1 IWO-99 Demand and Production Requirements
The current U.S. demand for ‘Mo is approximately 3,000 invoice, or six day curies (Ci), per week.
World demand is roughly twice that of the U. S. As shown in Fi=me 2, for a processing and
shipping time of 30 hours, the production requirement at the source to meet the U. S. demand is
approximately 19,700 Ci/week. Fiame 3 shows the formulation for converting the required
production activity to the required power generation in the targets. A sevenday irradiation time,
chosen arbitrarily, provides about 83 percent of the saturated activity of ‘gMo. For a seven-day
irradiation, approximately 42.4 Ci of ~Mo are produced as fission products per kilowatt (kW) of

11
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target power. Thus, to meet the U. S. demand, about 465 kW of target fission power must be
generated continuously, seven days per week, twentj-four hours per day, with all of the targets
processed weekly. If 25 kW of fission power were generated in each target, 19 targets could be
processed weekly to meet the U.. S. demand. A lower target power would require the irradiation
and processing of more targets to meet the full U. S. demand.

18,700Ci + 1,000Ci (losses)= 13,600Ci - Received 3000 Ci -US Demand
19,700Ci (Reactor)

oci- ‘k iatpcDOck
(6-day Ci, Invoice)

7 day irradiation 6 days. .. *

-......— . —.— —----- ... .. —...-”-,

-30 hours for processing
and shipping

Figure 2 Schedule for Mo-99 delivery.

Time rate of
change of ‘9M0 =

dggMo =
dt

‘gMo Activity (t) =

Production rate - Decay rate - Absorption rate

yZf@ v – k ‘9M0 – G~@ ‘9M0

\ Saturated Activity = 51.1 Ci/kW

k ‘9M0 (t) = k y ~f @ v , _ ~-(ld+aam)
( )

‘+”’”/
for ‘9M0, o. is small, o,(I? => O

1=>
>
=
~ 0.8 7 day irradiation is 0.83 of saturated activity
:
~ 0.6
a U.S. demand = 19,700 Ci/wk
z~ 0.4
z Minimum nuclear power
E 0.2 required for targets = 465 kW
=0
go Meeting the U.S. demand would require

012345678910 operating the reactor 7 days per week
time (days) and processing targets every day.

Fi=wre 3 Conversion of Mo-99 activity to power generation required.
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1.2 Mo-99 Production Using the ACRR
Hundreds of neutronic calculations were performed using the computer code MCNP
(lhiesmeister, 1993) in order to determine the optimal configuration for production of 99M0 in

the ACRR using “Cintichem-type” targets. The conclusion reached was that, although a significant
quantity of ‘Mo could be produced at different locations within the core and reflector regions,
producing tens of thousands of curies weekly in an efficient manner would require irradiation in the
central region of the core where the neutron flux levels are the highest (Coats and Parma, 1994).
Removal of the central cavity liner and the placement of targets in that region were found to allow
for the largest neutronic coupling between the targets and the core and also allowed for natural
convection cooling of the targets (l%rrn%1995%Parm~ 1997a).

Under steady-state conditions, the maximum power that can be achieved in a target is not limited by
the constraints on target coating temperature or heat flux. Instead the target power is limited by the
maximum allowable heat flux for the peak fuel element. A @get power-to-peak fuel element
power ratio of less than one, and the increased flow channel size of the targets, ensures that the peak
fuel element heat flux will always be the Iim.itingcondition under steady-state operating conditions.
The current TSRS limit the peak fuel element to 25 kW maximum and 21.74 kW nominal. Using
the 21.74 kW peak element power, a 19 target arrangement could produce -65% of the U. S.
demand for 20 g 235Uloaded targets and a seven day irradiation. Processing 38 targets using the 19
target grid and a three and four day cycle could produce -93’% of the U. S. demand. The average
target power would be 15.7 kW. For seven targets irradiated in the 19 target ~tid, a production
level of 22 to 31% could be maintained (ParrnG 1997a).

!
1.3 Proposed Activity
This safety analysis presents the calculative results associated with operating the reactor in the
steady-state mode with the central cavily liner removed and the central region of the core filled
with one to seven “Cintichem-type” uranium loaded targets and aluminum “void” targets in the
19 target grid conil=yration. This analysis describes operation of the reactor in the steady-state 1
mode only. Accident scenarios involving power transients governed by reactivity insertions are
also presented. Consistent with Parma (1998a), pulse-mode operations are not presented.

For this analysis, a conf@mtion using the 19 target grid and a one to seven target arrangement is
proposed. The target loading will be limited to 20 * 2 g of ‘SU in the form of 93% enriched
uranium oxide. Irradiation of greater than seven targets and different target loadings will be
analyzed in a future updated ACRR SAR. The core size will be dictated by the amount of excess
reactivity required to reach the maximum operating power level with the equilibrium xenon
concentration in the core. The maximum operating power level is limited by the TSR limit on the
peak fuel element power of 25 kW maximum and 21.74 kW nominal; the excess reactivity is
limited to $12. The current physical limitations of the heat rejection system will, in effect, limit the
long-term, steady-state power level to -2 MW. The duration at power will be limited to 8 days per
run, since the limiting event uses this duration to determine the dose at the 3 km boundixy. With
the pulse mode disable~ the biting event is considered incredible.

Jn the steady-state mode, the most important issues regarding reactor safety are power peaking,
changes in reactivity, and off-normal events associated with the core Cofiawation changes.

Since the reactor is operated at a relatively low power level and is cooled by natural convection,
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most credible accident-initiating events are driven by reactivity excursions. This evaluation
addresses these issues by presenting the results of detailed calculative information and concludes
that the reactor can be operated safety and within the authorization basis established in the SAR.
Reactor operations will be conducted under the ACRR TSRS.

No additional modifications to the reactor are required to irradiate targets other than inserting
targets into the target @d. This analysis does not include any reference to the heat rejection
system upgrade, airlock installation, or upgrades to any auxiliary systems. Also omitted from
this analysis are irradiated target transfer issues and target inspection details. Irradiation of
sggeaterthan seven targets and higher and lower uranium loadings will be analyzed in the future.

14



2. TARGET ISSUES
A “Clntichem-type” target is one that is fabricated using the same dimensions, materials, and
processing techniques used previously at Cintichem, Inc. Target fabrication and quality control
(QC) inspection are performed at Los Akunos National Laboratory (LANL) in Wing 9 of the
Chemistry and Metallurgy Resetich (CMR) facility.

2.1 Target Description
A scale drawing of the target is shown in Fi=~e 4, and the target internals in Fiawe 5. The target is
made up of three main components: the target tube and coating, the bottom end fitting, and the top
end fkting.

The target tube is welded stainless steal (Type 304) tubing,, 1.25 in. diameter by 18 in. long, and 30
to 35 roils thickness. The tubing is purchased through a commercial vendor. The internal surface is
coated with U02 by an electrodeposition process. Before electrodeposition takes place, the internal
surface of the tube is chemically etched. This process reduces the thickness of the tube from -35
roils to 25 to 30 nils, and leaves an oxide residue that allows for a well-adhering coating to be
deposited. If the etching process reduces the target tube mass to less than 240 g (25 nils), the target
tube is rejected. The coating is distributed uniformly over the target tube surface due to the namre
of the electrodeposition coating process. Approximately 0,75 in. on both ends of the tube is not
coated, hence the coated len@ is -16.5 in. For a 20 g ‘5U coated target (-24.4 g of UOZ), the
coating thickness for a uniformly coated tube would be -60 pm, assuming that the coating is
deposited at full density. Since the coating is not deposited at full density, the thickness is -120 pm
thick. Aher the electrodeposition process, the target is “baked out” in a furnace with dry nitrogen to
500”C for one hour and then vibrated to determine any coating fall off. Typically, very little fall
off occurs. Differences in the target mass before and after the “bake out” step indicate that the
coating porosity is -50%.

The bottom end fitting is a stainless steel plug that incorporates a 0.5 in. diameter void cylinder that
acts as a coating catcher. The desi=wallows for the collection of any failed coating material. The
fission density is reduced in the catcher region due to a smaller neutron flux and neutron absorption
in the stainless steel. The fitting is welded to the tube.

The top end fitting is also stainless steel and incorporates a stainless steel CAJON VCRS type
fitting. The VCR” fitting is welded to the end fitting and the end fitting subsequently welded to the
tube. The cap incorporates a stainless steel VCR@plug, a VCR@gaske~ and a VCROfemale nut.

The VCR@plug is machined with a pintle that allows for target handling in the ACRR pool using
specially desi=~ed handling tools.

For a target coated with 18 g of 35U (-22 g U02), the minimum mass of the assembled target,
including the VCR@components, is 560 g. The mass (weight) of a coated and assembled target
submerged in water is 160 g (Wemp]e, 1996). This allows for a sufficient negative force to
maintain the target in the grid during irradiation. The natural convection flow by the target
contributes only a few ~~ to the buoyancy effect (see Section 7.4).

For a target operating at 15 kW for 14 days (0.21 MWdays), the ‘5U burnup in the target would be
-0.3 g,
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2.2 Target Quaiity
Quality control of the targets is primarily the responsibility of LANL. The main issues of
concern for irradiation and processing at Sandia National Laboratories (SNL) are as follows: 1)
the target meets dimensional and material specifications; 2) the target is leaktight; 3) the coating
is well adhered to the surfac~ 4) the mass loading of the ‘5U is wit&n specificatio~ and 5) the
coating is uniform along the surface of the target. LANL’s QC inspection program is designed to
ensure that the targets sent to SNL will meet these and other self-imposed requirements. Since
each target contains a quantity of highly enriched uranium greater than one ~grarn,the re=@ations
governing the control and transfer of special nuclear materials must also be followed. Each
target transferred to SNL maintains a unique serial number that is stamped on the flat of the
lower fitting. A data package, which contains the’quality information associated with the target,
accompanies each target.

Before a target is irradiated in the reactor, a QC inspection is performed at SNL. This inspection
is governed by an approved procedure, and is desi=ged to ensure that target transport did not
adversely affect the target or target coating inteati~. The inspection includes: 1) a visual
inspection of the target externals; 2) a visual internal inspection of the coating using a borescope;
3) a pressure test of the targe~ and 4) a leak check of the target. As part of the leak check
inspection, the target is backfilled with 9 psia of heIium. As more data is accumulated, and
confidence in the target quality is established, some or all of these quality checks may be
terminated, or randomly performed on a selected number of targets.

An etched uncoated target has been pressure-tested to rupture in the Force and Pressure
Laborato~ at SNL. The target was water filled and pressurized at approximately 10 psi per
second until it ruptured at 2600 psi (Shields, 1996). The target failed axially along the weld seam
of the tubing. Target pressures under normal operating conditions are -25 psi% and -100 psia
under severe transient conditions (see Sections 6.4 and 7.0)

2.3 Target Receipt, Inspection, Storage, Handling, and Transfer
The targets are shipped from LANL to SNL in Department of Transportation-approved 55 gallon
drum containers of ten per drum. After receipt by the SNL Special Nuclear Materials
department, the drums are transferred Area V. The targets. are surveyed, inventoried and placed
in a locked cabinet that has been approved for target storage (Martin and McCrory, 1998). Other
than the Special Nuclear Material (SNM) requirements, no other special handling is required for
the unirradiated targets. Targets that have passed the SNL QC inspection are stored in a separate
locked cabinet.

A target transfer system is being developed which will allow fresh targets to be lowered into the
ACRR pool, and irradiated targets raised to the level of the pass-through port. Target handling
tools have been fabricated that can attach to targets or the aluminum “void” targets. Currently,
fresh targets may be lowered in a basket and placed in the target ~tid using the “long” target
handling tool. Targets used in testing may be kept in the target grid or in storage areas in the
ACRR pool. Two storage holsters are available in the ACRR pool for storing up to 37 irradiated
or unirradiated targets or fuel elements. If tmgets must be transfemed to the HCF before the
target transfer system and cask have been approved for use, the previously approved methods
used in the target validation experiment campaign maybe employed, with further analysis.
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2.4 Target Grid
The target grid and aluminum “void” targets were described in detail in Parma (1998a). Design
and QA requirements for the ~tid are included in the records package associated with the quality
plan PEQP-COREMODS (Parm< 1995b). Figure 6 shows the 19 target grid assembly with a 5.3
cm trian=@ar pitch. The @d is fabricated from 6061 aluminum for low neutron absorption. The
~tid is self-supporting and is indexed in”the core using the upper and lower core ~gridplates, and a
bottom pin. A grid is composed of a bottom plate with a pin, a tri-form lower structure, a
support plate that indexes on the lower core ~tid plate, a lower target grid plate that supports and
aligns the bottom of the targets, an upper alignment target .tid plate that aligns the top portion of
the targets, and an upper support plate that aligns the .tid to the upper core grid plate. The lower
structural portion of the ~gid with the tri-form shape is welded together. The upper portion that
holds the targets is secured to the lower structure using six aluminum tie rods. All of the plates
are desi=gnedwith numerous holes to allow for water flow. The ~gridis placed in the core using a
handling tool that is inserted in the center target location and screwed to the lower structural
portion of the grid. The tool extends to the pool surface. The target “nose” sits in a hole in the
lower target grid plate. The upper alignment target grid plate captures the upper edge of the
target tube. The targets, including the aluminum targets, will be handled using tools that ~gip the
pintle on the end of the target. The same tool is used for both targets and aluminum “void”
targets and is designed to work within the confines of the upper support plate to prevent
misalia-ent of the targets. The tool is desi=~ed so that it cannot grip a fuel element.

TARG= GRID
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T
G.I

1
LOWER GRID PIATE
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, If’ L

i
J

LOWER TR!-FORM”
TARG13 GRID
STRUCTURE

CORE SUPPORT

Figure 6 Elevation view of 19 target grid installed in the core.
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3. NEUTRONIC ANALYSIS
The computer code MCNP (Briesmeister, 1993) was used to perform the neutronic analysis of
the core. A discrete, three-dimensional model of the core was used to investigate reactivity and
peaking effects associated with core configuratiori changes. Calculations were petiormed to
determine temperature and densiiy coefficients, radial peaking among elements, axial peaking,
and radial and azimuthal peaking within elements. The same model used to perform the analysis
with the cavity liner removed (J%.rma, 1998a) was used for this report. The model was also
modified to incorporate one sixth core symmetry, using specular reflection at the interfaces. This
modification did not enhance the run time of the code, but did zdlow for a simpler” geometric
representation.

The neutronic model of the core was described in Parma (1998a) for operating the reactor with
the cavity liner removed. Also, several core confi=wations were presented with the calculative
results for reactivity changes, feedback coefficients, radial element-to-element fission
distributions, axial fission distributions, and radial fission distributions within the elements.

Figure 7 shows the identification of fuel elements, control elements, safety elements and transient
rods used for determining peaking factors in the core. ~cations “1-c”, “l-e”, and “~-c” were
further sectored in the radial and azimuthal directions for some of the MCNP calculations so that
the peaking within an element could be studied. For these positions, a five-centimeter-long
section at the center of the element was divided into six pie shapes and ten radial sections.

(
22-
2-C

(

12
?

l-c

(mama

Central
Cavity P

EF

D A

/

TR - Transient Rod b=

CR- Control Rod
Element Sectors

/ SR - Safety Rod

Fi=gure7- Element and sector identification.
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3.1 MCNP Results for 7 Targets and 12 Aluminum “Voi@’ Targets
Figures 8 and 9 show the core configuration for a 19 aluminum target grid with 7 targets, 12
aluminum “void” targets, and 177 fiel elements. The MCNP input, and a portion of the output,
are included in Appendix A. The aluminum targets are modeled as solid aluminum cylinders,
1.25 inches in diameter and len=* similar to an actual target. The “Cintichem-type” targets are
modeled as closely as possible to the actual target design. The bottom end fitting with the
intemzil catcher is included in the model. The standard target tubing used in the model is 35 roils
of stainless steel and the standard coating is modeled as 93% enriched U02 with 20 g of 235U.
The coating is assumed to be uniform and extends -16 in. within the tube. The targets are
axially centered about the centerline of the fuel and are arranged in a trkuqydar 5.3 cm pitch.
The aluminum ~tids and axial comecting rods are included in the model.

Some of the cases analyzed for this core confirmation (7 standard targets with 12 voids) are
included in the following list. The transient rods are in the “full out” position unless otherwise
specified.

1.

2.
3.

4.

5.

6.

7.
8.
9.

177 fuel elements -5 rows, 300 K fuel, 300 K moderator, control rods at “full out” position,
7 standard targets -20 g ‘5U, 35 roils SS tubing (19G_7T_177_CROUT).
Case 1.- control rods “full in” (19G_7T_177_CRJN).
177 fuel elements -6 rows, 900 K fuel (core only), 300 K moderator, control rods at “full
out” position, (19G_7T_177_l_300_900).
177 fiel elements - 6 rows, 900 K fuel (core only), 400 K moderator (core only),
94% moderator density (core only), control rods at “full out” position,
(19G_7T_177_o.94_400_900).
177 fuel elements -6 rows, 300 K fuel, 400 K moderator (cavity only), 94% moderator
density (cavity only), control rods at “full opt” position, (19G_7T_177_0.94C_400C_300C).
231 fuel elements -6 rows, 300 K fuel, 300 K moderator, control rods at “full out” position,
(19G_7T_23 l_CROUT).
Case 1.- standard targets with tubing thickness of 25 roils (19G_7T_177_25MlL).
Case 1.- standard targets with 235Uloading of 25 g (19G_7T_177_35MIL_25GM).
Case 1.- standard targets with both tubing thickness of 25 nils and 235Uloading of 25 g
(19G_7T_177_25MIL_25).

10. Case 1.- targets flooded (19G_7TFLOOD_177).
11. Case 1.- targets removed and replaced with water (19G_7TO~_177).
12. Case 1.- targets have complete coating fall off (19G_7 TFLAKED_177).
13. Case 1.- fuel with 10 times the estimated equilibrium 135Xeconcentration at full power

(19G_7T_177_xEFuEL).
14. Case 1. - targets with 10 times the estimated equilibrium 135Xeconcentration at fill power

(19G_7T_177_xETAR).

The MCNP results for Keff and changes in reactivity are presented in Table 1. For all of the
cases presented, the neutron lifetime was calculated to be between 42 to 47 ps. No calculation of
the effective delayed neutron fkaction (~.ff) was performed. It is assumed that for this core
cordl=~ration, ~.ff= 0.0073.
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Table 1 Neutronic results for 7 targets/12 aluminum “void” targets cotiiguration.
Reactivity Ap = p-p(#)

# Case Keff D($Y ($)21 . . . . . .

1 19G_7T_177_CROUT– 177E1eCore, 7 Std 1.0380* 0.0010 +5.01
T~cret~.20 g ‘5U, 35 roils SS, C.ROut

2 19G_7T_177_CRlN-177 Ele Core, CR In 0.9672k 0.0010 -4.65 (1) -9.66

3 19G_7T_177_l_300_900 -177 Ele Core, 900
K Fuel, 300 K Mod

4 19G_7T_177_0.94_400_900-177 Ele Core,
900 K Fuel, 400 K Mod Core, 94% Mod Dens

5 19G_7T_177_0.94C_400C_300C-177 Ele
Core, 300 K Fuel, 400 K Mod Cavity, 94%
Mod Dens Cavity

6 19G_7T_231_CROUT– 231 Ele Core, CR Out

7 19G_7T_177_25MlL-25 roils SS Tubing
I

8 19G_7T_177_35MIL_25GM-25 g ‘5U

1.0213* 0.0010 +2.86 (1) -2.15

1.0064* 0.0010 +0.88 (3) -1.98

1.0571i 0.0010 +7.39 (1) +2.38

1.0992* 0.0010 +12.37 (1) +7.36

1.0404* 0.0010 +5.32 (1) +0.31

1.0452+ 0.0010 +5.93 (1) +0.92

9 19G_7T_177_25MlL_25GM-25 mik SS 1.0450* 0.0010 +5.90 (1) +0.89
Tubing, 25 g ‘5U

10 19G_7TFLOOD_177– Flooded Targets 1.0360* 0.0010 +4.76 (1) -0.25
I I I 1

11 19G_7TOUT_177– Targets Removed 1.0069* 0.0009 +0.94 (1) -4.07
I I I I

12 [ 19G_7TFLAKED_177– Coating Fall Off 1.0098* 0.0009 +1.33 (1) -3.68

13 19G_7T_177_XElWEL– 10x 135XeFuel 0.9358* 0.0009 -9.40 (1) -14.4

14 19G_7T_177_XETAR– 10x 135XeTargets 1.0106t 0.0010 +1.44 (1) -3.57

1 Uncertainty in reactivity values is less than * $0.14
2 Uncertainty in change in reactivity values is less than *$0.19 ~

The following conclusions are drawn from the MCNP calculations:

. Excess Reactivity and Target Worth - For seven targets with 20 g ‘5U, 35 nil thickness
cladding, and 177 fuel elements, the excess reactivity at 300 K is $5. Comparing this value
to the results in Parma (1998a) for a 177 core and 19 “void” targets, the excess reactivity was
$1.76. The target worth (i.e., replacing avoid with a target) is +$0.46 *0.028.

. Control Rod Bank Worth - For the 177 fuel element/7 target/12 void core, the control rod
bank worth from “Full In” to “Full Out” is $9.66 * 0.19. Compare this value to the results in
Parrna (1998a) for the 177 core with 19 aluminum “void” targets of $11.52 * 0.19, and for
the 201 core with “voids” of $10.94 * 0.19. This reduction in worth of $1.30 to $1.90 is
likely due to a slight flux tilt toward the center of the core. There is no minimum control rod
bank WOlth.

. Fuel Element Worth - Fora231 fhel element/7 target/12 void core, the excess reactivity is

$12.37. This is a difference of $7.36 * 0.19 for 54 fuel elements, or $0.136 & 0.004 per
element in the outer row.
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Target Tube Thickness Variation Reactivity Effect - Reducing the target tube thickness
from 35 roils to 25 miks, for a 20 g %5U loading, changes reactivi~ by about +$0.04 + 0.03
per target. For a 25 g loaded target, the ~erence may be smaller.
Target 235U Loading Variat~on Reactivity Effect - Increasing the target loading from 20 g
to-25 g of 235Uchanges reactivity by +$0. 13 A 0.03 per target or +$0.025 ~ 0.005 per target
per gram.
Flooded Target Worth - Flooding one target changes reactivity by about -$0.04* 0.03.
Target Removal Worth - Removing one target from the grid and replacing it with water
changes reactivity by -$0.58 A 0.03. Parma (1998a) reported that removing one aluminum
“void” target from the ~tid and replacing it with water changed reactivity by about -$0.15.
Flaked Target Worth - Coating failure (i.e. complete flaking into the catcher region) of one

target changes reactivity by about-$0.53 k O.O3.
Xenon Poisoning Effects in the Core - The change in reactivity horn 135Xepoisoning with
the core operating at 2.26 MW (2.35 MW core and targets) is calculated to be -$1.44 for the
Xe concentration evenly distributed in the fuel and the *35Xein equilibrium. Since more of
the Xe is created in the peak regions of the core, and the neutron importance is larger in those
regions, the actual reactivity effect could be larger by 20% to 30%. Similar calculations on
the pulse configuration predicted the effect to be -$1.10 at 2 MW (Parrna, 1997b). Actual
measurements performed on the pulse configuration Nelson, et al., 1995) and during the !
target validation Campa.i=m(Bragg, 1996) showed the 135Xeequilibrium to occur at -48 hours
during a continuous operation, and the reactivity effect to be -$1.50. No shutdown peak was
found. This result is consistent with calculations performed by solving the Xc/I equations
using 135Xeabsorption resuks from MCNP. For the core, Xe equilibrium is calculated to
occur at -48 hours. Mter shutdown, the Xe concentration peaks at -2 hours with a value
only 1.5% greater than the equilibrium concentration.
Xenon Poisoning Effects in the Target - The change in reactivity fi-om135Xepoisoning with ,
the seven targets each operating at 14 kW is calculated to be -$0.36 with the 135Xein
equilibrium. For the targets, Xe equilibrium is calculated to occur at -48 hours. After
shutdown, the Xe concentration peaks at -7 hours with a value -50% greater than the
equihbrium concentration.
Reactivity Effects of Heating the Target Region With Seven Targets Installed - Heating
the complete cavity region to saturated conditions (temperature change of 100”C) would add

$2.38 * 0.19 worth of reactivity, or $0.024/°C. In actuality, if exit saturation conditions
could occur in the target region, a temperature gradient in the moderator would exist flom the
bottom to the top “of the core. For a 20”C inlet temperature, exit saturation conditions
(112°C) would correspond to an average change in the temperature in the target moderator
region of -45”C, equivalent to -$1.08 wosth of reactivity added to the core.
Core Temperature Feedback Effects - The effect of heating the fuel to 900 K and
moderator to 400 & with a densi~ decrease in the water moderator by 5.7Y0, is -$4.13
compared to -$4.49 found in Parma (1998a). Separate calculations changing fhel
temperature, water moderator density, and water moderator temperature indicate that the
three effects are separablq Doppler-broadening effects contribute 52%, while density effects
in the water moderator (5.7% lower density) and spectral effects in the water moderator (300
K to 400 K) contribute 48% to the overall feedback coefficient. The fhel temperature
feedback can be formulated as
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woe]= -$0.1699 (T(K)”2 - 3001’2)

and the moderator feedback (including density and spectral effects) as

‘Pmodmtor
= – $0.3483 Mensi~(%)

where Ap is the change in reactivity in dollars, T(K) is the average

degrees Kelvin, and Adensity(%) is the percent change in water density.
are close to the results for the pulse configuration.

fuel temperature in
These formulations

No MCNP calculations have been performed for the seven targets in other geometric
cordleaations. MCNP calculations have been performed but are not presented for missing
aluminum “void” targets around the seven target arrangement. Having the voids in the grid is
required to maintain the maximum coupling factor between the targets and the core. A pitch of
5.3 cm was found to give the optimized coupling between the targets and the core.

No MCNP calculations were performed for less than seven targets in the grid. However, Parrna
(1998a) did present the 19 tmget conf@ration ftied completely with the aluminum “void”
targets. It is assumed that the incremental changes for these loadings are bounded by the
analyses presented in this report and Parma (1998a).

Other calculations were performed to determine the axial fission density in the targets and fuel,
the radial fission density within the fuel, the fission coupling in a target where the coating has
failed and has fallen into the catcher, and the fission product poisoning absorption rate.

3.2 Fission Densities and Peaking Factors for the Fuel Elements
Element-to-element fission ratios are shown in Table 2 for the 177 element core with 7 standard
tmgets and 12 album “void” targets. peak element to average element values of 1.71 and

1.94 are calculated for the control rods “full out” and ‘Yullin”, respectively. The peak location is
in the center of the fmt row. Comparing the results to Parma (1998a), shown in Table 3 for the
19 void, 201 element core, the peak to average values are 1.59 and 1.79 for the control rods “full
out” and “full in”, respectively. The 7 target, 177 element core radial element peaking factors are
-8% huger.

Element-to-element fission ratios were calculated for a 7 target, 12 void, 231 element core
conil=~ration. For the control rods “full out,” the peaking occurs at the same location with a
value of 1.76, within 3% of the peak value for the 177 element core.

Calculations varying the target loading (20 g to 25 g ‘5U) and wall thickness (35 roils to 25 roils)
resulted in peaking factors within 2% of the 7 standard target, 177 element core confi=~ation.



Table 2 Element average to core average f~sion ratios for the ACRR core confiaration

1 Fuel

with 7 target, 12 ahdnum “void” targets, and 177 fuel elements. -

7 Targets, 12 Aluminum “Void”Targets and 177Fuel Elements*
Element I #of - Control Control
Positionl Elmts Rods Out Rods In

ACRRRun 19G_7T_177_cRou’T 19G_7T_177_cm
12 (l-e) 3 .1.59 1.86
11 6 1.66 1.87
15 (l-e) 6 1.33 1.47
14 6 1.70 1.94
13 3
Row 1Avg,
22 (2-c) 6 1.05 1.19
21 6 1.00 1.06
25 6 0.98 0.90
24 6 1.01 1.07
23 6 1.03 1.14
Row2 Av~,; ~“’’’30,-+:,-:. . ...3 .. >.1.01..,,:’,,,’:” ., - . ; ...$. -. “-1-07 .
111 0 Void Void
32 6 0.99 1.05
31 6 0.89 0.82
CR 6 0.84 0.02
34 6 0.91 0.82
13 6 0.94 0.97
SR 3 0.93 1.00
low 3 Avg. ‘. 33,.’ -,:’”< ;,: ~.0.91--: :::..:’‘:-..:, . ., ;,m;,i’._, ,.0-76’, . .
13 6 0.90 0.96
12 6 0.68 0.54
M 6 0.82 0.87
II 24 0.78 0.71
tow4 A+- :. :“’42 :, ,.;;“.::+,.’:.,,!’.0-79:;: .’,~- ““:.., ~ .{’..2’”.,:- k “...:::oj~~,‘d Z.““, “,
(OW5 Avg.~ ~~48 ‘:;; :.,. .;, .,<,,;,;.,, ,,,0.94:’,,,. , “;,” I ‘ - - _.0.94 .,.. ,.. . :-.... . .. .. . . .,., .,

Ielement position identification numbers are identified in Fi.wre 7.
z Fission ratio uncertainties are -1.0% for the individual elements and -0.4% for row avera

Values were rounded to two decimal places.
.=.-.
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Table3 Element average tocoreaverage f~sionratios forthe AC~core cofii~ration
with Otargets, 19 aluminum %oid” targets, and 201 fuel elements.

OTargets, 19Aluminum “Void” Targets and 201 Fuel E1ements2

Element #of Control Control
Position] Elmts Rods Out Rods In

ACRR Run 201_CROUT 2ol_cRlN
12 (l-c) 3 1.57 1.72
11 6 1.58 1.72
15 (l-e) 6 1.27 1.35
14 6 1.58 1.74
13 3 ~~~~;-~

ROW1Avg 24” “> ‘+ ~.50 .. . - .... . . . ,,
1.64”’”

22 (~<) 6 1.09 1.18
21 I 6 I 1.01 1.02
25 6 1.00 0.90
24 6 1.01 1.04
23 6 1.04 1.11
Row 2 Avg ‘ 30 -’~ ““ ‘“ ‘

~:03,“fi..;.... ., , ‘. .:$, ~ ,. ~;o~,:.

TR o Void Void
32 6 1.04 1.09
31 6 0.94 0.84
CR I 6 I 0.90 0.02
34 6 0.96 0.87
33 6 0.98 1.03
SR 3 0.99 1.10
Row 3 Av~ ‘ 33.,. I ,. ‘0.97 ‘

.. .... . .
0.80’‘ ,,,

43 1 6 I 0.96 1.05
42 6 0.76 0.62
44 6 0.90 0.96
41 24 0.85 0.79
Row4 Av~ 42 I 0.86 ... ., 0.83” ‘
ROW5 Avg 48 0.89 0.90
ROW6 Awz 38 I 0.98 1-06

Fuel element position identification numbers are identified in Figure 7.
Fission ratio uncertainties are -1.5% for the individual elements and -0.7% for row averages.
Values were rounded to two decimal places.
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The axial peaking factor within an element (&.) and the radkd peaking factor within the fuel
element at the axial centerline (FE) were not calculated for the 7 standard target, 12 void target
configuration. ?istead, calculations were pefiormed for the 19 target gid filled with 19 standard
targets. This result’ and the results found in Parrna (1998a) are asstimed to bound the possible
variations due to differences in the-target confirmations.

Figure 10 presents the calculated results for the radial fission density for a 19 standard target, 147
element core with the control rods “full out” (lD# ACRRDCINT43APIE). The results are shown
for the six pie sections within fuel elements identified as l-c, l-e, and 2-c in Figure 7. The
pealdavg (radiaI) values printed at the top of each graph are different from the values found on
Table 2 since this calculation includes 19 targets. The peak/avg (axial) values are the calculated
values from the tally information collected in the five-centimeter-long center section of the fuel.
The results are nearly identical to those presented in Fi@we 11 for the 19 void, 201 element
confi~wration presented in Parma (1998a). For element l-c the fission density peaks at the
surface with a peak to average value of-1.75. The conclusion horn these results is that targets
do not si=tificantIy change the radial peaking distributions within an element.

Notice that the peak to average axial value for the l-c element is 1.37 A 0.04. This value is about
three sigma (approximately 9%) greater than the vahe of 1.25 used in Parma (1998a) to
determine fuel temperature at the peak location in the core. The effect of a higher axial peaking
factor will be discussed in Section 4 of this report.

, .
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3.3 Target Coupling Factors
The coupling factors for the target to the peak fuel element are shown in Table 4 for the 7 target,
12 void configuration with variations in core size, target loading, and target tube thickness.
Some variation in the coupling does occur. However, dl of the results are within 8% of an
average value Of 0.0312 WaVguJW@ fuel - g ‘5UW This table may be used to determine the
average target power and the total core power for a given configuration. For instance, for a peak
element power limit of 21.74 kW, the average target power for the 7 standard target
conil=qration would be 13.71 kW. The average fuel element power would be 12.71 kW. For a
177 fuel element core, the total core power would be 2.25 MW, the total target power would be
96 kW (0.096 MW), and the total core and target power would be 2.3°C 5 MW. For a 201 fuel
element core, the core power would be an additional 24 times 12.71 kW (0.30 MW), for a total
core and target power of 2.65 MW. The current 2 MW heat rejection system may effectively
limit the steady-state power level to a value lower than that limited by the peak fiel element.

Table 4 Target couDlinQfactors for the 7 tar~eL 12 ahuninum c%oid”target confkuration.
o-- u ,

T~get Avg Total
Target Av@ Target Avgf power @w) Reactor and

Peak FE Peak FE/ Avg FE at Peak FE Target

Wa+ Avg FE Wmavg Power of Power
Conf@ration fie,-gn5uJ (Frc) ‘5um)fuel% 21.74 kW (MW

1 20 g ‘5U, 35 nil targets 0.0316 1.71 0.0540 13.7 2.35
177fuel element core

2 20 g ‘5U, 25 mil targets 0.0338 1.72 0.0581 14.7 2.34
177fuel element core

3 25 g ‘5U, 35 nil targets 0.0291 1.72 0.0501 15.8 2.35
177fuel element core

4 25 ~ ‘5U, 25 Ml targets 0.0304 1.74 0.0529 16.5 2.33
177fuel element core

5 20 g ‘5U, 35 mil targets 0.0309 1.76 0.0544 13.4 2.95
231 fuel element core

-- . . . .. . ..-
Uncertamy m the couphng Iactors Is e 1 Vo<

It is assumed that for a single target and 18 voids, the peaking and coupling factors would be
similar to those presented.

Additional analysis comparing the results of individual target performance to the average target
reveals that the outer six tagets operate at a few percent over the average, and the center at -15%
below the average. Axial peaking within a target has been calculated to be about 1.20.

3.4 Summary of Neutronic Results
Replacing “void” targets with “Cintichem-type” targets increases the excess reactivity of the
core, slightly increases the fuel element peaking factor of the core (F~), and may increase the
axial peaking factor of an element (l?=). The radial peaking factor and radialhzimuthal fission
densi~ prof~es within the fuel elements (FR) are unchanged.
document, the control rod bank worth decreased slightly.

For the core sizes analyzed in this
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The excess reactivity associated with different core confirmations has no added safety
implications in operating the reactor other than those already analyzed in the ACRR SAR. It is
estimated that $6 to $7 of excess reactivity is required to reach the maximum core power level
(constrained by the peak fuel element power of 21.74 kw) with equilibrium 135Xeconcentration.
For a 177 fuel element, 7 standard target, 12 aluminum “void” target core conllguration at room
temperature and unpoisoned, the excess reactivity is calculated to be -$5. With the same target
configuration, a 201 element core is calculated to have -$8.3 of excess reactivity. For this
configuration, with the peak element operating at 21.74 kW, the average target power would be
13.7 kW, and the total core and target power would be 2.65 MW.

The temperature feedback of the core is calculated to be close to that calculated in Parma (1998a)
for a similar confibwation with 19 zihuninum “void” targets. Consistent with Parma (1998a), the
density and spectral coefficient in the cavity region is calculated to be positive. If the cavity
coolant were to reach exit saturation conditions, -$1.08 of reactivity could be added to the
system if the inlet temperature was 20°C. However, under steady-state conditions, with the core
operating at the limit imposed on the peak fuel element, the cavity coolant temperature is
significantly lower than the saturation temperature. The analysis in the following section shows
that for a peak fuel element power of 21.74 kW (2.65 MW total core and target power), and 13.7
kW in the targets, the exit coolant temperature of the target region is -80°C for a 40°C inlet

temperature. From an initial coolant temperature of 20°C, the reactivity added due to cavi~
coolant heating would be -$0.96. This result assumes that the twelve unheated channels would
also maintain an 80°C water temperature at the exit, which is a very conservative assumption.
The additional reactivity is smaller than the overall negative temperature feedback effect that is
calculated to be -$4.55 for a steady-state power level of 2.65 MW. Hence a si@ficant negative
reactivity balance is maintained in the power operating range.

For the 201 element, 19 aluminum “void” target core presented in Parma (1998a), the peaking
occurred in the f~st row at the center Iocatior, F~l.59, F==l .28- FmF==2.04. For the 177
element, 7 target, 12 aluminum “void” core, the peaking occurs in the same location: Fx=l.71,
FZ=l.37 a F,CFU=2.34.

The TSRS (3.2.9 Limitation on Experiments) require that for all operating modes, the reactivity
worth of an experiment that is not secured shall be more positive than -$1.00. Since adding a
target adds -$0.60 of reactivity, and a void -S0.15 of reactivity, this requirement is fulfilled.
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4. THERMAL ANALYSIS
The Safety Limit (SL) is identified in the TSRS as follows: “The maximum equilibrium reactor
power level shall not result in any element power greater than 32 kW per fuel element.” Limiting
Control Settings (LCS) are identified for the steady state mode as follows: “The PPS Safety
Channel SCRAM settings shall not exceed the maximum allowable settings in the applicable
modes of operation, Fuel Temperature - 1400”C, Percent Power - 115% (calculated equivalent of
25 kW for peak fuel element).” The Plant Protection System (PPS) will activate, causing a
SCRAM when the temperature in the instrumented fuel element at the peak location in the core is
at or below 1400”C, or when the neutron detectors measure an equivalent neutron flux in the core
that indicates that the power level is at 115% of full power (i.e., the peak element reaches 25
kW). Nominal operating power for the peak element is 25 kW/1. 15 = 21.74 kW.

The basis for the limitations on power and temperature is to ensure that the peak fuel locations
will maintain a temperature well below the physical limitations of the fuel, and that a sufficient
safety margin exists between the trip point and the safety limit. For UOz-BeO, the @ solid
phase transition occurs at -21OO”C and the eutectic melt at 2150”C, from Table 14.2-2 of ACRR
SAR.

Limitations on target power and temperature are not discussed in the TSRS. It will be shown in
this analysis that the limitations imposed on the fuel and fbel elements represent the limiting
conditions at steady-state power, and therefore no additional TSRS are needed to ensure safe
operation of the reactor.

4.1 Steady-State Heat Transfer Analysis - Fuel Elements
A steady-state heat transfer analysis for the fuel elements was performed in Parma (1998a) for
operating with only aluminum “void” targets. The results from that analysis still apply, since the
only factors that could affect the outcome are the radial and azimuthal fission densities within the
element. These fission densities were shown in Section 3 to be virtually the same as the results
presented in Parrna (1998a).

With the addition of targets to the core, the fiel element peak location will be experimentally
determined by a core temperature mapping procedure, and the power trip adjusted to meet the
requirements imposed by the TSRS on peak element power and temperature. Hence, the element-
to-element peaking factors do not affect the element temperature-to-power formulation derived in
Parma (1998a):

T(°C) = 187.91 &(kW)0”s3s

or

Zj=(kW) = 2.6858x104 T(°C’)’”572

where P~l~is the total element power in kilowatts, and T is the inner pellet temperature in degrees
Celsius at the axial center line of the fuel element.
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The axial peaking factor within the peak element does, however, affect the formulation, since one
of the assumptions in the analysis was that the axial peaking factor was 1.25. If the axial peaking
factor is greater that this value, which is the case for a 19 target core with a value of 1.37, then
using the formulation will allow for a more conservative setting of the power trip. That is, if the
axial profile is steeper than originally predicted, a given temperature wiIl be reached at the axial
centerline at a lower power level than predicted.

Table 5 presents the results from Parma (1998a) for an element power of 32,25, and 21.74 kW
representing the safety liit, limiting control setting, and operating value, respectively. The axial
peaking factor for the element was Fn=l.25. The average temperature for the inner radial section
of fiel is expected to correspond to the instrumented fuel element measured temperature.

Table 5 Peak and average temperatures for the inner and outer fuel pieces
for a fuel element axiaI peaking factor equaI to FZ,=l.25.

Avg Temp for Inner Avg Temp for Outer
Element Power (kW) Peak Fuel Temp (“C) Fuel (“C) Fuel (“C)

32 1825 1730 1469
25 1538 1469 1267

21.74 1390 1336 1163

The SL of 32 kW provides an adequate margin of safety such that if it is reached, the phase
transition temperature is not exceeded. At 32 kW, there remains a mqjn of -275°C below the
phase transition temperature.

4.2 Steady-State Heat Transfer Analysis - Targets
Cintiche~ Inc. experimentally measured the internal peak coating temperature in situ and found
that for a 13 kW target, the peak internal temperature was 345°C. From this result, the
temperature differential across the coating was calculated to be 229°C. The mass of the target
coating was not reported (Franzen, 1985).

The target has a very simple geometry with heating in only one region, and an analytical solution
to the steady-state heat equation can be readily found if it is assumed that the conductivity does
not have a si=tificant temperature dependence. However, in order to properly include the
temperature-dependent nature of the conductivity, the steady-state heat transfer code CYLSS
(Cylindrical Steady-State heat transfer) (Parrnz 1998b) was used to determine the peak clad and
coating temperatures. The code is multi-region and one-or two-dimensional in R and Z or R and
Phi (azimuthal direction). The code was run in the R direction for the amdysis with an insulated
boundary condition on the internal coating surface of the fuel. me clad boundary was fxed at
120°C, which represents a typical wall temperature under subcooled nucleate boiling conditions.
It was assumed that all of the energy from fission was deposited in the coating. Results from
prior work (Parna, 1988) ~Taegeli, 1998a) indicate that for the average fission fra=went in UOZ,
3% of the fraements would be emitted from the coating into the gas, depositing <1% of the total
eneregyinto the gas.

,np. x , ., . . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -’-----7
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Since the actual coating thickness and conductivity is unknown, several calculations were
performed in order to determine the range of variability in the results. The target power was
arbitrarily chosen as 20 kW with a peaking factor of 1.2. Coating thickness was allowed to vary
from 80 to 160 pm representing-full and 50% densi~ U02. The cladding thickness was 30 nils

(750 pm). Several coating conductivities were examined including: 1) a particle bed made up of

UOZ and He gas with a particle size of 1 pm, porosity of 50%, and ernissivity of 0.5; 2) UOZ at
full density; 3) U02 pressed powder (100 psi) in *, and 4) U30S pressed powder (100 psi) in air.
The results for the peak coating and clad temperatures are presented in Table 6.

Table 6 Peak coating and clad temperatures for a target at 20 kW, axial
peaking factor equal to FZ,=l.2, and Twall = 120°C.

Peak Coating Temp Avg Coating Temp Peak Clad Temp
Condition (“c) (“c) (“c)

UO. Particle Bed -80 ~ 184 173 150

! UO, Particle Bed -160 l.1.m I 216 I 195 I 150 I

1 I I

UO, Full Densitv -80 urn 155 153 150 I
UOZFull Density -160 ~m 158 156 150

UOZPressed Powder -80pm 381 305 150

UO, Pressed Powder -160 urn 611 458 150

w 1 !

LLO,Pressed Powder -80 l.lm 266 230 150 I
U@!3Pressed Powder- 160pm I 365 298 I 150

I

These calculated results are found to be consistent with the analytical solution in rectangular
coordinates. The peak coating temperature occurs at the internal surface with the solution

~or~g(o)=q”a[zk:ting+=l+‘w””
where q“‘” is the volumetic heat rate, k is the conductivity, Twall is the temperature at the clad
surface boundary (120 ‘C), a is the coating thickness, and b-a is the cladding thickness.

For the cladding, the peak occurs at the cladding/coating interface with the solution

[1. b–a
~k~(a)=q a ~ -t Twall

clad

Table 6 and the analytical solution show that the peak cladding temperature is dependent only on
the wall temperature, the heat flux, the cladding thickness and the cladding conductivity. For a
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30 nil cladding thickness, and a 20 kW target, the peak clad temperature will not exceed 150°C
as long as the critical heat flux, analyzed in the next chapter, is not exceeded.

The peak coating temperature is higher than the peak clad temperature by the heat flux times half
of the coating thickness, divided-by the coating conductivity. Doubling the coating thickness,
while keeping the heat flux and conductivity constant, will double the peak coating temperature
minus the peak clad temperature.

The experimental results from Cintichem, Inc., can be used with the above formulation to
estimate the peak temperature in a 20 kW target. Using the experimental result of 229°C coating
tempe~ature differential at 13 kW, and assuming that the coating thickness is the same, the
differential temperature in a 20 kW target coating would be 352°C. Assuming the clad
temperature is 150°C, the peak coating temperature would be 502°C.

The particle bed formulation for the conductivity was expected to represent the most valid
representation of the coating conductivity, since the ekctrodeposition process does not produce a
full densi~ coating and helium is maintained in the matrix. The UOZpressed powder in air was
expected to represent the most conservative values. However, in comparing the analytical results
to the Cintichem experimental values, the pressed-powder conductivity seems to be more
appropriate. At 20 kW, the peak coating temperature for a 160 pm thick coating is calculated to
be 216°C and 611°C for the particle bed and UOZpowder, respectively. Since the melting point of
U02 is 2500°C, there exists at least a factor of four from the melt point.
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5. CRITICAL HEAT FLUX ANALYSIS

5.7 Steady-State Critical Heat Flux Analysis -Fuel Elements
The ACRR SAR and TSRS discuss the critical heat flux (CHF) issues associated with steady-
state operation of the reactor. Section &2.1 of the TSRS plot the data presented in Table 4.4-2 of
the ACRR SAR for the minimum critical heat flux ratio (MCHFR) as a function of inlet
temperature, using the correlation developed at the University of New Mexico (Rao and El Genk,
1994). The correlation was developed for the ACRR using similar geometry, inlet temperatures,
pressures, and flow conditions maintained in the core. Previous correlations significantly under-
predicted the value of the MCHFR. The TSR plot shows that a MCHI?R greater than two can be
maintained for a peak element power of 25 kW and core coolant inlet temperatures less than
50”C.

For the core configurations proposed, no change to the MCHFR analysis is required, since the
fuel and ~gridconfi=wation remain the same and the natural convection cooling properties of the
core are unaltered. With the central cavity liner removed, a larger flow area exists on one side of
the fuel element with the 19 aluminum “void” targets installed. This geometry change will
provide for greater cooling capabili~ for the fust row of fuel elements. For these elements, the
MCHFR predictions are conservative.

The computer code MASSFLR (Parma, 1996) was used to determine the coolant flow rate and
exit temperature as a function of the ACRR fuel element power and coolant inlet temperature
under steady-state conditions. The code numerically solves the coupled continuity, momentum,
and enerag equations as applied to a one-dimensional, incompressible, subcooled, vertical flow
channel. The flow is driven by natural circulation caused by the buoyant force associated with
the decrease in the water density in the flow channel as the water is heated. The code was
validated using measured data taken for the ACKR in 1983. The results were in agreement with
the measured data for a 20”C inlet temperature at reactor powers of 2 and 4 MW. For higher
inlet temperatures, the calculated results were a few degrees higher (more conservative) as
compared to the measured values.

For a 50”C inlet temperature, the coolant channel exit temperature is calculated to reach
saturation (112°C) at a fuel element power of -24 kW. The flow rate in the channel under these
conditions is -0.09 kg/s (5.4 I/rein or 1.4 galhnin). For lower inlet coolant temperatures, exit
saturation would be reached at a higher power level. For a 20”C coolant inlet temperature, the
element power required to reach saturation temperature is calculated to be -38 kW and the flow
rate is -0.10 kg/s.

5.2 Steady-State Criticaf Heat Flux Analysis - Targets
The Cintichem Nuclear Reactor operated at a power of 5 MW in an open pool, was light water
moderated, forced convection cooled, and used 93% emiched plate type fuel (Bum, 1988).
Single targets, or bundles of four, were loaded into a fuel assembly location. Due to constraints
on the flow rate, the tight pitch arrangement of the targets, and the “no-boiling” criteria of the
reactor, a target power of 13 kW was established as the limit (Cintichem).
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For the ACRR, the thermal hydraulic issues for the fhel elements and targets are significantly
different than for the Cintichem Reactor. The ACRR fuel elements are cooled by natural
convection with subcooled nucleate boiIing at element power levels above -5 kW. As described
in Section 5.1, the exit coolant temperature is calculated to reach saturation for a fuel element at
-24 kW for a 50”C coolant inlet temperature, and -38 kW for a 20”C inlet temperature.

The targets are also cooled by natural convection, with subcooled nucleate boiling acting as the
primary heat removal mechanism from the target surface. The targets are spaced on a very open
pitch of 5.3 cm for the 19 target .@d, allowing for a 2.1 cm gap between the targets, compared to
the fuel elements, which are on a relatively tight pitch with a 0.42 cm gap. The larger pitch
allows for a higher flow rate and lower temperature rise in the target coolant channel, as
compared to the fuel elements. This phenomenon occurs since the friction and acceleration
pressure-drop terms are inversely dependent on the square of the flow channel area, allowing for
lower pressure drops and higher flow rates for larger flow channels. However, for the target
channels, the minor losses (entrance and exit) dominate the pressure drop due to the grid flow
holes, and the fbll effect of the larger flow channels is not achieved. If a target was operated at
24 kW with a coolant inlet temperature of 50”C, the exit temperature would be -104”C with a
channel flow rate of -0.11 kg/s. For 38 kW and 20°C inlet temperature, the exit temperature
would be -101”C with a channel flow rate of -0.11 kg/s. The larger flow area for the targets
ensures that the target exit flow conditions will always operate at a greater margin below the exit
saturation conditions than for the peak and average fuel element.

The target power for a given peak element power can be found using the coupling factors from
Table 4. For a 25 g ’35U target with a 25 mil thick cladding, the coupling factor is 0.0304
WW~JW@ ~cl - g ’35Uor 0.76 Wm#V@ ~.l . At a peak fuel element power of 25 kW, the
target power would be 19 kW. For a 50°C inlet coolant temperature, the exit temperature for the
peak fuel element channel is calculated to be above the saturation temperature of 112°C; the
target channel exit temperature is calculated to be -97°C and the channel flow rate -0.10 kg/s.

The CID? conditions as a function of inlet temperature can be calculated for the targets using the
same methodology as for the fuel elements, using the CHF correlation developed at the
University of New Mexico (Rao and El Genk, 1994). Fi=we 12 shows the target power required
to reach the saturation conditions for the coolant channel exit, and CHF conditions. Both the
total power method and local conditions method, described in Rao and El Genk, 1994, are
plotted using the con-elation. The fiayre also shows the target power required to reach a coating
melt temperature of 2500”C, using the conservative conductivity for UOZ pressed powder and
160 ~m coating thickness. For a 50”C inlet coolant temperature, a target power of 55 kW is
required to reach CHF conditions, or a MCHFR of 2.9 compared to the expected maximum
steady-state target power of 19 kW.

This analysis shows that for the seven targets in the 19 target ~tid coniigumtion with ’35U
loadings of up to 25 g, the target fuel temperature, heat flux, and exit channel temperature
maintain si=~ificant margins of safety. Under steady-state conditions, the target conditions are
found to lag si=tificantly behind those of the peak fuel element. Hence, there are no additional
requirements to be imposed on the targets, with respect to the TSRS, under steady-state operating
conditions.
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6. STRESS ANALYSIS

6.1 Steady-State Stress Analysis of the ACRR Fuel
Steady-state stresses for the ACRR fiel were examined in Parma (1998a) for operating with only
aluminum “void” targets. The r&ults horn that analysis still apply, since the only factors that
could affect the outcome are the radial and azimuthal fission densities within the element. These
fission densities were shown in the previous section to be virtually the same as for Parrna
(1998a). The result of the analysis was that, for a fhel element at 25 kW, the maximum hoop
stress occurs at the inner pellet surface and is about a factor of six below the fracture stress.

6.2 Steady-State Stress Analysis of the ACRR Fuel Eiement CIad
The ACRR SAR uses the formulation for a thin walled pressure vessel to determine the hoop
stress in the cladding. At 20°C the 0.2% offset yield is 33,000 psi; at 120”C the yield is 26,400
psi. This corresponds to a rupture pressure of 920 psi and 743 psi, respectively, for the two
temperatures. At 25 kW, the average temperature of the gas is -800”C. Using an initial gas
pressure loading of 2 atm of helium, the element pressure at 25 kW would be 7.3 atrn or -110
psi, a factor of six less than the vahes required to reach the 0.2% offset yield. Removal of the
central cavity will not affect this result. These calculations do not include future gas generation
due to i%elbumup.

6.3 Steady-State Stress Analysis of the Target Coating
For UOZ, the ukimate tensile strenb@ (UTS) (tension) is -18 ksi and the fracture strenati (FS)
(compression) is -110 ksi. The Young’s Modulus (E) is strongly dependent on the porosity of
the material (Olander, 1976). At 50% porosity, E is 4% of its full density value of 32,400 ksi.

As described in Section 2.1, one of the steps in the target fabrication process is a “bake out”
process at 500°C to remove water from the coating. If the coating was at full density, the stresses
in the coating would be -125 ksi tension, exceeding the UTS by a factor of seven. However, as
described earlier, the target coating densily is not at full density but is calculated, horn moisture
loss during “bake out”, to be -50%. For this porosity, the stress in the coating is sibtificantly
reduced to -4 ksi tension, 4.5 times less than the UTS.

During irradiation of a 25 gram 235Ucoated target, the target power would be -19 kW for a peak
element power of 25 kW (from Section 5.2). Assuming that the clad temperature at the coolant
interface is 120°C, the temperature at the coating/clad interface would be -150”C. The peak
coating temperature, using the conductivity for U02 pressed powder, would be 37 l°C for a
porosi~ of O% (80 pm), and 591°C for a porosity of 50% (160 pm). For the full density, O%
porosity case, the stress at the coating/clad interface would be -37 ksi tension, and at the coating
surface, -85 ksi compression. The compression is within the FS for U02. For the more realistic
50% porosity case, the stress at the coating/clad intexface would be -1 ksi tension, and at the
coating surface, -6 ksi compression. These values are well below the UTS and FS for UOZ.

The effects of a flaked coating are presented in the accident amdysis section of this report.
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6.4 Steady-State Stress Analysis of the Target Clad
The formulation for a thin walled pressure vessel can be used to determine the hoop stress in the
target cladding. At 20°C the 0.2% offset yield is 33,000 psi; at 120°C the yield is 26,400 psi. For
a cladding thickness of 25 rnils, the 0.2% offset yield corresponds to internal target pressures of
1320 psi and 1056 psi, respectively, for the two temperatures. At 19 kW, the average
temperature of the gas would be 51fC, using the UOZ pressed-powder conductivity and a
porosity of 50%. Using an initial gas pressure loading of 9 psia (0.6 atm) of helium, the target
pressure would be -24 psia (1.6 atm), a factor of 44 times less than the values required to reach
the 0.2% offset yield. As described in Section 2.2, the target has been tested to failure, with a
rupture occurring at 2600 psi along the weld seam of the tube.
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7. ACCIDENT ANALYSIS WITH COMPARISONS TO CURRENT SAR
The accident analysis presented in Parma (1998a), for operating with aluminum “void” targets in
the target grid, remains valid with the addition of targets to the ~tid. However, with the addition
of targets to the target ~tid, other accident scenarios become plausible which must be evaluated
to determine their safety signific&ce. These scenarios were determined by performing a hazard
analysis for target irradiation and target handling and storage at the ACRR Facility. This analysis
is presented in Appendix B. No events are identified that pose a high or moderate risk to the
public. Several events that could release fission products from the targets are identified, but
these pose only a minor, or very minor, risk to the public. A subset of these events was chosen
for further analysis in order to define the envelope of accident conditions to which the operation
could be subjected. These events are presented in Table 7. Events associated with irradiated
target transfer out of the ACRR pool and transfer to the Hot Cell Facility were not considered in
this analysis.

Ta

Event
1. Mishandled/Dropped Target

(E?S-FR-3)
2. Misloaded Target

(TI-FR-5)

3. DislodgedorRemoved
Tar:et atpower
(TI-FR-9)

4. TargetMisali=qunentDuring
Loading
(TI-FR-4)

5. TargetCoatingFailureat
Power
(TI-FR-8)

6. LeakingTarget
(TH?R-6,HS-FR-1)

7. FloodedTarget
(TI-FR-7)

8. Uncontrolled Control Rod
Bank Withdrawal
(TI-FR-3)

9. ControlRod Bank
Overspeed
(TI-FR-13)

10. Inadvertent Pulse or
Limiting Event Pulse
(TI-FR-14)

]Ie 7 Accident scenarios with targets.
I Description

An irradiated target is mishandled or dropped in the ACRR pool resulting in
a breach of cladding and fission product release.
A target is inserted into a target grid location which has a greater than
expected neutronic coupling to the core, or a target or group of targets are
loaded into the target .tid with a higher than expected U-235 loading,
resulting in target(s) operating at higher than expected powers, leading to
target overheating, clad failure, and fission product release.
A target is dislodged from the target grid or is inadvertently removed from
the .tid while the reactor is at power, causing a possible reactivi~ anomaly.

A target is not positioned properly in the target grid and does not completely
seat in the lower target grid plate, resulting in it touching a fuel element or
other target and overheating the cladding at that location.
A partial or complete uranium oxide coating failure occurs in a target while
the reactor is at full power resulting in a hot spot and cladding failure.

A target develops a leak due to unsealing of the cap, corrosion, or damage,
resulting in a release of fission products.
A target develops a leak due to unsealing of the cap, corrosion, or damage,
resulting in water ingress into a targe~ which leads to possible target
pressurization, cladrupture, and fission product release.
The control rod bank is inadvertently continuously withdrawn, resulting in a
power increase and possible overheating of the targets and/or the fuel
elements if unmitigated by a scram.
The clock pulse generator board fails, increasing the clock speed to levels
that allow for greater than 20 cents per second reactivity addition, which
results in a power increase and possible overheating of the targets and/or the
fuel elements if unmitigated by a scram.
The pulse or transient rod withdrawal mode is inadvertently entered and a
pulse, transient rod fast withdrawal, or limiting event pulse is performed,
resulting in target coating vaporization and cladding rupture, possible fuel
element cladding rupture, and a release of fission products.
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In general, for steady-state research-type reactors, credible accident scenarios, in which a
si=~ificant quantity of fission products could potentially be released, are limited to uncontrolled
reactivity excursions. The only events, in a steady-state mode, that could add enough reactivity
to cause si=gificant fuel and/or target damage are an uncontrolled control rod bank withdrawal
incident without SCRAM or a control rod bank overspeed incident.

Other accident scenarios associated with the reactor, listed in Table 14.1-1 of the ACRR SAR,
are presented to show that they are not affected by the addition of targets to the ~tid.

7.1 Target RadionucIide Inventory and Release
The target radionuclide fission product inventory can be calculated using a computer code such
as 0FUGEN2 (Croff, 1983) or by direct calculation using the cumulative yields (Meek and Rider,
1974). For the analyses presented in this report, the radionuclide inventory was calculated using
the cumulative yields in an EXCEL spreadsheet. This allowed for a smaller group of isotopes to
be examined quickly without having to re-run and post-process 0FUGEN2 for every permutation
of power and operating history. The results were compared to 0RIGEN2 to ensure agreement
between the results.

For releases from the target to the environment, the isotopes of concern include the noble gases
(& and Xe) and the halogens (& and I). These chemical groups have the greatest potential for
escaping to the atmosphere since they are either non-reactive gases or have relatively high vapor
pressures, compared to the other chemical groups. The halogens, however, are very chemically
reactive, and will readily form compounds. All of the other chemical groups have very low
vapor pressures at room temperature and would not be expected to escape from the pool. For a
rupture-type incident in the pool, Res&epo, 1992 suggests using pool decontamination factors of
1 for the noble gases, 100 for the halogens, and 1400 for all other groups. These
decontamination factors were used. in determining the doses associated with the lir&ing event
presented in the ACRR SAR.

Table 8 shows the calculated noble and halogen radioisotope target inventory using the
cumulative yields from Meek and Rider, 1974, and a tmget power of 20 kW, for a 7 day, 14 day,
and infinite irradiation (i.e. saturated activity). The isotopes that are used in the MACCS dose
code (Chanin and Young, 1997) are identified in the MACCS column.

Note that after a seven day irradiation, all but Kr-85, 1-131, Xe-13 lm, 1-132, and Xe-133 are at
their saturated activity values. The difference from the seven day results and the saturated values
for these isotopes makes up only -10% of the total activi~.

Results from prior work (l?arrn< 1988) (Naegeli, 1998a) indicate that for an average fission
fra=~ent created in UOZ, 3% of the fra=gnents are emitted from the coating into the gas.
However, the range of a fission fraagmentin 9 psia He is -22 cm. Therefore, a significant fraction
of the fragments are implanted back into the coating on the opposite side of the target. It is
expected that less than 370 of the nobles and halogens would be in the gas and available for
release under normal operating conditions and after removal of the target from the reactor.
Results from tests during the target processing verification Campai=mshowed that only -1% of
the Kr and Xe, and 5 x 10-7%of the iodine atoms were available for release (l%rma and Naegeli,
1997). The small iodine fraction -was due to plate-out on the coating surface.
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Unless otherwise specified, the results that will be presented in this analysis assume that only 3%
of the nobles and halogens are available for release from a target. All of the other chemical
groups are assumed to be trapped within the target.

Tabh 8 Noble and haIogen radioisotope target invento~
Chemical 7day

Group MAccs Half Life Irradiation (Ci)
H 1.47 d 0.03

H x 2.40 h 88.9

for a 20 kW target.
14-day Saturated

Irradiation (Ci) Activity (Ci)
0.03 0.03

88.9 88.9

Isotope

Br-82

Br-83

1

J
!

Kr-83m N]xll.86hl 88.9 88.9 88.9 ~
162.0 162.0Br-84

Kr-85m

H x 31.8 m 162.0
N x 4.48 h 220.()

Kr-85

Kr-87

N x 10.7y 0.06
N x 1.27h 426.0

Kr-88 Nlx12.84hl 601.0 601.0 601.0

H 12.4h 0.041-130

1-131

Xe-131m

H x 8.04 d 215.0
N x 11.9 d 2.23

1-132 Hlx12.28hl 560.0

1-133

Xe-133m

H x 20.8 h 1130.0

N x 2.19 d 28.6

Xe-133

1-134

1-135

N x 5.24 d 685.0

H x 52.6 m 1280.0

H x 6.57 h 1070.0

956.0 I 1130.0
1280.0 I 1280.0
1070.0 I 1070.0

Xe-135m

Xe-1351
Xe-138

N x 15.3 m 184.0
N x 9.10 h 1110.0
N x 14.1m 1050.0

184.0 184.0
1110.0 1110.0
1050.0 I 1050.0

!

9430.0 9840.0Total I I I 8900.0

the Xe-135 inventoxy is conservative since it has a large absorption cross section, but is not adjusted for—
transmutation. MCNP calculations indicate that at equilibrium, the Xe-135 inventory is -30’% of this value.

Under a hypothetical condition where a reactor pulse occurred with targets in the target -grid,the
targets would rupture due to the extreme amount of ener=~ deposited in the coating in a very
short period of time. This event is assumed to be “incredible since the pulse mode is disabled by
hardware changes. However, the analysis of the downwind doses from this event would bound
the consequences of all of the in-pool reactor accidents. Using the pulse scenario, the target
coating would vaporize, rupture the targets, and allow all of the fission products to be dispersed
into the pool. The downwind doses for a single target rupture can be calculated using the same
assumptions used for the limiting event described in Section 14.3 of the ACRR SAR: 1) 30
minute decay perio~ 2) pool decontamination factors of 1 for the noble gases, 100 for the
halogens, 1400 for all other chemical groups; and 3) unfdtered high-bay. With the added
assumption that only the nobles and halogens contribute si.tificantly to the downwind dose (it
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can be shown that, using the pool decontamination factor of 1400, the downwind dose
contribution from the “other” chemical groups contributes only tens of microrem to the total dose
at 3000 m.), Table 8 and dose conversion factors as a function of distance (Naegeli, 1998b)
calculated from the MACCS dose code (Chanin and Young, 1997) were used to calculate the
downwind dose.

The downwind dose results for a vaporized target coating, ruptured target, and inventory release
into the pool are shown in Table 9 for a target power of 20 kW irradiated for an infinite time
(saturated activity) for distances of 0-0.1 km and 2.9-3.1 km. The doses presented are effective
whole body doses. The shaded boxes identify the isotopes contributing greater than 1% of the
total dose. For the exclusion boundary of 3.0 km, the dose is calculated to be 5.1 mrem. If dl
seven targets were to rupture, the dose is calculated to be 36.0 mrem. This value is within the
operating envelope for the ACRR SAR of 40 mrem (whole body) to an individual at the
exclusion area boundary (page 14-14 of the ACRR SAR). The onsite dose is calculated to be
57.3 mrem for one target rupture and 401 rnrem for a seven target rupture. The largest dose
contributors are Kr-88, 1-131,1-133, and 1-135.

Table 9 Downwind effective whole body dose for the compIete release of a 20 kW -
satur ed activity targe~ 100 % nobles, 1% halogens, and 30 minute decay.

Isotope 0-0.1 km (mrem) 2.9-3.1 km (mrem)

Br-83 0.01 0.00
Kr-83m I 0.00 I 0.00 I

Total I 57.33 I 5.14 I
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7.2 Accident Analysis
The accident scenarios presented in Table 7 have been further analyzed along with the
radionuclide inventoxy for the target presented in Table 8, the assumptions presented in Section
7.1, and downwind dose conversion factors. The results show that for many of the events, there
are no consequences. For the events where a breach in the target cladding does occur, the
downwind doses are small due to the inventory available for release from the target, and the
mitigating factors associated with pool decontamination.

7.2.1 MishandIe&Vropped Target
Targets will be handled routinely and on a daily basis once a production mode is established.
Target handling tools have been built to add and remove targets and aluminum “void” targets to
and from the target ~gid. Other equipment and tooling will be required to actually move a target
to the Hot Cell Facility.

With the number of movements required for the targets in a production-type environment,
dropping a target from the handling tool is an anticipated event. Although the target does have
negative buoyancy, it is not heavy enough to cause damage to the reactor, other equipment in the
pool, or to itself. That is, it would bean incredible event for a target to be punctured by dropping
it on the reactor or tank floor. A possible event would be that the VCR@fitting (target cap) would
loosen due to dropping of the target. Dropping a target and the target cap loosening is an
unlikely event. Since the target is loaded with helium to a pressure of 9 psia (see Section 2.1 for
a description of the target), if the event did occur, water would penetrate the target and allow the
gasses to escape into the pool.

Assuming that 3% of nobles and 3?Z0of halogens are entrained in the target gas and released to
the pool, the downwind doses can be calculated using the same methodology used in the
previous section. Downwind effective whole body doses are presented in Table 10 assuming a
30 minute decay, with pool decontamination factors of 1 for the nobles and 100 for the halogens.
The results are 3% of the values presented in Table 9. The largest dose contributors near the
facility are Kr-88, 1-131,1-133, and 1-135. At the 3.0 km boundary, the noble gases play a larger
role in contributing to the dose. The doses at the 0.1 km and 3.0 km boundaries are low - 1.72
mrem and 0.15 mrem, respectively.

Table 11 presents the same scenario, but with a halogen pool decontamination factor of 1, i.e., all
of the halogens are released to the high bay atmosphere. This scenario would correspond to a
target failure or cap loosening as the target cask is removed from the GIF or ACRR pool and is
placed on the high-bay floor. This result is presented for comparative purposes only, since
details on irradiated target transfer are not presented in this analysis. In reality the time delay for
removal of a target from the reactor and transport to the hot ceil faciliy would be much longer
than 30 minutes, hence the radioactive isotope inventory would be si=tiilcantly reduced. Both
the 0.1 km and 3.0 km doses are dominated by the halogens, but still remain relatively low -114
mrem and 2.4 mrem, respectively.

Note that if the experimental measurement of the halogen release from the target gas (5 x 10-7%)
is correct, the downwind dose results only from the noble gas release -0.6 mrem and 0.12 mrem
for 0.1 km and 3.0 km, respectively.
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In conclusion, although a dropped target in the reactor pool is an anticipated event, the likelihood
of any release of fission products into the pool is unlikely. Puncturing a taiget due to a drop is
extremely unlikely. A more likely event would be the loosening of the target cap during or after
a drop. None of the halogens and only -1% of the noble fission product inventory would be
expected to be released to the pool resulting in less than a mrem at 0.1 km.

Table 10 Downwind effective whole body dose for gas release of a 20 kW -
satw

Isotope 0-0.1 km (mrem) 2.9-3.1 km (mrem)

! 1

Br-83 0.00 I 0.00 I

Kr-83m I 0.00 I 0.00 I
Br-84 I 0.00 I 0.00 1
Kr-85m 0.01
Kr-85 0.00 0.00

Total I 1.72 I 0.15 I
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Table 11 Downwind effective whole body dose for gas release of a 20 kW -
satur:

Isotope 0-0.1 km (mrem) 2.9-3.1 km (mrem)

Br-83 “ 0.02 0.00

Kr-83m 0.00 0.00
Br-84 0.30 0.006

Kr-85m I 0.01 I 0.002 I

, I

Total I 114.31 I 2.42 i

7.2.2 Misloaded Target
The confi=mration used for the seven target irradiation is for the center and frost row of the target
~tid to be fdled with one to seven targets and the outer row f~ed with aluminum “void” tar~ets.
If less than seven targets are imadiated, the empty locations are fdled with “void” targets. The
purpose for this arrangement is twofold: 1) replac@ the empty locations with voids allows for
the coupling factor in the targets to remain larg~ and 2) using only the center seven locations
allows for logistically simple target identification. There are no safety implications associated
with the target arrangement in the grid. To remove and add a target to the grid, the reactor would
be made subcritical by several dollars. A mix-up could occur that would allow for the wrong

, location to be filled or emptied, or left open with no target. If the error was not discovered, the
reactor would again be made critical at a cold condition. Depending on the nature of the error,
the reactor temperature, and the xenon buildup, the critical condition may not indicate a
significant reactivity difference in the core. However, there would be no safety consequence for
operating with this confia~ration. The fuel element peaking factors vary by less than 10% when
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comparing the seven target confi=~ration to the all “void” confirmation, hence the fuel inte~~ty
would not be jeopardized.

Another possible loading error -is if a target with a larger or smaller amount of 235U was
inadvertently placed in the target ~tid at a location previously occupied by a standard target. The
current loading variation for this analysis is 18 to 22 grams of ‘5U. In Table 4, variations in ’35U
loading from 20 to 25 grams, and cladding thickness from 25 to 35 nils, were analyzed. Fuel
element peaking factors do not change significantly for these variations.

Since the targets are manufactured to specifications and are controlled at SNL using SNM and
quality verification procedures, it is unlikely that a mass loading error could occur for a given
t=get. With regard to targettransfers into and out of the ~grid,a procedure will govern the target

movements in the same manner that fuel elements are tracked. Also, it is unlikely that a variety
of target configurations would be used in a production mode scenario. That is, it is anticipated
that one targetireactor conf@ration will be used for an extended period of time. Hence a
loading error, where targets are left out, more added, or are not replaced with an aluminum
“void” targets, is an unlikely event.

However, in order to quantifj the effects of a loading error, four possible conditions were
examined: 1) seven 20 g targets are replaced with 25 g targets, the positive reactivity addition of
$0.92 is not detected, and the reactor is operated at the same power level (assuming that the
neutronic instrumentation is a measure of the total power); 2) seven 20 g targets are replaced
with O g targets, the negative reactivity addition of $3.68 is not detected, and the reactor is
operated at the same power level; 3) seven 20 g targets are replaced with water, the negative
reactivity addition of $4.07 is not detected, and the reactor is operated at the same power level;
4) seven 20 g targets are replaced with nineteen 20 g targets, the positive reactivity addition of
-$6 is not detected, and the reactor is operated at the same power level. Note that for all of these
conditions, it is assumed that the neutronic instrumentation used is a measure of the total core
power. The instrumented elements are not considered in the analysis, although the scram
limitation on fuel temperature would act to limit the peak element power that could be achieved.

For the orkjnal condition - seven 20 g ‘5U targets - full power would result in the peak fiel
elements operating at the nominal power of 21.74 kW. Using the coupling factors from Table 4,
the total core and target power would be 2.35 MW, of which 4.1% would be due to the target
power. For case 1, at a total power of 2.35 MW, the peak element power remains the same,
21.74 kW, and the target power becomes 4.7% of the total power. For case 2, the element peak
to average is 1.55, and using the same methodology, the peak element power becomes 20.5 kW,
with no target power. For case 3, the peak element power becomes 20.7 kW. For case 4- a 19
tmget, 177 fiel element core - the fiel element peak to average is 1.77 and the target coupling

factor is 0.0334 W~~ fi.1-gz35UW. At 2.35 MW the peak fuel element power becomes 20.9
kW, and the target power becomes 11.3% of the total power.

This simple analysis agrees with a similar conclusion that can be determined from the neutronic
results comparing the peak element power to total core power. For a given reactor fiel loading
conf@ration, the ratio of the peak element power to the total power is within -5% for any
variation in the target loading confi=~ration.
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In conclusion, for the range of conditions analyzed in this report, target loading errors are found
to have no effect on the overall safe operation of the reactor. If a target loading error occurred,
breach of the target or fiel element cladding would not occur due to excessive heat flux, nor
would excessive fuel element temperatures be reached. No consequence would result from a fuel
loading error.

7.2.3 Dislodged or Removed Target at Power
This analysisassumes that the reactor will be made subcritical by several dollars before a target
is removed or added to the target grid. This requirement must be incorporated into the facility
operating procedures. There are two possible accident scenarios by which a target could be
inadvertently removed at powec 1) operator error, where an operator thinks the reactor is shut
down, and removes a target or aluminum “void” from the ~tid; or 2) a target is pulled out of the
.tid or becomes dislodged due to the drag forces along the sutiace of the target caused by the
natural convection flow.

For the flow rates associated with a 20 kW target, the drag forces can be calculated from the
pressure drops to be -3 grams. Also, a fully assembled uncoated target was tested in a water jacket
to experimentally measure the effects of buoyant and friction forces on the target that would be
experienced under natural convection flow conditions (Wemple, 1996). For the same velocity
conditions, the Iifting force was found to be -10 grams. Since the equivalent mass of a submerged
target is 160 g, dislodging a target is a very unlikely event. Dislod=@g a target would not be
expected to have a significant reactivity effect.

Removal of a target or an aluminum “void” target from the grid at the critical condition would be
an unlikely operator error. When the reactor is at full power, a pronounced blue glow, due to
Cerenkov radiation, exists in the core. Also at fill power, eddy currents below the surface of the
water are strong and do not allow for a good visual image of the grid. For an inadvertent removal
to occur, the reactor would have to be critical at a low power level. However, for the 19 .tid
confiawration, a negative reactivity would be added to the core. Removal of a 20 g target would
decrease the reactivity by $0.58. Removal of an aluminum “void” target would decrease the
reactivity by $0.15.

In conclusion, inadvertent target or aluminum %oid” target removal at the critical condition is
found to have no effect on the overall safe operation of the reactor.

7.2.4 Target Misalignment During Loading
The target handling tool is used to add and remove targets and aluminum “void” targets from the
target grid. The handling tool is positioned directly over the grid location from above the island
that supports the control, safety, and transient rod drives. The tooI is desi=med to work with the
.gid to properly align a target in the .tid. The upper dia-ent target .tid plate and the upper
support plate are approximately 4 in. apart and act to lock the target in place laterally as the target
is lowered into the grid. Once the target is below the upper support pIate, the outer sleeve of the
release mechanism on the handling tool mates with the target hole in the plate. This feature
coupled with loading the targets from directly above the grid ensure that the target’s nose will
seat properly in the lower target grid plate. With some difficulty, a target or aluminum “void”
target could be rnisa.lia~ed such that the nose of the target ends up resting on the lower target ~tid
plate instead of properly seating. This event is considered unlikely. For the degrees of freedom
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involved, the most that the target can be misaligned using the handling tool is -0.79 in. using the
design tolerances of the tool and upper g-id plate. (Note that the sleeve on the handling tool can
be refit to allow for a much closer tolerance within the hole of the top target ~tid plate.) For the
19 target ~tid with a pitch of 5.3 cm, the nose of the target would have to be misaligned by at
least 0.84 in. before the target would contact another target and 0.71 in. before an outer row
t~get could contact a fiel element.

The change in reactivity for a rnisalie~ed target is expected to be negligible. If a misaligned
t~get c~e in contact wi~ ~o~er t~get, tie location of fie con~ct would be -0.8 in. below tie

fuel region on the target being contacted. The contact region would be a very loose point contact.
If a misaligned target contacted a fhel element, the location of the contact would be about 1.1 in.
above the lower region of the fhel. Again, the contact region would be a very loose point contact
and would not cause the clad to overheat at the contact location.

Damage to the cladding of a contacted fuel element or target is considered incredible since a
si=~ificrmt impact is required to cause even a dent in a 20 mil stainless steel tube 1.5 in. in
diameter.

In conclusion, target rnisaligunent is found to have no effect on the overall safe operation of the
reactor. Although target misaliagunent is an unlikely event, the occurrence of such an event is
not expected to cause any damage to the cladding of an adjacent target or fiel element.

7.2.5 Target Coating Failure at Power
Complete failure of a target coating is an unlikely event since each target must pass quality
control vibration and temperature tests before being accepted (see Section 2.2). Cintichem Jnc.
had never experienced a coating failure while a target was being irradiated, and had no provision
in their targets for a fuel catcher, in the event that the coating flaked and fell to the bottom of the
tmget @fcGovem, 1998). However, since tie coating/cladding interface is a mech~c~ bond,

and some targets are rejected due to coating fall off during fabrication, partial coating failure is
an anticipated event. In order to ensure that the failed portion of the coating would not overheat,
melt, vaporize, or cause a local hot spot in the cladding to occur, a fuel catcher feature was
analyzed and added to the target desi=m in the early stages of the program development. The
catcher is designed into the bottom stainless steel plug of the target (see Section 2.1) and acts as a
neutron absorber, effectively lowering the power level in the fuel to a level that can be cooled.

In the event that the complete coating failed and fell into the catcher region, -$0.53 of reactivity
would be added to the core. If the coating failed during a shutdown cycle, the reactivity change
might not be detected ~ being msociated wi~ a coating f~ure. MC~ c~culations were

performed with the coating of the center target completely powdered as UOZ in the catcher. The
powdered U02 was modeled in radial and axial sections to determine the power variations within
the catcher. The coupling factor of the powder to the peak element is 0.00184 W/W@ ~cl - g
‘5U. For a 20 g ‘5U target, and the peak fuel element at 21.74 kW, the powdered coating would
operate at 800 W.

The steady-state heat transfer code CYLSS (I?arm~ 1998b) was used to determine the two-
dimensional temperature profile in the powdered coating. The code was run in the R-Z direction
for the analysis, with an insulated boundary condition on the bottom surface of the cladding one
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centimeter below the powder. The upper surface of the powder was allowed to radiate. The
powder density was -60% of full density and was modeled as a particle bed with helium as the
fill gas. The power variation results from the MCNP calculation were used in the analysis. The
clad boundary was fixed at 120°C, which represents a typical wall temperature under subcooled
nucleate boiling condhions. The peak temperature in the powder was found to be 1790°C in the
center just below the surface, well below the melting point for U02 of 2500°C. The peak
temperature at the powder/stainless steel interface was found to be 355°C, well below any
eutectic formation temperature.

For the case where only a piece of coating begins to flake from the internal surface of the
cladding, the temperature of the flake can be calculated using radiation heat transfer. Assuming
an emissivity of 0.5, an average internal wall temperature of 250°C, and a heat flux in the coating
of 46 W/cm2 (corresponding to a 19 kW, 16.5 in. coating length), the temperature of the flake is
1420°C, weIl below the melting point for U02 of 2500°C.

In conclusion, although Cintichem never experienced a coating failure in their targets during
irradiation, a fuel catcher has been incorporated into the current target desi==. This feature will
effectively reduce the power in the fuel catcher region to an acceptable level to ensure that
overheating conditions will not occur. No consequence is expected to occur for this event.

7.2.6 Leaking Target
A leaking target could occur if the target had a pinhole leak, or if the target cap was inadvertently
loosened during handling. Since the welds on every target are leak checked before shipment to
SNL, a loosened cap is a more plausible event. A leaking target is an anticipated event.

The initial loading pressure of helium in a target is 9 psia. For a 25 g ‘5U target operating at 19
kW, the pressure within the target would be -22 psia (1.5 atm), using the UOZ powder
conductivity and a coating porosity of 50%. This assumes the gas temperature is equal to the
average coating temperature on the internal surface, 443°C. The water pressure at 20 feet below
the pool surface is -22 psia (1.5 atm). If a pinhole leak or a loose fitting occurred in a target
while it was at power, the leakage would be internal since the targets would not be at the
maximum pressure. However, for analytical purposes, this analysis will assume that as the
nobles and halogens are created, 3% become entrained in the helium ffl gas and are immediately
deposited into the pool. The isotopes are assumed to be retained in the pool water and escape to
the environment only through pool water evaporation. The integrated release to the atmosphere
can be calculated for each isotope using results from the continuous release downwind dose code
CAP88-PC (Parks, 1992).

Table 12 shows the volubility limits for krypton, xenon, bromine, and iodine in water at 50°C and
atmospheric pressure (CRC, 1973). Although the solubility for these elements is not extiemely
lmge, with the exception of bromine, the volume of the pool -56,000 liters - allows for tens of
kilograms of the elements to be held in solution. For a 20 kW, 14 day irradiated target,
approximately 30 mg of noble gases and halogens are created; this quantity of material should be
easily maintained in soIution in the pool water.

The available mechanisms for the radioactive isotopes to leave the pool are by decay, pool water
cleanup through the resin beds, pool water evaporation with the isotopes entrained in the vapor,
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and diffision where the isotopes diffuse to the surface and escape, and plate out to surfaces in the
pool. For the halogens and other chemically reactive groups, all of the mechanisms are possible.
For the noble gases, only decay, evaporation, and diffusion are possible. Of these, diffusion is
the most diflicult mechanism to quantify, since the pool is not stab~ant, but is mixed due to the
natural circulation and pump mixing. However, a somewhat sta~mant layer does exist from the
surface to about 1.5 m below the surface. Since the difision mechanism is W33cult to quantify,
it will be ignored for this analysis, and evaporation will be assumed to be the primary release
mechanism to the high bay atmosphere. With the reactor operating at full power in the near
future, abetter understanding of the diffusion parameters can be developed.

Table 12 Volubility of some noble gases and halogens in water.
Total Solute in

Solubility at 50 56,0001 of Water
Element ‘c Q/l) (kg)

Krvoton I 0.18 I 10.1

Xenon I 0.50 I 28.0
J I

Bromine 35.2 1971.0

Iodine I 0.78 I 43.7

Assuming that decay, evaporation, and water cleanup are the only methods for the radioactive
isotopes to leave the pool, the integrated release from the building can be calculated using the
formulation (Massey, 1995)

m [11/
Y A+~K

where Ri is the total activity released from the stack of isotope i; Si is the activi~ of isotope i
initially released from the target or element into the pool; rnP is the evaporation rate from the
pool; m. is the cleanup rate with efficiency T m, is the stack release rate; VPis the pool and
piping volume; V. is the high bay room volume; and ~i is the decay constant for isotope i.

Using an evaporation rate of 9.31 liters per hour from the pool (typicaI value at a pool
temperature of 45 to 50 ‘C), a pool cleanup rate of 6,800 liters per hour with an efficiency of 0.95
for removing the halogens and an efilciency of zero for removing noble gasses, a pool volume of
56,000 liters, a stack release rate of 4,600 liters/s, and a high bay room volume of 2,330,000
liters, the total activity released from the ACRR high bay stack can be calculated for each noble
gas and halogen radioisotope deposited in the pool.

The effective whole body dose for a leaking target is presented in Table 13 at distances of 0.3,
1.6, and 3.0 km with the wind direction towards the northwest. The target is assumed to be
operating at 20 kW and has been leaking for 14 days. The inventory of nobles and kdogens in
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the target released to the pool is assumed to be 3%. Two conditions are presented for the
halogens, without and with pool water cleanup. None of the values approach one mrem. The
radioisotopes that dominate the doses are 1-131, followed by 1-133 and I.-135. If no pool water
retention is assumed, the doses would increase by three orders of magnitude for the nobles and
two orders of mabtitude for the hzilogens.

Table 13 Downwind effective whole body dose for a Ieaking target
at 20 kW -14 day irradiation.
I I I

Condition 0.3 km (rnrem) 1.6km (mrem) 3.0 km (mrem)
Nobles 3% release to pool,

100%retention 0.00049 0.00018 0.000079

I

Halogens 3% release to pool,
100%retention, 0.124 0.0296 0.0067
no cleanup

Halogens 3% release to pool,
100%retention, 0.0136 0.00315 0.000714
with cleanup

In conclusion, although a leaking target is an anticipated event, the downwind doses that would
be associated with a leak would be -0.1 mrem on-site, and -0.03 mrem at ‘the nearest receptor,
assuming that the nobles and halogens are completely absorbed in the water, and evaporation of
the pool water is the release mechanism to the high bay atmosphere. If the nobles are not
absorbed in the water, the on-site and nearest receptor doses would be -0.6 mrem and -0.2
mrem, respectively.

7.2.7 Flooded Target
An extension of the leaking target scenario is that of a fiooded target. Since a pinhole leak is
unlikely, the most plausible event would be a loosened target cap during handling. This event,
like the leaking target event, is anticipated.

If a large leak formed in a target, water could ffl the target since the target is typically at a lower
pressure than the pool. Completely flooding one target would decrease the reactivi~ by a few
cents. When the reactor and target were brought to full power, the water would heat up due to
contact with the coating. If the target was completely filled initiaUy with water, the water would
expand and the internal target pressure would be relieved by forcing water out through the
leaking area. If the leak were small enough that the target pressure could not be relieved
promptly, the pressure would continue to increase and a target rupture could occur. A target
rupture would be very ufikely.

Using the results of the target rupture test of 2600 psi presented in Section 2.2, and the properties
of saturated water - temperature table (Wark, 1977), the water temperature can be identified
where a target rupture would occur. This value is found to be 360°C. In order to exceed the
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0.2% offset yield of 26,400 psi, a pressure of 1056 psi would be required, which corresponds to a
water temperature of 290°C.

The results presented in Section 7.2.6 for the leaking target showed that for a 19 kW target with a
160 ~m coating thickness, the average ,coating temperature was 443°C for UOZ powder. For a
particle bed the temperature is 193 ‘C. If the coating behaves as U02 powder, a flooded target
could rupture if the leak becomes sealed after flooding. If the coating behaves as a particle bed,
then the target will not rupture, nor will the 0.2% offset yield be reached.

In the very unlikely event that a target rupture occurred due to a flooded target, the damage
would be localized to only the single target, due to the separation between the targets and the fuel
element. The coating would remain intact except for possibly the region surrounding the
damaged area. The downwind dose would be the same as for the case where a target is dropped
or punctured and is presented in Table 10. The largest dose contributors near the facility are Kr-
88, 1-131, 1-133, and 1-135. At the 3.0 km boundary, the noble gases play a larger role in
contributing to the dose. The doses at the 0.1 km and 3.0 km boundary are low - 1.72 mrem and
0.15 mrem, respectively.

In conclusion, like the leaking target event, a flooded target is anticipated. However, target
rupture is very unlikely since the pressure would be relieved through the leaking area. For this
case the downwind doses would be the same as for those presented in leaking target event.

7.2.8 Uncontrolled Control Rod Bank Withdrawal
Parma (1998a) examined the uncontrolled control rod bank withdrawal transient for the 19 target
~tid conf@ration with 19 aluminum “void” targets. The number of failures required to have an
uncontrolled rod withdrawal incident where a SCRAM does occur is at least two. If the PPS
operates and a SCIUNvl occurs at 115% of full power, the event would be terminated with no
adverse effect on the core. The f~st failure is either a human failure where the operator continues
to shim rods out without regard to the instrumentation, or a hardware failure where the Rod
Up/Down switch fails closed. The second failure is either a hardware failure in both Gamma-
Metrics drawers, where the startup rate si=malis incomect or has failed, or a sollware failure in
the DAC 4 computer, where the Control Rod Withdraw Enable logic fails (Chapter 7.4.12 of the
SAR). In order to have the event occur without a SCRAM, (uncontrolled rod bank withdrawal
without SCRAM (URWWOS)) the PPS system must fail, which would include at least two
hardware failures where both PPS drawers completely fail. Since at least two independent
failures are required to have an uncontrolled rod withdrawal occur, this event is very unlikely.
This event coupled with a PPS failure is extremely unlikely.

For the same transient with up to seven targets installed in the 19 .tid conf@ration, the same
number of failures are required for the incident to occur, with at least one human or hardware
failure plus a second failure of the Control Rod Withdraw Enable logic or startup rate signal from
both Garnrna-Metrics drawers.

Given that the two failures occur, the next issue is whether the power trip PPS set point will
prevent target ruptures from occurring. The difference between a fuel element and a target for
this type of transient, starting horn a low power level,.is that a fuel element maintains a large heat
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capacity and will not have excessive fuel temperatures or exceed the critical heat flux under the
zero flow conditions. Contrast this result with a target that has only a small heat capacity,
dictated by the cladding thickness, and which under zero flow conditions could more easily
exceed the critical heat flux. ‘ ., .:

The computer code KIFLHE (Kinetics, FLow, Heat) (l?arma, 1998c) was used to analyze reactor
transients where the heat flux and fuel temperatures were required to be calculated as a fimction
of the reactor power and flow conditions. KIFLHE is a transient code that is similar to PKID
(Pickard and Odom, 1978). It uses zero-dmensional (i.e., point) neutron kinetics, two-
dimensional (R-Z) heat transfer, and one-dimensional (Z) flow. The code monitors heat flux and
calculates the CHF using the Rae, El Genk 1994 data. Reactivity feedback efiects are included
by monitoring the “average” element in the core throughout the transient, and determining the
proper fuel and moderator temperature reactivity feedback. The code only models single phase
flow. H the flow channel experiences saturation conditions, the code does not model the
increased mass flow in the channel, as would be expected for two phase flow. The code allows
for other elements or experiments to be monitored during the transient by using element peaking
factors or a power coupling factor.

Assuming that a power trip occurs at 115% of full power, a SCRAM would be initiated and rods
would begin dropping into the core within 0.3 s. Calculations were performed using KIFLHE
with an initial critical power level of one watt and reactivity insertion rates of 10 and 20 @/s. A
target coupling factor of 1.1 W~~,~ ~~1and a target peaking factor of 1.2 was used in the
calculations. For each of these cases, a 115~0 full power trip with a 0.3 s delay was used. The
calculations were petiormed in a conservative manner by assuming that if the zero flow ClII? was
exceeded for the targets, then recovery of the heat transfer coefficient was not possible, even if
the heat flux dropped below the critical value. Under zero-flow conditions, the target power
required to reach the CHF was calculated to be 40 kW. For the ramp rates analyzed, the CHF in
the targets was reached, but the amount of enerb~ deposited in the targets was small, ensuring
that a rupture would not occur in the targets. The melting point of stainless steel is -1500”C; the
temperature at which the cladding has essentially zero tensile stienbti is -1100°C. The heat
capacity required to reach the cladding inte=tity loss can be calculated to be -160 kJ. For the 10
and 20 @/sramp rate calculations with SCRAM, the amount of enera~ deposited in a target is 42
kJ (clad temperature= 350°C ) and 120 kJ (clad temperature= 900”C), respectively. starting at a

condition of -$2 in reactivity and one watt, a 20 @/sramp insertion resulted in 100 kJ of ener=~

deposited in the target. Hence, the cladding will remain intact and the fuel temperature will
remain welI below the reeking point for this transient.

If a power trip SCRAM is not initiated by the PPS, the target heat capacity is not adequate to
allow the cladding to survive the “mini-pulse” portion of the transient. The target cladding
would be expected to lose its inteb@y and rupture. However, fuel melt is not expected to occur.
Calculations show that at the time when the cladding would be breached, the temperature of the
fuel is -1200”C, significantly lower than the UOZmelt point of 2500”C.

Assuming that the seven targets rupture as a result of an uncontrolled rod withdrawal without
SCIL4M, the damage would be confined to the target region since the amount of stored energy
in the helium fdl gas would be small, and the targets are cotilned to the center region of the
target ~tid. Since the coating would not be expected to melt, the inventory release to the pool
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would be 390 of the nobles and halogens. The results presented in Table 10 for the downwind
dose for a single target puncture would apply. Multiplying the results by seven, the effective
whole body dose at 0.1 km would be 12.0 rnrem, and at 3.0 km would be 1.1 mrem. If a more
conse~ative assumption is made-that all of the target inventory is released to the pool, then Table
9 would apply. For a seven target release the dose at 0.1 km would be 401 mrem, and at 3.0 km
would be 36.0 mrem. As discussed in Section 7.1, this value is within the 40 mrem (whole body)
operating envelope presented in the ACRR SAR, Page 14-14.

Similar URWWOS analyses performed for the condition where the initial core power was in the
kilowatt range gave similar results. Since the flow conditions are still low for the target in this
power range, the target cladding behavior detefines the outcome of the event” However7 this
would not be the case for the condition where the transient begins with the initial core power in
the megawatt range. For this condition the flow would be well established in the target region,
and the cladding behavior of the fuel would detemine the outcome of the event. The results
would be the same as those presented previously in Parma (1998a). If a SCRAM did not occur,
the CHF of the fuel elements would be exceeded tens of seconds after the event was initiated.
The dose consequence of cladding failure in the frost row of fiel elements would be a 2.2 mrem
effective whole body dose at 3.0 km.

A similar case was analyzed where the startup rate Control Rod Withdraw Enable logic was
assumed to operate as desi~~ed. Under this scenario, the control rod bank adds positive
reactivity until the startup rate reaches six decades per minute, which is equivalent to a period of
4.3 s or $0.54 of reactivity. Once this condition is reached, additional positive reactivity cannot
be added by control rod motion. However, the control rods could be driven into the core adding
negative reactivity if operator intervention Was taken. Assuming no operator intervention is
taken to slow down the transient as full power is reached, the feedback effects due to the core
heatup would lag behind the water heatup rate in the central cavity region, since the heat capacity
of the fuel elements is large compared to the targets. The transient code KIFLHE was used to
simulate this event with the positive feedback from the central cavity region included in the
analysis. The event was found to terminate by a PPS initiated SCRAM at the maximum power
level of 115% of full power. No excessive temperatures or heat fluxes were found to exist for
the targets or fuel elements. Jf a SCIL4M did not occur, damage to the targets similar to that
describe above would result. The target cladding would be expected to lose its integrity and
rupture due to the heat flux exceeding the CHF. The same dose consequences described above
would result.

In conclusion, although an uncontrolled control rod withdrawal event coupled with a rod block
enable failure is very unlikely, no consequence is expected if the PPS power trip functions
properly. This event coupled with a PPS failure is extremely unlikely. However, dose estimates
at the 3 km boundary for a seven target rupture would be within the operating envelope of 40
mrem identified in the SAR.
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7.2.9 Control Rod Bank Overspeed
The uncontrolled control rod bank withdrawal assumed that the maximum reactivity addition rate
for the control rod bank was 20 @/s. This addition rate is liited by a TSR requirement. The
reactivity addition rate is governed by the speed at which the controI rod bank is withdrawn from
the reactor. Rod @rive motion is controlled by a stepper motor, which uses a Clock Pulse
Generator Board (see Chapter 7.4.16.1 of the SAR), and a Rod Controller that is a programmable
logic controller (PLC) (see Chapter 7.16.2 of the SAR). The Clock Pulse Generator Board
generates the pulses and the Rod Controller provides the logic to drive the stepper motors. The
Rod Controller maintains a frequency monitor that trips the PLC if the clock frequency is
exceeded in the “slow” or “fast” speeds and disables the rods from moving out of the core.

The number of failures that would be required to allow the control rod bank to be withdrawn at a
rate greater than the 20 @/saddition limit is two. The f~st is a failure in the Clock Pulse
Generator Board. A nuinber of failures can be identified that could cause a higher clock
frequency to be generated by the Clock Pulse Generator Board. The second is a failure of the
Rod Controller to properly detect the high-frequency condition and disable the rods from moving
out of the core. k the most adverse condition, the clock frequency couId reach a maximum of
1800 Hz. At this frequency, a reactivi~ addition rate of -$1.20/s could be achieved by the
control rods. Since the sampling time for the Rod Controller is less than 150 ms, only -$0.20 of
reactivi~ would be added to the reactor, which is an acceptable quantity. Hence if the Rod
Controller operates properly, this accident scenario would not continue.

The startup rate rod block functioning properly, as described in Section 7.2.8, could also prevent
the accident sequence from continuing. However, the response of the startup rat rod block could
be too slow if dollars per second of reactivity could be added as a result of a failure in the Clock
Pulse Generator Board.’ If the reactor was at the critical condition, and the rod block enable logic
used the entire watchdog timer limit of up to 1.2 seconds (see Chapter 7.4.11 of the SAR) before
disabling the rod motion, a sietilcant quantity of reactivity couId be added to the reactor.

Since at least two hardware failures are required in order to have an overspeed condition, and
since the proper operation of the rod drives is checked at startup, this event is very unlikely. If
the event did occur, and the PPS operated with a SCRAM occurring at 115% of fill power, the
reactor would shut down, but the amount of enera~ deposited in the targets could be sufficient to
exceed the melt point of the target cladding. Section 7.2.8 noted that for a 20 @/srate addition
with the rod block logic failing, but the PPS operating properly, the amount of ener=g deposited
in the targets would be insuf.tlcient to rupture the targets. However, for larger reactivity addition
rates the ener=gydeposition is larger. Thus at some point above 20 @/s,the target cladding would
fail. The resulting dose consequence would be the same as that presented in Section 7.2.8 for the
case where the PPS fails to operate. The effective whole body dose at 0.1 km would be 12.0
mrem, and at 3.0 km, 1.1 mrem.

If the PPS failed to operate properly, the reactivity added could be signifkantly greater than $1,
resulting in a large power spike. This event would be extremely unlikely. For a significantly
larger power spike the coating melt point would be exceeded resulting in a larger noble and
halogen release to the pool. The dose consequence of this event would be the same as described
in the following section for a pulse condition.

,.-. y_ ,.. —
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7.2.10 Limiting Event Pulse
The pulse mode has been disabled by hardware and software changes to the control system. As
such, an inadvertent pulse is considered an incredible event. A pulse of any significmt size
would cause the target coating to vaporize, since the heat capacity of the targets is relatively
small and the excursion would be too rapid to allow for heat transfer to the water. In order to
quanti~ the dose consequences of such”an event, the limiting event, described in Section 14.3 of
the ACRR SAR, is analyzed with seven targets. This event represents a bounding case for
postulated credible and incredible accidents. It requires the addition of reactivi~ by the transient
rods coupled to an unplanned removal of a large negative worth experiment in the central cavity
in the same time frame. The accident is considered the Maximum Credible Accident. An
adiabatic analysis is used to calculate the ener=~ deposition and temperature of the fuel material
as a function of reactivity insertion.

The limiting event analysis used an 850 MJ pulse caused by the insertion of $10.25 of reactivity
to disrupt the core by melting cladding and fuel under adiabatic conditions. The core inventov at
the time of the disruption corresponded to a reactor operation of 2 MW for 8 days. Cladding
failure of 48% of the fuel elements was postulated, with 3.0% of the nobles and 5.1% of the
halogens released into the pool. As discussed in Section 7.1, a decay period of 30 minutes was
assumed with pool decontamination factors of 1 (100% release) for the nobles and 100 (1%
release) for the halogens. The dose consequence at 3.0 km was calculated to be 5.57 mrem,
assuming an unfiltered exhaust from the ACRR stack and 3.74 mrem for a filtered (mitigated)
exhaust (ACRR SAR Table 14.5-2 and 14.1-2).

The SAR allows for an evaluated dose of up to 40 mrem (whole body) at the exclusion area
boundary of 3 km for a beyond design basis accident. Page 14-14 of the SAR states

&c
. . . SNL’S operating envelope for this SAR is any operation (and associated

“beyond design basis accident” scenario/source) whose dose consequence, as
evaluated by these or similar techniques, is <40 mrem (whole body) above
background to an individual at the exclusion area boundary.”

For the configurations considered in this document, the pulse mode is disabled, and the
consideration of adiabatic conditions is incredible. Therefore, this limiting event is highly
hypothetical and is considered incredible for steady-state mode operations with the central cavity
liner removed. However, it can be shown that if this accident did occur, the event would not
produce an evaluated dose consequence at the boundary of greater than 40 mrem.

Two cases will be analyzed: Case 1) no targets, 19 aluminum voids, reactor operating at 3 MW;
Case 2) seven 20 g U-235 targets operating at 15 kW each, 12 aluminum voids, reactor core
operating at 2.8 MW. Case 1 represents the largest power level that could be achieved for a 213

element core with no targets and the peak liel element operating at 21.74 kW as limited by the
TSRS. Case 2 represents a maximum core loading of 213 elements and coniigurat.ion 2 of Table
4 of this report, with the peak fuel element operating at 21.74 kW.

The assumptions for this analysis will be the same as described above with the following
additions:
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1) No credit for filters in the high bay ventilation system will be taken.
2) Instead of 48% cladding failure of the fhel, 60% will be assumed.. This will conservatively

bound the -25% larger peaking factors that are found for the core configurations with the
central cavity liner removed. However, it can be argued that actually less fuel element
cladding failures wilI occur since a larger portion of the core has lower peaking factors than
for the pulse core configuration. .

3) The duration at power is assumed to be 8 days for the reactor fiel. However, it can be shown
that the increase in dose consequence at the 3 km boundary using 8 days as the operating
history versus infinite is only -7%, when the noble and halogen isotopes are considered.

4) The target fiel is assumed to be vaporized, allowing for 100% of the nobles and 1% of the
halogens to escape. A 30 minute decay is assumed, as for the above analysis, before release
from the high bay.

5) The irradiation time assumed for the targets is assumed to be infiity (saturated activity for
the noble and halogen isotopes), which allows for the most conservative analysis to be made.

For Case 1, the evaluated whole body dose at the 3 km boundary can be calculated by simply
multiplying the unmitigated limiting event dose of 5.57 mrem by the appropriate values derived
from the assumptions. The result is a 3 km whole body dose of 13.05 mrem. The evaluated dose
for Case 2 can be derived in a similar fashion and using the results from Table 9. The evaluated
dose at 3 km for the reactor fuel release is 9.75 mrem, and 26.99 mrem for the target release, for
a total of 36.74 mrem.

In conclusion, the evaluated dose consequence for the limiting event with seven targets in the
target ~tid, using conservative assumptions, is within the 40 rnrem authorization limit imposed
by the SAR.

7.3 Effects of Moderator Heating in the Target Region
Targets located in the central region of the core allow for direct heating of the water and cause
density changes and flow within the region. Also, some of the cavity water will be heated
directly by the f~st row of fuel elements. Section 3.4 presented the expected water exit
temperature for the cavity region, for inlet conditions of 40”C, for a peak fuel element power of
21.74 lcW, and presented the expected reactivi~ effect due to the cavity water heating. This
result was for a single target channel, with the assumption that other unheated channels also
maintained a simdar exit water temperature. Using this conservative assumption, and an initial
startup coolant temperature of 20 ‘C, the reactivity added due to cavity heating would be -$0.96.
The additional reactivity is smaller than the overall negative temperature feedback effect of the
core that is calculated to be -$4.55 for a steady-state power level of 2.65 MW. Hence a
significant negative reactivity balance is maintained in the power operating range.

In conclusion, since this effect is small when compared to the overa?.1negative reactivity
temperature feedback effects, and since the effect is directly dependent on reactor power under
steady-state conditions, it cannot be an accident initiator at power. Section 7.2.8 showed that for
a startup transient condition at the maximum startup rate of six decades per minute, the reactivi~
contribution from the cavity water heating was not sufficient to jeopardize the safe shutdown of
the reactor.

.———
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7.4 Other Off-Normal Events
The ACRR SAR accident section was thoroughly reviewed to determine if there were other
abnormal events requiring additional analysis. Table 14 presents all of the abnormal events and
corresponding section numbers found in the ACRR SAR, a short description of the event, the
potential radiological impact (as identified in the SAR, Table 14.l-l), the result interpreted from
the SAR, and the applicability to the proposed action. All of the other events were found either
to be not applicable or to be sufficiently bounding with no added probability or consequence by
the proposed modifications, thus not warranting any further analysis.

The SAR contains information regarding target irradiation in the centd region of the core with
the cavi~ liner removed. Section 10.10 “Experiments Requiring Long-Term Exposure” and
Section 14.4.11.7 “Long Term Experiment Hazards” present the irradiation of up to 19 targets
containing 20 g of ‘5U at power levels of 17.5 kW for up to 20 days. Also described is the
operation of the reactor at 2 MW for 2 years with a comparison of the fission product inventory
to the limiting event. A comparison of a target failure to the water logged fuel element (i.e., a
ruptured fuel element) is made in Section 14.4.11.7. The conclusion reached is as follows:

“Both the temperatures and fission product inventories for the long term
experiment materials are less than those for the core fuel elements in the peak flux
regions, hence the calculations for the core fuel elements bound the long term

experiment materials. Safety concerns for the long term steady-state experiments
containing fissionable materials are bounded by the consequences evaluated for
the Limiting Event and do not represent a hazard beyond those analyzed.”

In conclusion, all other events reported in the SAR remain bounded by the SAR. Additional
analysis presented in this report was performed in much greater detail than that presented in the
SAR to ensure that target irradiation could be performed safely and within the bounds of the
SAR.
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Table 14 Comnarkon of SAR events to the nrnrmsd adinn-— —_——— -- —.—-- -,--. — ------ ----- ____ ----

EVENT DESCRIPTION POTENTIAL RE$ULTOFSAR APPLICABILITY TO
FUIDIO- ANALYSIS PROPOSED ACTION

LOGICAL
IMPACT

REACTIVITY EVENTS

Limiting Event Insertion of $1025 Low to An 850 MJ pulse results The pulse and transient
(Beyond Design excess reactivity by Moderate off- that disrupts the core. rod withdrawal modes
Basis Accident) simultaneous sitq potential Clad failure was 48 are disabled and the
(14.3) removal of a high High off-site percent. Whole body centraI cavity is

negative worth dose at the 3.0 km removed. This event is
experiment from exclusion boundq is incredible since there is
central cavity and 3.7 and 5.6 mrem for the no pulse capability.
the transient rods in filtered and unfiltered The dose consequence
80 ms. conditions respectively. of this event with seven

targets present is
calculated to be 37
rnrem. This value is
higher th~ that

calculated for the SAR
but still within the 40
mrem authorization
basis. See Section
7.2.10

Control Rod Bank Range of reactivii Potential for A small puke (tens of Since control rod bank
Withdrawal Without rates and excess Low on-site MW) occurs after worth and temperature
SCRAM from reactivity 5 to 20 >$1.00 of reactivi~ is coefficients remain the
Subcritical or Low cents/s and $8.00 added. Only tens of MJ same as for the pulse
Power Delayed to $12.00 of excess of enero~ are deposited confi=wation, the same
Critical (14.4.6) reactivity. resulting in no adverse r~ge of insertion rates

Assumes Control consequences. The and excess reactivities
System and PPS power level drops after applies. See Section
fails to operate. the pulse due to the 7.2.8.
(See Section 8.1 of temperature feedback
thk report.) then rises as reactivity

continues to be added.
Cladding failure may
occur after $7 of
reactivity has been
inserted. If reactivity
limited, a steady state
power will be reached
that does not result in
cladd]ng failure

Control Rod Bank Range of reactivi~ None TMs event has the same Same implications as
Withdrawal Without rates, excess consequences as for the those in the previous
SCIL4M from High reactivi~, and previous event from a event. See Section
Power Delayed initial powei leveIs: low power delayed 7.2.8.
Critical (14.4.7) 5 to 20 centsls, critical. The initial pulse

$8.00 to !312.00, results in no adverse
artdlto4MW. consequences. The

steady state power
achieved is dependent on
the excess reactivity
available.
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Table 14 (continue~~
EVENT DESCRIPTION I POTENTIAL

I FL4DIO-
LOGICAL

I I IMPACT

FUEL ELEMENT

MetalAVater
Reactions (coupled
to Limiting Event)
(14.3.3)

Fuel Element
Pressure - Internal
(14.4.5)

Waterlogged FueI
Element (14.4.8)

Metal/Water
reactions could
occur if extremely
hot material comes
in contact with
water.

Helium production
and noble gas
generation from
fission for 1 MW-
yr of operation.
Pressure based on a
$6.00 pulse and 4
MW steady state.

For fuel element in
peak location, a
leak in the cladding
results in the
element filling with
water.

None

None

Low to
Moderate on-
site, Low off-
site

,GUJ

RESULT OF SAR
ANALYSIS

The fuel is protected by
tie niobium cup and the
stainless steel cladding.
Under steady state and
nominal pulsing
conditions the
temperatures of the
cladding are too low for
this type of reaction to
occur. For the limiting
even~ the potential exists
for having such
conditions present.
Gas generated from

helium production by
(n,a) reactions in the
beryllium is small.
Noble gas production
horn fission is also
small. For lMW-yr of
operation, no significant
pressure increase will
occur for pulse or steady
state conditions.
A pulse operation with a
waterlogged fuel element
at the peak location in
the core would cause it
to rupture and fail three
other elements.

APPLICABILHY TO
PROPOSED ACTION

Bounded by the SAR.

Bounded by the SAR.

Bounded by the SAR.
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EVENT

REACTORCOOL}
ColdWater
Injection(14.4.9.1)

artial Loss of Flow
:14.4.9.2.2)

rOtd LOSS OfHOw
14.4.9.2.1)

‘Otd Loss of
~oolant(14.4.9.2.3)

Table 14 (continued)
DESCRIPTION POTENTLAL RESULTOFSAR APPLICABILII’Y TO

FUlxo- ANALYSIS PROPOSED ACTION
LOGICAL

r
A4°C slug of
water is injected
into core region
with reactor at full
power.

Flow blockage in
peak power
channel.

Prolonged
c)perationwithout
heat removal
>apability.

40.41 m pipe
upture at the
)ottom of the
eactor tank
allowingfor all of
he water to drain
n 0.9 minutes.

None

None

Potential for
Low on-site

?otential for
.Ow to
tioderate on-
ite, Low off-
,ite

A step addition of a 4°C
cold water slug could
add -S 1.02 in reactivity.
A small pulse would
occur followed by a rise
in the power level to a
steady state condition. A
$1.02 pulse would result
in tens of MJ ener=gy
deposition and hence not
result in any adverse
consequence.
PartiaI loss of flow
tiough a fuel e]ement
coolant channel is not
expected to result in
conditions that would
challenge the integrity of
the cladding since cross
flow would be
maintained.
Component failure
resulting in loss of heat
removal and prolonged
operation without heat
removal capability are of
no consequence if &e
reactor is shutdown
before the CHF is
reached. At 4 MW the
MCHFR is 1.7 for an
inlet temperature of
50°c.

l%e maximum fuel
temperature is 880”C
md occurs 1.2 minutes
Followingthe loss of
:ooknt for a power level
)f 4 MW. No
mechanical boundaries
ire challenged.

Temperature feedback
effec-tsare calculated to
be similar to the pulse
core confi=~ration.
Hence there is no
difference from
consequence presented
in the SAR.

Bounded by the SAR.

Bounded by the SAR.

3ounded by the SAIL
‘caking factors will not
;hange fie result of his
went.
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INENT DESCRiPITON POTENTL4L RESULT OF SAR APPLICABILITY TO
RADIO- ANALYSIS PROPOSED ACTION

LOGICAL
IMPACT

FUEL HANDLING

Dropped Fuel Removal of one None Removing an element Bounded by the SAR.
Element during fuel element from from the core could add The worth of a fuel
Loading, Unload@, the core at power. $0.50 of reactivity to the element remains
x Transfers core. The core would be approximately the
[14.4.10.1) on a positive period same.

without incident.
Dama@ Fuel Release of Low on-site Damage to the core as a Bounded by the SAR.
Shipping Cask radioactive result of a dropped cask
(14.4.10.2) material as a result or load is unlikely since

of a fuel cask or these units are not
load being dropped typically handled over
into the reactor the tank. If tkis event
pool onto the core. occurs, the core could be

damaged resulting in the
release of fission
products bounded by the
limiting event.

Drop Single Dropped element Low on-site Assuming 100% of the Bounded by the SAR.
Irradiated ACRR results in a rupture nobles and 10’%of the
Fuel Element of the cladding. halogens are released,
(14.4.10.3) the dose consequence at

3 km is 0.5 mrem.

EXPERIMENTS

Unirradiated Fuel UOZtest fuel pins Low on-site Dose consequences are Not applicable to the
(14.4.10.4) aspart of an well below ~wideline proposed action.

experiment. values.

Experiment See Chapter 11. None Dose consequences are See Section 7.2.6
Containment Failure well below ~mideline Leaking Target and
(14.4.10.5) vahes. Section 7.2.7 Fiooded

Taruet.

Fissile-Expenments Radioactive No off-site Dose consequences are See Section 7.2.6
Containment Failure materials released release, some well below ~wideline Leaking Target and
(14.4.10.6) from containment. local values. Section 7.2.7 Flooded

contamination Tarcret.

~ng Term Evaluates target Low on-site Dose consequences are See text in Section 7.4.
Experiment samples of 20g of well below ~qideline
(14.4.11.7) U-235 irradiated in values.

the reactor.
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EVENT DESCRIPTION POTENTIAL RESULT OF SAR APPLICABILITY TO
FWDIO- ANALYSIS PROPOSED ACTION

LOGICALr
~PACT .

MISCELLANEOUS EYENTS

Fire in Reactor A selected Potential for No affect to core. Bounded by the SAR.
Room (14.4.11.1) inventory of Moderate on- ‘

materials in the site, bw to
High Bay ignites Moderate off-
and burns. site

Collapse of Bridge Seismic event Low to 10’%of the total core Bounded by the SAR.
Crane (14.4.1 1.2) causes bridge crane Moderate on- inventory is availabIe for

to fall on core and site release. Dose
24 elements are consequences are within
assumed to rupture. those amdyzed for the

Limiting Event.
Detonation of Unplanned None, Explosive material must Bounded by the SAR.
Explosive Material detonation of 250 potential for be fully contained-
(14.4.1 1.3) ~~amsof high physical Hence damage possible

explosive damage only to experiment.
Hydrogen Hazards Evaluates Potential Low Damage possible to Bounded by the SAR.
(14.4.11.6) explosive effects of on-site experiment.

1 gram of Hz.
Aircraft/Projectile Crash of aircraft Potential for Bounded by the Ltiting Bounded by the SAR.
Impact (14.4.1 1.4) into facility Moderate to Event.

analyzes both High on-site
mihry and and off-site
civilian ~es.

Natural Disaster Evaluated Potential for Structural damage could Bounded by the SAR.
(14.4.11.5) (qualitatively) Low on-site, occur allowing for the

effects of wind, local physical collapse of the bridge
flooding, damage crane.
tornadoes, and
earthquakes.

Loss of Electric Loss of None No backup power is Bounded by the SAR
Power (14.4.1 1.8) commercially required for thk type of

supplied electric reactor. Reactor is
power. desikaed to fail safe.
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8. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The following list summarizes the operating conditions of the reactor that this analysis supports:

. Reactivity control and safety systems require no additional modifications other than those
modifications from previous USQDS required for disabling the pulse and transient rod
withdrawal modes.

. Operating limits are those established by the TSRS for the steady-state mode. The reactor
power is limited by the TSRS to 21.74 kW for the peak fuel element.

● 177 to 213 fuel element loading is acceptable; nickel elements are not required; 90%
elements and water-filled aluminum elements may be used in the outer core regions.

. 19 target ~tid with up to seven “Cintichem-type” targets in the fust row (center location) and
second row (six middle locations) of the target ~tid. The balance filled with aluminum
“void” targets.

. Target loading: 18-22 g 235U;minimum cladding thickness of 25 roils.
● Irradiation time limited to 8 days as analyzed in the limiting event.
. Irradiated target tiansfer is limited to within the ACRR pool. Storage of irradiated targets is

limited to any of the 37 holster locations in the ACRR pool.

This safety evaluation has presented the analysis associated with operating the ACRR in the
steady-state mode with the central cavi~ liner removed and one to seven “Cintichem-type”
tmgets inst~ed in the cen~~ region of tie 19 target grid. The main issues associated with safety

and operation of the reactor with the central cavity liner removed are found to be reactivity
effects and peaking factors. A core configuration range born 177 to 213 fuel elements has been
presented that will allow for an excess reactivi~ of $5 to $9. It is expected that a 201 core
confia~ration will allow for physics testing to be performed on the full range of target loadings,
for zero to seven.

For the uncontrolled regulating rod bank withdrawal transient, the rod enable logic and the PPS
power trip will protect the targets from rupturing. If the logic or associated hardware fails and
the PPS fails, target rupture could occur, but the damage would be localized to the targets only.
Release of the radionuclide inventory (nobles and halogens) in the target ffl gas to the pool, and
subsequently to the environment, would allow for the downwind doses at the 3.0 km boundary to
be less than 1 mrem.

The limiting event presented in the ACRR SAR uses a 850 MJ pulse to disrupt the core by
melting cladding and l%el under adiabatic conditions. For the confibgyrations considered in this
document, the pulse and transient rod withdrawal modes are disabled by hardware changes. The
limiting event as presented in the SAR is incredible for the conditions presented in this analysis.

In conclusion, operating the reactor at steady-state power with core configurations that include up
to seven “Cintichem-type” targets installed in the 19 target ~tid has the same or greater margin of
safety as compared to that described in the ACRR SAR. The reactor can be operated safely and
within the authorization basis established in the SAR.
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APPENDIX A- Sample Input/Output for the Seven
Target/l 77 Fuel Element Configuration

A-1



c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c

60 Degree Core& Target Segment Model of the ACRR
for Mo-99 Production SAR

177 Fuel Elements (5 Full FE Rows+ CLextraFE on each flat)

Control Rods: Full Out
Safety Rods: Full Out
Shim Rods: Full Out

7 Targets (20 g U-235)

12 Aluminum “Void” Rods
c
c
c
c—
c cell cards
c -—

c
c ——

c Targets
c —-

C
9101 0
9102 0
9103 0
9104 3-8.03
9105 3 -8.03
9106
9107
9108
9109
9110
9111
9112
9113

c
c
9201
9202

9204
9205
9206
9207
9208
9209
9210
9211
9212
9213

c
c
9301
9302
9303
9304
9305
9306
9307
9308
9309
9310
9311
9312
9313

-909-905-916 u=5 $ fuel flake space
916-905-915 u=5 S catcher space

-904905-915 u=5 S catcher space
-907908 (909:905) 904-915-901 u=5 S catcher SS304portion
902-901 915-912 us $ cladding

9 7.4104-2 -902 903910-911 u-+ S fuel -
0 -902-912915 #9106 u=5 S internal void
o -906 912-913 u-A S end cap void
3-8.03 906-901912-913 u=5 S top end cap
3-8.03 -905913-914 u=5 S top fitting
10-2.19 901918-913 u=5 S top target grid (70% dense aluminum)
10 -2.19 907908-917 u=5 $ tmttom target grid (70’%0dense aluminum)
2 -1.0 -908:(907 917)

:(901 917 #9111):(905 913):914 u=5 S outside of target

o -909-905-916 u=6 S fuel flake space
o 916-905-915 u=6 S catcher space
o -904905-915 u=6 S catcher space
3-8.03 -907908 (909:905) 904-915-901 u=6 S catcher SS304portion
3 -8.03 902-901 915-912 u-+ S cladding
9 7.4104 e-2 -902 903910-911 u=6 S fuel
o -902-912915 #9206 u=6 S internal void
o -906912-913 u=6 S end cap void
3-8.03 906-901912-913 u=6 S top end cap
3-8.03 -905 913-914 u=6 S top fitting
10-2.19 901918-913 u=6 S top target grid (70’Yodense aluminum)
10-2.19 907908-917 u=6 $ bottom target grid (70% dense aluminum)
2 -1.0 -908(907 917)

:(901 917 #9211):(905 913):914 u=6 $ outside of target

o -909-905-916 u=7 S fuel flake space
o 916-905-915 u=7 S catcher space
o -904905-915 u=7 S catcher space
3-8.03 -907908 (909:905) 904-915-901 u=7 S catcher SS304portion
3-8.03 902-901 915-912 u=7 S cladding
9 7.4104e-2 -902 903910-911 u=7 S fuel
o -902-912915 #9306 u=7 S internal void
o -906 912-913 u=7 S end cap void
3-8.03 906 -901912-913 u=? S top end cap
3-8.03 -905 913-914 u=7 S top fitting
10 -2.19 901918-913 u=7 S top target grid (70?’. dense aluminum)
10 -2.19 907908-917 u=7 S bottom target grid (70% dense aluminum)
2 -1.0 -908:(907 917)

:(901 917 #9311):(905 913):914 u=7 S outside of target



c
9401 0 -909-905-916 u=8 S fuel flake space
9402 0 916-905-915 u=8 S catcher space
9403 0 -904905-915 u=8 S catcher space
9404 3-8.03 -907908 (909:905) 904-915-901 u=8 S catcher SS304pwtion
9405 3-8.03 902-901 915-912 u=8 S cladding
9406 9 7.4104 s-2 -902903910-911 - u=6 $ fuel
9407 0 -902-912915 #9406 u=8 S internal void
9408 0 -906912-913 u-~ S end.cap void
9409 3-8,03 906-901912-913 u=8 S top end cap
9410 3-8.03 -905 913-914 u=8 S top fitting
9411 10-2.19 901918-913 u=8 S top target grid (70Y0dense aluminum)
9412 10-2.19 907908-917 u=6 S bottom target grid (70%’.dense aluminum)
9413 2 -1.0 -908:(907 917)

:(901 917 #9411):(905 913):914 u=6 S outside of target
c
c
9501 0 -909-905-916 U* S fuel flake space
9502 0 916-905-915 u=9 $ catcher space
9503 0 -904905-915 u=9 S catcher space
9504 3-8.03 -907908 (909:905) 904-915-901 u=9 S catcher SS304portion
9505 3-8.03 902-901 915-912 u=9 $ cladding
9506 9 7.4104s-2 -902903910-911 u=9 S fuel
9507 0 -902-912915 %9506 u=9 $ internal void
9508 0 -906912-913 u=9 S end cap void
9509 3-8.03 906-901912-913 u+ S top end cap
9510 3-8,03 -905913-914 u=9 S top fitting
9511 10-2.19 901918-913 u=9 S top target grid (707. dense aluminum)
9512 10-2.19 907908-917 u=8 S bottom target grid (70% dense aluminum)
9513 2 -1.0 -908:(907 917)

:(901 917 #9511~(905913Y914 u=8 S outside of target
c
c
c—
c BeO-U02 Fuel Elements
c

:1000 0 -31 39-40 U=l o S void center hole
31001 1-3.342 31-3239-40 u=lCI S beo-uo2 fuel
31002 0 32-3339-40 u=1O S void gap
31003 4-8.4 33-3439-40 U=lo S niobium cup
31004 0 34-3539-40 U=lo Svoid gap
31005 7-2.80 -37 38-39 u=i(l S beo plug
31006 7-2.80 -37 4041 U=lo S beo plug
31007 3-8.03 -35 -39 #31005 u=1O S end cap
31008 3-8.03 -35 40 #31006 u=1O Send cap
31009 3-8.03 35-36 U=l o S SS3C?4cladding
31010 2-1.0 36 U=l o S water
c
c
31100 0 -31 3940 U=l 1 $ void center hole
31101 1-3.342 31-3239-40 U=i 1 S beo-uo2 fuel
31102 0 32-3339-40 u=ll S void gap
31103 4-8.4 33-343940 U=l 1 S niobium cup
31104 0 34-353940 U=ll S void gap
31105 7-2.80 -37 38-39 U=i 1 S bao plug
31106 7-2.80 -37 4041 U=l 1 S beo plug
31107 3-8.03 -35 -39:31105 U=l 1 S end cap
31108 3-8.03 -35 40 #31106 U=l 1 S end cap
31109 3-8.03 35-36 U=l1 S SS304cladding
31110 2-1.0 36 U=l 1 S water
c

:1200 0 -31 3940 U=12 S void center hole
31201 1-3.342 31-323940 u=12 S beo-uo2 fuel
31202 0 32-333940 u=12 S void gap
31203 4-8.4 33-343940 U=12 .Sniobium cup
31204 0 34-353940 U=12 S void gap
31205 7-2.80 -37 38-39 u=12 S beo plug
31206 7-2.80 -37 4041 u=12 S beo plug
31207 3-8.03 -35 -39 #31205 u=12 Send cap
31208 3-8.03 -35 40 #31206 u=12 S end cap

A-3
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31209 3-8.03 35-36 U=12 S SS304cladding
31210 2-1.0 36 U=l 2 S water
c
c
31300 0 -31 3940 U=l 3 S void center hole
31301 1-3.342 31-32 3940 u=13 - $ beo-uo2 fuel
31302 0 32-333940 u=13 $ void gap
31303 4-8.4 33-343940 U=13 S niobium cup
31304 0 34-35 3940 U=13 $ void gap
31305 7-2.80 -37 38-39 u=13 S beo plug
31306 7-2.80 -37 4041 U=13 $ beo plug
31307 3-8.03 -35 -39 %31305 u=13 S end cap
31308 3-8.03 -35 40 #31306 u=l 3 .Send cap
31309 3-8.03 35-36 U=l 3 S SS304cladding
31310 2-1.0 36 U=l 3 S water
c
c
31400 0 -31 39-40 U=l 4 S void center hole
31401 1-3.342 31-32 39-40 u=14 S bao-uo2fuel
31402 0 32-3339-40 u=14 S void gap
31403 4-8.4 33-343940 U=14 S niobium cup
31404 0 34-35 39-40 U=14 S void gap
31405 7-2.80 -37 38-39 u=14 S beo plug
31406 7-2.80 -37 4041 U=l 4 S beo plug
31407 3-8.03 -35 -39 #31405 u=~4 S end cap
31408 3-8.03 -35 40 #31406 u=14 S end cap
31409 3-8.03 35-36 U=l4 $ SS304cladding
31410 2-1.0 36 U=l 4 S water
c
c
31500 0 -31 3940 U=l 5 $ void center hole
31501 1-3.342 31-3239-40 u=15 S beo-uo2 fuel
31502 0 32-333940 U=l 5 S void gap
31503 4-8.4 33-343940 U=15 S niobium cup
31504 0 34-353940 U=l 5 S void gap
31505 7-2.80 -37 38-39 u=15 S beo plug
31506 7-2.80 -37 4041 U=l 5 S beo plug
31507 3-8.03 -35 -39 #31505 U=15 S end cap
31508 3-8.03 -35 40 #31506 u=15 S end cap
31509 3-8.03 35-36 U=l 5 $ SS304cladding
31510 2-1.0 36 U=l 5 S water
c
c
31600 0 -31 3940 u=l 6 S void center hole
31601 1-3.342 31-323940 U=l 6 S beo-uo2fuel
31602 0 32-333940 U=l 6 S void gap
31603 4-8.4 33-343940 u=l 6 S niobium cup
31604 0 34-35 3940 u=l 6 $ void gap
31605 7-2.80 -37 38-39 u=16 S beo plug
31606 7-2.80 -37 4041 u=l 6 S beo plug
31607 3-8.03 -35 -39:31605 u=16 S end cap .
31608 3-8.03 -35 40 *31 606 u=l 6 S end cap
31609 3-8.03 35-36 U=l 6 S SS304cladding
31610 2-1.0 36 u=l 6 S water
c
c
31700 0 -31 39-40 U=17 S void center hole
31701 1-3.342 31-323940 u=17 S beo-uo2 fuel
31702 0 32-333940 u=17 S void gap
31703 4-8.4 33-3439-40 U=17 S niobium cup.
31704 0 34-353940 U=17 S void gap
31705 7-2.80 -37 38-39 u=17 $ beo plug
31706 7-2.80 -37 40-41 U=l7 S beo plug
31707 3-8.03 -35 -39 #31705 U=17 S end cap
31708 3-8.03 -35 40 #31706 u=17 S end cap
31709 3-8.03 35-36 U=l 7 S SS304cladding
31710 2-1.0 36 U=l 7 S water

L
31800 0 -31 39-40 u=l 8 S void center hole
31801 1-3.342 31-323940 u=18 S beo-uo2 fuel
31802 0 32-333940 u=l 8 !$void gap
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31803 4-8.4 33-3439-40 u=18 S niobium cup
31804 0 34-3539-40 U=l 8 S void gap
31805 7-2.80 -37 38-39 u=l 8 S bao plug
31806 7-2.80 -37 4041 u=l 8 S beo plug
31807 3-8.03 -35 -39 #31805 u=18 S end cap
31808 3-8.03 -35 40 #31806 u=i 8 S end cap
31809 3-8.03 35-36 U=l 8 S SS304cladding
31810 2-1.0 36 U=i 8 S water
c
c
31900 0 -31 39-40 U=l 9 S void center hole
31901 1-3.342 31-323940 u=19 S beo-uo2 fuel
31902 0 32-3339-40 u=19 S void gap
31903 4-8.4 33-343940 U=19 $ niobium cup
31904 0 34-3539-40 U=19 Svoid gap
31905 7-2.80 -37 38-39 u=19 S beo plug
31906 7-2.80 -37 4041 U=19 s Deoplug

31907 3-8.03 -35 -39 #31905 u=19 S end cap
31908 3-8.03 -35 40 #31906 u=19 S end cap
31909 3-8.03 35-36 U=l 9 S SS304cladding
31910 2-1.0 36 U=l 9 S water
c
c
32000 0 -31 3940 U=20 S void center hole
32001 1-3.342 31-323940 u=20 S beo-uo2 fuel
32002 0 32-333940 u=20 S void gap
32003 4-8.4 33-343940 U=20 S niobium cup
32004 0 34-353940 U=20 S void gap
32005 7-2.80 -37 38-39 u=20 S beo plug
32006 7-2.80 -37 4041 U=20 S beo plug
32007 3-8.03 -35 -39 #32005 u=20 S end cap
32008 3-8.03 -35 40 #32006 u=20 S end cap
32009 3-8.03 35-36 U=20 S SS304cladding
32010 2-1.0 36 U=20 S water
c

~2ioo o -31 3940 U=21
32101 1-3.342 31-323940 u=21
32102 0 32-333940 u=21
32103 4-8.4 33-343940 U=21
32104 0 34-353940 U=21
32105 7-2.80 -37 38-39 u=21
32106 7-2.80 -37 4041 U=21

S void center hole
S beo-uo2 fuel

S void gap
$ niobium cup

S void gap
S beo plug
S beo plug

32107 3-8.03 -35 -39 #32105 i=21 S end t%I
32108 3-8.03 -35 40 #32106 u=21 S end cab
32109 3-8.03 35-36 U=21 S SS304cladding
32110 2-1.0 36 U=21 S water
c

;2200o -31 3940 U=22 S void center hole
32201 1-3.342 31-323940 U== S bao-uo2 fuel
32202 0 32-333940 U== S void gap
32203 4-8.4 33-343940 U=22 S niobium cup
32204 0 34-353940 U=22 S void gap
32205 7-2.80 -37 38-39 U== S bao plug
32206 7-2,80 -37 4041 U=22 S beo plug
32207 3-8.03 -35 -39$32205 U== S end cap
32208 3-8.03 -35 40 #32206 U== S end cap
32209 3-8,03 35-36 U=22 S SS304cladding
32210 2-1.0 36 U=22 S water
c

;2300 O -31 3940 u=23 S void center hole
32301 1-3.342 31-3239-40 u=23
32302 0 32-333940 u=23
32303 4-8.4 33-343940 u=23
32304 0 34-353940 u=23
32305 7-2.80 -37 38-39 u=23
32306 7-2.80 -37 4041 U=23
32307 3-8.03 -35 -39 #32305 u=23
32308 3-8.03 -35 40 #32306 u=23
32309 3-8.03 35-36 u=23 S ss304 cladding

S b“~ii2 fUi[

S void gap
S niobium cup

S void gap
s baoplug
S bao plug

S end cap
S end cap
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32310 2-1.0 36 u=23 S water
c
c
32400 0 -31 39-40 u=24 $ void center hole
32401 1-3.342 31-3239-40 u=24 S beo-uo2 fuel
32402 0 32-3339-40 u=24 S void gap
32403 4-8.4 33-3439-40 u=24 S niobium cup
32404 0 34-35 39-40 u=24 S void gap
32405 7-2.80 -37 38-39 u=24 S beo plug
32406 7-2.80 -37 40-41 u=24 S bao plug
32407 3-8.03 -35 -39 #32405 u=24 $ end cap
32408 3-8.03 -35 40 %32406 u=24 Send cap
32409 3-8.03 35-36 u=24 S SS304cladding
32410 2-1.0 36 u=24 S water
c
c
32500 0 -31 39-40 u=25 S void center hole
32501 1-3.342 31-3239-40 u=25 $ beo-uo2 fuel
32502 0 32-333940 u=25 S void gap
32503 4-8.4 33-34 3940 U=25 S niobium cup
32504 0 34-353940 u=25 S void gap
32505 7-2.80 -37 38-39 u=25 S beo plug
32506 7-2.80 -37 4041 u=25 S beo plug
32507 3-8.03 -35 -39 #32505 u=25 S end cap
32508 3-8.03 -35 40 #32506 u=25 S end cap
32509 3-8.03 35-36 u=25 S SS304cladding
32510 2-1.0 36 u=25 S water
c
c
32600 0 -31 3940 u=26 S void center hole
32601 1-3.342 31-32 3940 u=26 S beo-uo2 fuel
32602 0 32-333940 u=26 $ void gap
32603 4-8.4 33-3439-40 u=26 S niobium cup
32604 0 34-35 39-40 u=26 S void gap
32605 7-2.80 -37 38-39 u=26 S beo plug
32606 7-2.80 -37 40-41 u=26 S beo plug
32607 3-8.03 -35 -39 #32605 u=26 S end cap
32608 3-8.03 -35 40 #32606 u=26 S end cap
32609 3-8.03 35-36 u=26 S SS304cladding
32610 2-1.0 36 u=26 $ water
c
c
32700 0 -31 3940 u=27 S void center hole
32701 1-3.342 31-32 3940 u=27 S beo-uo2 fuel
32702 0 32-33 3940 u=27 S void gap
32703 4-8.4 33-34 39-40 u=27 S niobium cup
32704 0 34-35 3940 u=27 S void gap
32705 7-2.80 -37 38-39 u=27 S beo plug
32706 7-2.80 -37 4041 u=27 S beo plug
32707 3-8.03 -35 -39 #32705 u=27 S end cap
32708 3-8.03 -35 40$32706 u=27 S end cap
32709 3-8.03 35-36 u=27 S SS304cladding
32710 2-1.0 36 u=27 S water
L
c
32800 0 -31 3940 u=28 $ void center hole
32801 1-3.342 31-323940 u=28 .Sbeo-uo2 fuel
32802 0 32-33 3940 u=28 S void gap
32803 4-8.4 33-34 39-40 u=28 S niobium cup
32804 0 34-35 3940 u=28 S void gap
32805 7-2.80 -37 38-39 u=28 s beo plug
32806 7-2.80 -37 40-41 u=28 S beo plug
32807 3-8.03 -35 -39 i%32805 u=28 S end cap
32808 3-8.03 -35 40 #32806 u=28 S end cap
32809 3-8.03 35-36 u=28 S SS304cladding
32810 2-1.0 36 u=28 S water
c
c
32900 0 -31 3940 u=29 S void center hole
32901 1-3.342 31-323940 u=29 S beo-uo2 fuel
32902 0 32-333940 u=29 S void gap
32903 4-8.4 33-343940 u=29 -S niobium cup
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32904 0 34-353940 u=29 S void gap
32905 7-2.80 -37 38-39 u=29 S beo plug
32906 7-2.80 -37 40-41 u=29 S beo plug
32907 3-8.03 -35 -39 #32905 u=29 S end cap
32908 3-8,03 -35 40 #32906 u=29 S end cap
32909 3-8.03 35-36 u=29 S SS304cladding
32910 2-1.0 36 u=29 S water
c
c
330000 -31 39-40 U=30 Svoid center’hole
33001 1-3.342 31-3239-40 u=30 $ beo-uo2 fuel
33002 0 32-333940 u$I) S void gap
33003 4-8.4 33-343940 U=30 S niobium cup
33004 0 34-35 3940 U=30 S void gap
33005 7-2.80 -37 38-39 u=30 S beo plug
33006 7-2.80 -37 4041 U=30 S beo plug
33007 3-8.03 -35 -39 #33005 u=XI .S end cap
33008 3-8.03 -35 40 #33006 u=3CI S end cap
33009 3-8.03 35-36 U=30 S SS304cladding
33010 2-1.0 36 U=30 S water
c
c
33100 0 -31 3940 U=31 S void center hole
33101 1-3.342 31-3239-40 u=31 S beo-uo2 fuel
33102 0 32-333940 u=31 $ vbid gap
33103 4-8.4 33-343940 U=31 S niobium cup
33104 0 34-353940 U=31 S void gap
33105 7-2,80 -37 38-39 u=31 $ beo plug
33106 7-2.80 -37 4041 U=31 Sbao plug
33107 3-8.03 -35 -39 #33105 u=31 S end cap
33108 3-8.03 -35 40 #33106 U=l S end cap
33109 3-8.03 35-36 U=31 S SS304cladding
33110 2-1.0 36 U=31 S water
c
c
33200 0 -31 3940 1.H32 S void center hole
33201 1-3.342 31-3239-40 IE32 S beo-uo2 fuel
33202 0 32-333940 u=32 S void gap
33203 4-8.4 33-3439-40 U=32 $ niobium cup
33204 0 34-353940 U=32 Svoid gap
33205 7-2.80 -37 38-39 u=32 $ bao plug
33206 7-2.80 -37 4041 U=32 S beo plug
33207 3-8.03 -35 -39 #33205 u=32 S end cap
33208 3-8.03 -35 40 #33206 u=32 Send cap
33209 3-8.03 35-36 U=32 S SS304cladding
33210 2-1.0 36 U=32 S water
c
c
33300 0 -31 3940 U=33 $ void center hole
33301 1-3.342 31-3239-40 U-% $ beo-uo2 fuel
33302 0 32-333940 U* S void gap
33303 4-8.4 33-343940 us S niobium cup
33304 0 34-35 3940 U-3 S void gap
33305 7-2.80 -37 38-39 U* S beo plug
33306 7-2.80 -37 4041 U=33 Sbeo plug
33307 3-8.03 -35 -39 #33305 U-s S end cap
33308 3-8.03 -35 40 #33306 U=38 S end cap
33309 3-8.03 35-36 U=33 S SS304cladding
33310 2-1.0 36 U-33 S water
c

:3400 0 -31 3940 u-s $ void center hole

I

I

33401 1-3.342 31-3239-40 U*

33402 0 32-333940 U=34

33403 4-8.4 33-3439-40 U=34
33404 0 34-35 3940 U=34
33405 7-2.80 -37 38-39 U&

33406 7-2.80 -37 4041 W34
33407 3-8.03 -35 -39 #33405 U-

33408 3-8.03 -35 40 K33406 U-

33409 3-8.03 35-36 U=34

S beo-uo2 fuel
S void gap

$ niobium cup
S void gap
$ bec plug
$ beo plug

Send cap
S end cap

S SS304cladding
33410 2-1,0 36 U=34 S water
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c
c
33500 0 -31 39-40 U=35 S void center hole
33501 1-3.342 31-32 3940 U=3~ S bao-uo2fuel
33502 0 32-33 3940 u=35 $ void gap
33503 4-8.4 33-3439-40 U=35 3 niobium cup
33504 0 34-353940 U=35 .Svoid gap
33505 7-2.80 -37 38-39 u=35 $ bao plug
33506 7-2.80 -37 40-41 U=35 Sbeo plug
33507 3-8.03 -35 -39 W3505 u=35 S end cap
33508 3-8.03 -35 40 #33506 U=% $ end cap
33509 3-8.03 35-36 U-35 $ SS304cladding
33510 2-1.0 36 U=35 S water
c
c
33600 0 -31 39-40 u=36 S void center hole
33601 1-3.342 31-323940 u=36 S beo-uo2 fuel
33602 0 32-33 3940 u=36 S void gap
33603 4-8.4 33-343940 u=36 S niobium cup
33604 0 34-35 3940 u=36 S void gap
33605 7-2.80 -37 38-39 u=36 S beo plug
33606 7-2.80 -37 40-41 u=36 $ beo plug
33607 3-8.03 -35 -39 %33605 u=36 S end cap
33608 3-8.03 -35 40 #33606 u=36 S end cap
33609 3-8.03 35-36 u36 S SS304cladding
33610 2-1.0 36 u=36 S water
c

;3700 o -31 39-40 U=37 .Svoid center hole
33701 1-3.342 31-32 3940 u+7 S bao-uo2 fuel
33702 0 32-33 39-40 u=37 S void gap
33703 4-8.4 33-3439-40 U=37 S niobium cup
33704 0 34-353940 U=37 S void gap
33705 7-2.80 -37 38-39 u=37 S beo plug
33706 7-2.80 -37 4041 U47 S beo plug
33707 3-8.03 -35 -39 H3705 u=37 S end cap
33708 3-8.03 -35 40 #33706 u=37 S end cap
33709 3-8.03 35-36 U=37 S SS304cladding
33710 2-1.0 36 U-27 S water
c
c
33800 0 -31 39-40 u=38 $ void center hole
33801 1-3.342 31-3239-40 u=38 S beo-uo2 fuel
33802 0 32-333940 u=38 S void gap
33803 4-8.4 33-343940 u=38 S niobium cup
33804 0 34-35 3940 u=38 S void gap
33805 7-2.80 -37 38-39 u=38 S beo plug
33806 7-2.80 -37 40-41 U=38 S beo plug
33807 3-8.03 -35 -39 HL3805 u=38 S end cap
33808 3-8.03 -35 40 H3806 u=38 S end cap
33809 3-8.03 35-36 u=38 S SS304cladding
33810 2-1.0 36 u=38 S water
c
c
33900 0 -31 39-40 U=39 S void center hole
33901 1-3.342 31-32 3940 u=39 S beo-uo2 fuel
33902 0 32-33 3940 u=39 S void gap
33903 4-8.4 33-343940 U=39 S niobium cup
33904 0 34-35 39-40 U=39 S void gap
33905 7-2.80 -37 38-39 u=39 $ beo plug
33906 7-2.80 -37 40-41 U=39 S beo plug
33907 3-8.03 -35 -39$33905 u=39 S end cap
33908 3-8.03 -35 40 #33906 uS9 S end cap
33909 3-8.03 35-36 U=39 S SS304cladding
33910 2-1.0 36 ua9 S water
c
c
34000 0 -31 39-40 1.J40 S void center hole
34001 1-3.342 31-32 3940 u=lo S beo-uo2 fuel
34002 0 32-33 3940 USM) S void gap
34003 4-8.4 33-343940 U=lo S niobium cup
34004 0 34-35 39-40 U40 $ void gap
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34005 7-2.80 -37 38-39 u-do S beo plug
34006 7-2.80 -37 4041 Udo S bao plug
34007 3-8.03 -35 -39 #34005 udt) S end cap
34008 3-8.03 -35 40 #34006 u=40 Send cap
34009 3-8.03 35-36 U=40 S SS304cladding
34010 2-1.0 36 . U=40 S water
c
c-
34100 0 -31 3940 U=41 S void center hole
34101 1-3.342 31-323940 u-41 Sbeo-uo2 fuel
34102 0 32-3339-40 u=41 S void gap
34103 4-8.4 33-343940 U=41 S niobium cup
34104 0 34-35 39-40 U=41 S void gap
34105 7-2.80 -37 38-39 U=4i S beo plug
34106 7-2.80 -37 40-41 U=41 S beo plug
34107 3-8.03 -35 -39 X34105 IJ41 Sendcap
34108 3-8.03 -35 40 W4106 L@l Send cap
34109 3.-8.03 35-36 Udl S SS304cladding
34110 2-1.0 36 U-41 S water
c
c—
c Control Rod
c —.

;00 5-2.48 49 4546 u=70 S b4c poison
401 0 -48 45 WOO u=70 S void cap
402 3-8.03 48-4745 U=70 S poison sleeve
403 2-1.0 47 44 u=70 $ water
~ ;-8.03 -3;;34J 45 u=70 S magneform plug

u=70 S void center hole
406 1-3.342 31-324344 u=70 S beo-uo2 fuel
407 0 3~-%%Gm44 u:7~o S void gap
408 4-8.4 - S niobium
409 0 34-354344 U=;o S void gap
410 7-2.80 -35 4243 u=70 S beo plug
411 0 -35 -42 u=70 S void gap
412 3-8.03 35-3644 U=70 S ss304 cladding
413 2-1.0 36 44 U=70 $ water
c
c—
c Safety Rod
c—

~00 5-2.48 -51 55-56 u=80 S b4c poison
501 0 -50 55 #500 U=80 S void cap
502 3-8.03 504755 u=80 S poison sleeve
503 2-1.0 47 54 U=80 S water
504 3-8.03 -47 54-55 u=80 S magneform plug
505 0 -31 53-54 U=80 S void center hole
506 1-3.342 31-32 53-54 u=80 S beo-uo2 fuel
507 0 32-3353-54 u=80 S void gap
508 4-8.4 33-3453-54 u=80 S niobium
509 0 34-3553-54 u=80 S void gap
510 7-2.80 -35 52-53 u=80 S beo plug
511 0 -35 -52 u=80 S void gap
512 3-8.03 35-36-54 U=80 S SS304cladding
513 2-1.0 36 -54 u=80 Swater
c
c—
c Transient Rod
c ——
c
600 0 -58 -62 63 u=90 S void
601 8-2.7 58-57 u=90 Sal tubing
602 2-1.0 57-64 U=90 S water
603 8-2.7 64-65 U=90 Sal guidex
604 2-1.0 65 u=90 S water
605 8-2.70 -58 -61 62 u=!X)

606 5-2.48 -59 61-60 u=81J S poison
607 8-2.7 59-58 61-60 u=90 S inner sleeve
608 0 -58 60 u=W S void
609 8-2.7 -58 -63 U=90 S end plug
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c
c
c Aluminum ‘VoidmTarget
c
c
8001 10-2.19 901 918-913 - u-AO S top target grid (70% dense aluminum)
8002 10-2.19 907908-917 u=50 S bottom target grid (70?40dense aluminum)
8003 8 -2.7 (908 -907-901 -913):(-905 913 -914) @50 S ‘void= target
8004 2 -1.0 -908[907 917)

:(901 917’#8001):(905 913):914 u=50 $ outside of target
c
c
c Target Region Aluminum Tie-Rod
c
c
99 8-2.7 -21075 -71
c
c
c Upper Target Grid Region
c
c
100 10-2.19 101102-201-20271-72
c
c -—
c Lower Target Grid Region
c -——
c
101 10-2.19 101102-201-20274-75
c
c-
c Target Region Boundary
c
c
10 101102-201-20275-71 #99 fill=2
c
c
c Target Region Lattice Fill (7 Targets 12 Aluminum Voids)
c
c
2 2-1.0 -11 12-1314-1516 lat=2 u=2

fill -1:1030:0
050$0
0650S1
50502S2
220$3

c
c -101
c
c
c Driver Core Boundary
c
c
30 101102 (201:202) -203-20475-71 fill=3
c
c
c Driver Core Lattice Fill (lZ’ elements TFVSR out, CR out)
c—————
c
4 2-1.0 -21 22-2324-2526 iat=2 U*

fill -5:5 0:10 0:0
00000000000s0
00000000000s1
000000314000S2
00003313198000S3
000101112182330320S 4
00015161722293333S 5
00902021702834330$ 6
0024252627353300 S7
0313334353633000$8
03333330000s9
33333300000s10

c
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-5+-3-2-1012345c
c
c
c
c
c
c
5

c
c
c
c
c
6
c
c
c
c
c
7
c
c
c
c
c
8
c
c

--——.
water reflector
. . —

2 -1.0 (101 10272-105 -70) Sabove grid
:(101 102-74104 -70) Sbelow grid .
:( (203:204) 10110274-72-70 #6 #7) $between grids

Top Grid Plate

8-2.7 101102-7071-72 (201:202)

—-—
Bottom Grid Plate

8-2.7 101102-7374-75 (201:202)

—-——
external void
..—

0 -101:-102:70:-104105

c—
c surface cards
c ——
c
c—
c Mo-99 Target
c ——
c
901 cz 1.58750 $ or of cladding
902 cz 1.49860 $ or of fuel
c 903 cz 1.49421 $ ir of fuel 44 microns 15 g U-235
903 cz 1.49275 $ ir of fuel 58 microns 20 g U-235
c 903 cz 1.49128 $ ir of fuel 73 microns 25 g U-235
c 903 CZ 1.48981 $ ir of fuel 88 microns 30 g U-235
c 903 cz 1.48834 $ ir of fuel 103 microns 35 g U-235
c 903 cz 1.48687 $ ir of fuel 117 microns 40 g U-235
c 903 cz 1.48539 $ ir of fuel 132 microns 45 g U-235
904 6 kz 3.97764 1 1
905 CZ 0.635
906 CZ 0.47625
907 6 k? -0,549926 0.33333333 1
908 6 PZ 0.000
909 6 kz 0.844963.00 1
910 6 PZ 5.60820
911 6 PZ 46.09580
912 6 flZ 48.00080
913 6 PZ 48.95330
914 6 fIZ 49.90580
915 6 PZ 5.47624
916 6 PZ 2.94667
917 6 fIZ 1.27
918 6 flIZ 47.68330
c
c—
c Target Lattice Block
c
c
11 PX 2.65
12 PX -2.65
13 p 11.732050807605.3
14 p 11.73205080760 -5.3
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15 p -11.732050807605.3
16 p -11.73205080760 -5.3
c
c
c Driver Core Lattice Block
c———————
c
21 pX 2.0855
22 pX-2.0855
23 p 11.732050807604.171
24 p 11.73205080760-4.171
25 p -11.732050807604.171
26 p -11.732050807604.171
c
c ——
c BeO-U02 Fuel Element
c
c
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
c
c
c
c

:2
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
c
c
c
c
c
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
c
c
c
c

;7
58
c
59
60
61
62
63
c
64
65
c
c

CZ 0.2413
CZ 1.684

CZ 1.72025
CZ 1.77125

CZ 1.82225
CZ 1.87325
CZ 1.487
pz -1.905
pz 0.00
pz 52.25
pz 54.1550

.—
Control Rod

3 pz -2.54
3 pz 0.00
3 f3Z 52.25
3 pz 54.79
3 pz 107.04
CZ 1.74625
Cz 1.50495
CZ 1.4605

Safety rod

$ or of poison sleeve
$ ir of poison sleeve

$ or of poison

CZ 0.83185
Cz 0.5715
4 pz -2.54
4 pz 0.00
4 PZ 32.25
4 pz 54.79
4 pz 107.04

Sir of poison sleeve
$ or of poison

Transient Rod

void section
CZ 1.27

Cz 1.20
poison section
Cz 0.88
5 PZ 52.88
5 PZ -23.321
5 PZ -26.495
5 PZ -99.5962

guide tube id w/sleeve 1.18 in
CZ 1.49860

CZ 2.02438

.S or of cladding
Sir of cladding

S or of poison



c Top Grid Plate
c —.
c

70 Cz 53.35
71 pZ 57.23
72 pZ 59.77’
c
c . —.—
c Bottom Grid Plate
c
c
73 Cz 47
74 pz -11.99
75 PZ -6.91
c
c ——
c Core Segment Boundaries
c —— —-
C

PZ 72.0

2 PX 12.285
2 p 11.7320508076024.57
2 pX 36,12
2 p 11.7320508076072.24

1 CZ 0.9525 $target grid spacer rods

*101 p -11.732050807600.05 S spectral reflection surface
●102 px 0.05 $ spectral reflection surface
104 DZ -24.0
105

:01
202
203
204
c
210
c
c

c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c

ml

c
c
c

c

c

m2
c
c
c
c
c
m3

c

c

c

c
c
m4

c
c

c

c

c
m5
c
c
c
c

uo2-beo fuel (3.342 g/cc to give approx. 101 g U-235 per element)

4009.50c -0.28285 8016.50c -0.52773 92235.50c -6.630e-2
92%238.50c-1.2223s-1 92234.50c 4.5462e4 92236.50c 4.3567e-4

water (1 ghx)

1001.50C 2 8016.50c 1

Ss 304 (7.95 ghx)

14000.50c -0.0059 24000.50c -0.1853 25055.50c -0.017
26000.55c -0.6864 28000.Wc -0.1034

niobium (8.4 g/cc)
-——

41093.50C 1

b4c poison (2.48 gkc)

6000.50c 0.2 501O.5OC0.1592 5011.55c 0.6408

nickel reflector (8.9 g/cc)

.-. .- ------
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G

c m6 28000.50c 1
L
c

c beo (2.8 g/cc)
c
c
m7 4009.50C 0.5 8016.50c 0.5
c
c
c al 6061 (2.7 glee)
c
c

m8 12000.50c -0.01 13027.50c -0.968 14000.50c -0.006
24000.50c -0.0035 25055.50c -0.0015 26000.55c -0.007
29000.50c -0.004

c
c
c cintichem fuel (U02 10.96 g/cc 100% td - 93% U-235)
c
c
m9 92235.50c 2.3003 e-2 92238.50c 1.3386s-3

92234.50c 2.5320 e-4 92236.50c 1.0534e-4
8016.50c 4.9403 e-2

c
c
c target grid (70 v/o Al + 30 v/o H20 -2.19 g/cc)
c
c
ml O 12000.50c -0.00863 13027.50c -0.835364 14000.50c -0.005178

24000.50c -0.003021 25055.50c -0.001295 26000.55c -0.006041
29000.50c -0.003452 1001.50c -0.015330 8016.50c -0.121670

c
c
c
c s(a,b) identifiers
c
c
mtl beo.Olt
mt2 lwtr.Olt
mt7 beo.Olt
c
c
c
c transformations
c-
c
c translate origin of target region aluminum ti-rod
c
“trl 2.6492210.711180
c
c rotate pseudo-cavity x-axis 30 degrees

c

%2 0003060901203090
c
c movement of control rods -0.001 (full up) to -54.791 (full down)
c
c 15.56 cm out
c WI 00-39.23
c
‘tr3 00-0.001
c

c movement of safety rods 0.001 (full up) to -54.789 (full down)
c
‘tr4 00 0.001
c
c movement of transient rods O(full dovin) to 90 (full up)

“tr5 00 90
c
c
c Position of Mo-99 Target
c
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c z coordinate locates bottom of target
c z = 0.2730- target centered about core centerline
c
●tr6 000.2730
c
c
c ——
c Tallies

c—

;14n 31001311013120131301 31401 t

fm14
$ Row 1

-11-6

fc14 Average Fission Density in ACRR Fuel Row 1

~4:n 31501316013170131801 31901 t
fm24

S Row 2
-11-6

fc24 Average Fission Density in ACRR Fuel Row 2

%4n 3200132101 4063220132301 506 t
fm34

S Row 3
-11-6

fc34 Average Fission Density in ACRR Fuel Row 3

;Wn 32401325013260132701 328013290133001 t $ Row 4
fm44 -11-6
fd4 Average Fission Density in ACRR Fuel Row 4
c
f%m 33101332013330133401 3350133601 t
fm54 -11-6

$ Row 5

fc54 Average Fission Density in ACRR Fuel Row 5
c
c f64:n 33701338013390134001 34101 t $ ROW 6
c fm64 -11-6
c fc64 Average Fission Density in ACRR Fuel Row 6
c

~4n 9106 S Center Target
fm74 7.4104e-29 -6
fc74 Average Fission Density in Center Target

~W.n 9206 S Target Ring 1
fm84 7.4104e-29 -6
fc64 Average Fission Density in Target Ring 1
c
c f94m 930694069506 t S Target Ring 2
c fm94 7.4104e-29 -6
c fc94 Average Fission Density in Target Ring 2
c
c
c imp:n 1 452r O
imp:n 1 468r O
c
mode n
c
kcode 10001.03800
c
c Source in driver core lattice position (0,5) - Comer of Row 2
c
ksrc 10.172518.060960510.1725 18.0609602510.172518.06096045
c
print 1060100110
c
prdmp 0004

)
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estimator cycle 800 ave of 797 cycles combination simple average combined average Corr
k(collision) 1.033091 1.0406970.0013 k(col/abs) 1.0391290.0010 1.0379440.0009 0.5904
k(absorption) 1.039476 1.0375600.0009 k(abshk In) 1.0392700.0011 1.0379730.0009 0.4889
k(trk length) 1.022949 1.040979 0.00j5 k(tk [n/COf) 1.0408380.0014 1.0407250.0013 0.8778
rem Iife(col) 8.2837E+03 8.0530E+03 0.0019 k(col/abs/tk In) 1.0397460.0011 1.0379740.0009
rem Iife(abs) 8.2500E+03 8.0556E+03 0.0018 Iife(col/abs) 8.0543E+03 0.0018 8.0564E+03 0.0018 0.9724
source points generated 1007

source distribution written to file srctp cycle = 800
Iproblem summary

run terminated when 800 kcode cycles were done.
+- 02/04/98 00:2335

M6-99 Run: 177FE/07T’/2OG/l2V/CROflRO/SRO probid = 02/03198 15:5219
0
neutron creation tracks weight energy neutron loss tracks weight energy

(per source particle) (per source particle)

source 799995 1.0000E+OO 2.0300E+O0 escape 19096 1.5917E-02 1.6234E-02
energy cutoff o 0. 0.
time cutoff o 0. 0.

weight window o 0. 0. weight window o 0. 0.
cell importance o 0. 0. cell importance o 0. 0.
weight cutoff O 9.6669E-02 7.0536E-07 weight cutoff 812800 9.7133E-02 6.5705E-07
energy importance O 0. 0. energy importance O 0. 0.
dxtran o 0. 0. dxtran o 0. 0.
forced collisions O 0. 0. forced collisions O 0. 0.
exp. transfomr o 0. 0. exp, transform o 0. 0. “
upscattenng o 0. 3.7629E-07 downscattering o 0. 1.8464E+O0

(n,xn) 63801 7.4124E-02
fission o 0. 0.

total 863796 1.1708E+O0

number of neutrons banked
neutron tracks per source pa~.cle

capture O 5.9550E-01 6.7979E-02
7.7970E-02 loss to (n,xn) 31900 3.7062E-02 1.6289E-01

loss to fission O 4.2518E-01 1.4427E-02
2.1079E+OO total 863796 1.1708E+O0 2.1079E+OO

31901 averaQe lifetime. shakes cutoffs
1.0798E+O0 e;carre 9.2924E+03

neutron collisions per source particle 1.3374E+02 capture 7.7454E+03
total neutron collisions 106991828 capture or escape 7.7691 E+o3
net multiplication 1.0371E+OO0.0002 any termination 8.9896E+03

computer time so far in this run 511.27 minutes maximum number ever in bank
computer time in mcrun 508.26 minutes bank overflows to backup file
source Particles Der minute 1.5740E+03 field Ienuth o

tco 1.0000E+34
em 0.0000E+OO

WC1 -5.0000E-01
WC2 -2.5000E-01

2
0

random. numbers generated 934671118 most ‘mdom numbers used was 14534 in history 509623

keff estimator keff standard devfation 68% confidence 95% confidence 99% confidence

collision 1.04070 0.00139 1.03930to1.042091.03792to1.043471.03702to 1.044
absorption 1.03756 0.00098 1.03658 to 1.03854 1.03560 to 1.03952 1.03496 to 1.040

track length 1.04098 0.00154 1.03944 to 1.04252 1.03791 to 1.04405 1.03690 to 1.045
col/absorp 1.03794 0.00098 1.03696 to 1.03892 1.03600 to 1.03989 1.03536 to 1.040

abshk ten 1.03797 0.00097 1.03700 to 1.03895 1.03603 to 1.03991 1.03540 to 1.040
colhk len 1.04073 0.00139 1.03933 to 1.04212 1.03795 to 1.04350 1.03705 to 1.044

col/abs/trk Ien 1.03797 0.00097 1.03700 to 1.03895 1.03603 to 1.03992 1.03540 tO 1.040

if the largest of each keff occurred on the next cycle, the keff results and 68, 95, and 99 percent confidence interval

keff estimator keff standard deviation 68% confidence 95% confidence 997. confidence

collision 1.04086 0.00140 1.03945 to 1.04226 1.03807 to 1.04364 1.03716 to 1.044
absorption 1.03766 0.00099 1.03667 to 1.03865 1.03569 to 1.03962 1.03505 to 1.040

track length 1.04117 0.00155 1.03962 to 1.04272 1.03808 to 1.04426 1.03707 to 1.045
col/abs/trk Ien 1.03807 0.00098 1.03708 to 1.03905 1.03611 to 1.04002 1.03548 to 1.040

the estimated collisiotiabsorption neutron Iiietimes, one standard deviations, and 68, 95, and 99 percent confidence in

type Iiietime(sec) standard deviation 68’% confidence 95% confidence 999’. Con
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removal 8.0564E-05 1.4378E-07 8.0420E-05 to 8.0707E-05 8.0277E-05 to 8.0850E-05 8.0184E-05 t
capture 7.7426E-05 1.2819E-07 7.7298E-05 to 7.7554E-05 7.7171 E-o5 to 7.7681 E-05 7.7087E-05 t
fission 4.6485E-05 8.1298E-08 4.6404E-05 to 4.6566E-05 4.8323E-05 to 4.6647E-05 4.6270E-05 t
escape 9.5533E-05 1.161OE-O6 9.4371 E-05t09.6E95E-05 9.3220E-05 t09.7845E-05 9,2465 E-05t

ltally 14 rips= 799995
+ Average Fission Density in ACRR Fuel Row 1

tally type 4 track length estimate of particle flux.
tally for neutrons

number of histories used for normalizing tallies= 797000.00

volumes
cell: 31001 31101 31201 31301 31401 total

4.55943E+02 4.55943E+02 4.55943E+02 4.55943E+02 4.55943E+02 2.27972E+03

cell 31001
multiplier bin: -1.0000OE+OO 1 -6

2,42164E-05 0.0088

cell 31101
multiplier bin: -1.0000OE+OO 1 -6

5.04065E-05 0.0062

cell 31201
multiplier bin: -1.0000OE+OO 1 -6

4.05675E-05 0.0068

cell 31301
multiplier bin: -1.0000OE+OO 1 -6

5.18091 E-05 0.0061

cell 31401
multiplier birv -1.0000OE+OO 1 -6

2.59381E-05 0.0087

cell union total
multiplier bin: -1 .0000OE+OO 1 -6

3.85875E-05 0.0034
I tally 24 nps = 799995
+ Average Fission Density in ACRR Fuel Row 2

tally type 4 track length estimate of particle flux.
tally for neutrons

number of histories used for normalizing tallies= 797000.00

volumes
celk 31501 31601 31701 31801 31901 total

4.55943E+02 4.55943E+02 4.55943E+02 4.55943E+02 4.55943E+02 2.27972E+03

cell 31501
multiplier bin: -1.0000OE+OO 1

3.20498E-05 0.0078

cell 31601
multiplier bin: -1.0000OE+OO 1

3.04963E-05 0.0076

cell 31701
multiplier bin: -1.0000OE+OO1

2.96640E-050.00i7

cell 31801
multiplier bin: -1.0000OE+OO 1

3.08458E-05 0.0075

cell 31901
multiplier bin: -1.0000OE+OO 1

3.14080E-05 0.0078

cell union total
multiplier bim -1.0000OE+OO 1

-6

-6

-6

-6

-6

-6
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3.08528E-05 0.0036
1tally 34 nps = 799995
+ Average Fission Density in ACRR Fuel Row 3

tally type 4 track length estimate of particle flux.
tally for neutrons

number of histories used for normalizing tallies= 797000.00

volumes
cell: 32001 32101 406 32201 32301 506 total

4.55943E+02 4.55943E+02 4.55943E+02 4.55943E+02 4.55943E+02 4.55943E+02 2.73566E+03

cell 32001
multiplier bin: -1.0000OE+OO 1

2.99973E-05 0.0077’

cell 32101
multiplier bin: -1 .0000OE+OO 1

2.70789E-05 0.0079

cell 406
multiplier bin -1.0000OE+OO 1

2.54092E-05 0.0082

cell 32201
multiplier bin -1.0000OE+OO 1

2.76547E-05 0.0079

cell 32301
multiplier bin -1.0000OE+OO 1

2.87288E-05 0.0078

cell 506
multiplier bin: -1.0000OE+OO 1

1.40932E-05 0.0110

cell union total
multiplier bin: -1.0000OE+OO 1

2.54937E-05 0.0036
ltally 44 rms = 799995

-6

-6

-6

-6

-6

-6

-6

+ Average Fission Density in ACRR Fuel Row 4
tally type 4 track length estimate of particle flux.
tally for neutrons

number of histories used for normalizing tallies= 797000.00

volumes
cell: 32401 32501 32601 32701 32801 32901 33001

4.55943E+02 4.55943E+02 4.55943E+02 4.55943E+02 4.55843E+02 4.55943E+02 4.55943E+02
cell: total

3.19160E+03

cell 32401
multiplier bin -1.0000 OE+OO 1

2.7241 OE-05 0.0085

cell 32501
multiplier bin: -1.0000OE+OO 1

2.42046E-05 0.0084

cell 32601
multiplier bin -1.0000OE+OO 1

2.27689E-05 0.0087

cell 32701
multiplier bin: -1.0000OE+OO 1

2.05742E-05 0.0092

cell 32801
multiplier bin: -1.0000OE+OO 1

2.32006E-05 0.0087

cell 32901
multiplier bin: -1.0000OE+OO 1
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2.47880E-05 0.0064

cell 33001
multiplier birx -1.0000OE+OO 1 -6

2.50836E-05 0.0088

cell union total
multiplier bin: -1.0000OE+OO 1 -6

2.39801 E-05 0.0035
ltally 54 nps = 799995
+ Average Fission Density in ACRR Fuel Row 5

tally type 4 track length estimate of particle flux.
tally for neutrons

number of histories used for normalizing tallies= 797000.00

volumes
celk 33101 33201 33301 33401 33501 33601 total

4.55943E+02 4.55943E+02 4.55943E+02 4.55943E+02 4.55943E+02 4.55943E+02 2.73566E+03

cell 33101
multiplier bim -1.0000oE+oO 1

1.55688E-05 0.0113

cell 33201
multiplier biru -1.0000OE+OO 1

1.53187E-05 0.0110

cell 33301
multiplier bin: -1.0000oE+oO 1

6.21242E-05 0.0055

cell 33401
multiplier biru -1.0000oE+OO 1

5.79690E-05 0.0057

cell 33501
multiplier bin: -1.0000OE+OO 1

5.18104E-05 0.0061

cell 33601
multiplier bin: -1.0000oE+oO 1

2.65613E-05 0.0086

cell union total
multiplier bin: -1.0000OE+OO 1

3.82254E-05 0.0031
I tally 74 nps = 799995

-6

-6

-6

-6

-6

-6

-6

+ Average Fission Density in Center Target
tally type 4 track length estimate of particle flux,
tally for neutrons

number of histories used for normalizing tallies= 797000.00

volumes
cell: 9106

2.22585E+O0

cell 9106
multiplier bin: 7.41 040E-02 9 -6

9.56887E-04 0.0157
ltally 64 nps = 799995
+ Average I%sion Density in Target Ring 1

tally type 4 track length estimate of particle flux.
tally for neutrons

number of histories used for normaking tallies = 797000.00

volumes
cell: 9206

2.22585E+O0

cell 9206
multiplier bin: 7.41 040E-02 9 -6

6.86259E-03 0.0063

I
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.. ... .. ..... . . .... .. .. .. .. . ... ... ........* .*..* *H*** . . ..**** *w**” *w******.******.*** ●*****R****”*

dump no. 2 on file runtpe rips= 799995 coil= 106991828 ctrn= 508.26 nm= 934671118

12 warning messages so far.

run terminated when 800 kcode cycles were done,

computer time = 511.33 minutes

mcnp version 4a 10/01/93 02/04/98 00:2338 probid = 02/03/98 15:52
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APPENDIXB - Hazard Analysis for Target Irradiation and Storage at
the ACRR Facility

I
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Hazard Table Definitions

Activity Area: A set of events that are grouped according to a generic task or function.

Event Category: Operational Event – event occurs due to conditions and activities associated
with the operation(s) being performed; Natural Phenomenon Event – event is a natural
phenomenon such as earthquake, flood, etc.; Extemil Event – event is the result of activities or
operations external to the facility. Unless otherwise specified in the table, the event category is
assumed to be operational.

Hazard Category: For this analysis the nuclear or radiological hazards that are considered are 1)
Fission Product/Isotope Release, 2) Contamination of Personnel, 3) Radiation Exposure, and 4)
Inadvertent Criticality.

Event Description: The initiating event and event scenario that would lead to the described
resultant consequence. The assumption in the analysis is that the resultant consequence occurred
as part of the event, as opposed to the potential for the resultant consequence.

Causes: titiating sources for the event.

Preventative Features: Design and administrative controls that would act to preclude the
initiating event or terminate the event sequence. The effect of the features would be to stop the
resultant consequence fkom occurring.

Frequency/Probability: The likelihood or the annual probability ( p ) of the occurrence of the
event and resultant consequence. For this analysis, the probability includes, qualitatively, the
likelihood of the resultant consequence with failure of the preventative features. The frequency
r~ge is described in Table B.2

Method of Detection: The detectable phenomena that would indicate that an event and resultant
consequence had occurred.

MYigative Features: Desi=m and administrative controls that

consequences of the event.

Unmitigated Consequences: The effect of the unmitigated event.

would act to bound the

For this analysis, credit is
taken for the passive mitigative desieq features that are inherent to the system of interest. For
example, the fact that the fuel matrix retains most of the fission products is inherent, passive, and
mitigative to their release to the pool. The fact that the pool will retain, or scrub out a large
portion of the halogens is inherent, passive, and mitigative to their release to the high bay.
However, the high bay ventilation system is not inherent to the reactor, and is an active system.
The consequence is a qualitative estimate of the onsite and offsite impact on people and the
environs resulting from the incident, unmitigated by any active system such as filters in a
ventilation system. The consequence range is described in Table B-3. The degree of the
consequence ranges from A to D, where D is the smallest and A is the largest.

Risk Bin: The risk bin is a qualitative ranking of the combination of the probability of the
occurrence and unmitigated consequence. The risk bin matrix is described in Table B-4. The

degree of risk ranges for 1 to 4 where 4 is the smallest and 1 is the largest.
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The hazards addressed in this hazard analysis are only the radiological and nuclear hazards
associated with target irradiation and storage in the ACRR Facility. These include the following:

1. Fission Product
2. Contamination of Personnel
3. Radiation Exposure (Direct exposure from source)
4. Inadvertent Criticality

Each of the identified activity areas was considered in order to assess the potential exposure to
these hazards during the conduct of the activity. Table B-1 shows the activityhzards matrix
that has been constructed for this analysis.

Table B-1. Hazards Associated With Target Irradiation and Storage.

,,, :.. “*””,”’>”.’$ ‘ ~?”““,2. > ‘ 7’, $ ‘-*. -. :-.-b.
,*, . . .
, ~, ,..,+:.

Fission Product Rekase x x

Contamination of Personnel x

Radiation Exposure x x

Inadvertent Criticality x

Each of the activity areas was considered in detail to identify initiating events and event
scenarios which could result in the release of or exposure to the hazards identified. The initiating
events and event descriptions are listed in the Tables B-5 and B-6. The ordering of the events is
not relevant. Each initiating event was qualitatively analyzed with respect to causes,
preventative features, frequency, mitigative features, unmitigated consequences, risk, and
recommended action. The frequency or probability of occurrence for an event was assi=wed
according to Table B-2. The consequence for the event was assi=med according to Tables B-3.
The risk was assigned according to the matrix in Table B-4. Hazard tables that developed from
this analysis are included as Tables B-5 and B-6. Results and recommendations from the hazard
analysis are described.

The probability of occurrence, consequences, and risk categories assigned in Tables B-2 to B-4
are consistent with the definitions used in DOE-STD-1O27-92, “Hazard Categorization and
Accident Analysis Techniques for Compliance With DOE Order 5480.23, Nuclear Safety
Analysis Reports,” and DOE-STD-3009-94, “Preparation Guide for U.S. Department of Energy
Nonreactor Nuclear Facility Safety Analysis Reports.”

The consequence is a qualitative estimate of the onsite and offsite impact on people or the
environs resulting from the incident, unmitigated by any active system such as falters in a
ventilation system. Passive features such as reactor pool water and distance to site boundary are
considered in the qualitative assessment. The lowest consequence category, Category D, also
includes the possibility for no consequence (i.e. zero impact).

- -r--.-m=
—
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For this hazard analysis it is assumed, for qualitative purposes, that the release of fission
products from one target in the pool could have the potential to cause an onsite dose of 0.003 to
0.06 rem and an offsite dose of 0.0003 to 0.005 rem. The release of several targets in the pool
could have the potential to cause an onsite dose of 0.03 to 0.6 rem and an offsite dose of 0.003 to
0.05 rem. A complete core disruption in the pool could have the potential to cause and onsite
dose of 0.5 to 10 rem and an offsite dose of 0.05 to 1 rem.

Table B-2. Frequency/Probability of Occurrence Categories.

~:g-::; ‘;,:?~j:;.j:;
.~ xa3WW%EN:”’-’.e .,,:.k;~;..,:“,‘:,‘.>:,..<.’;Y+.+*.-,<%-.- Y*-..?.%.:-+..i-r.,#4; +7. ‘-,. -. ,. , , - :... -,

1 Normal F~l Normal Operations
Operations

II Lkely or 1> F210-2 Incidents that may occur several times during the
Anticipated lifetime of the facility. Incidents that are

expected to occur.
111 Unlikely 10-Z>F2 104 Accidents that are not anticipated to occur during

the lifetime of the facility. Natural phenomena of
this frequency category include: Uniform
Building Code-level earthquake, 100-year flood,
maximum wind ~~st, etc.

Iv Very Unlikely 104>F2 10-6 Accidents that will probably not occur during the
life cycle of the facility.

v Extremely 10+ > F All other accidents. Accidents too unlikely to be
Unlikely considered in the design basis. Some accidents in

this frequency category may be evaluated as
beyond design basis accidents.
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TabIe B-3. Consequence Severity Categories.

-. .’:W’->.?..
IatiomGtiti&$i?;:::?:2;:?4;?: $:’;-<(:”::~.:”:~:.:

$$&&j&~p&m@gF:.
.&~=..,~.*Fy**cy$$.$~ .<1

%W!H?&&&eni? ‘“,~m.x%:,:%=xyx”.~$-.-<?.,?&--~:2:7.,+,,.. . :+eey~L,.+>3ti$4?~:?:%:$-?”Ww<,z,<.:,5..‘:? ‘ ‘ ~ “ ~ “
;.,“:: ..... “7 .- ~.,..

.,-.... 7 . ..,’ ~.,~“,,-,.,’...,”.~“_J.-,. -“, . . . .“.,4--- .W--. -..*-WX.$3--- _. . .w .*.Lx.>%.-,.,.. ..X.Y<, w ~--:“

A’
.,--..... .’.,.‘., . :

● ~e~ate he~th ● fiediate he~th ● ~ss of life ● Si=tificant offsite
effects effects contamination

requiring cleanup
B ● Latent health ● Latent he~th ● Severe injury or ● Moderate to

effects effects disability - si=tificant onsite
contamination

● Moderate offsite

contamination
c ● hritation or ● ~~tion or ● Lost time injury ● Moderate

discomfort but no discomfort but no but no disability contamination of
permanent health permanent health originating

effects effects facility
● Minor onsite

contamination
● Minor offsite

contamination
D . No si=miflcant ● No sibtiflcant . Minor or no ● No or ~or

offsite impacts impacts impact or contamination of
disability originating

facility
● No onsite

contamination
● No offsite

contamination

___ —.. ~ —
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Table B-4. Risk Ranking Matrix.

Risk Ranking 1: Hazard or accident scenario poses a h.kh risk to the public, collocated workers,
workers, or the environment. Immediate actions should be taken by the facility
manager to reduce the potential consequences or likelihood of this event. For a
risk ranking of 1 for the public, the event is analyzed quantitatively in the accident
analysis.

Risk Ranking 2: Hazard or accident scenario poses a moderate risk to the public, collocated
workers, workers, or the environment. Near- to moderate-term actions should be
taken by the facility manager to reduce the potential consequences or likelihood
of this event. For a risk ranking of 2 for the public, the event is analyzed
quantitatively in the accident analysis.

Risk Ranking 3: Hazard or accident scenario poses a minor risk to the public, collocated

workers, workers, or the environment. Moderate- to long-term actions should be

taken by the facility manager to reduce the potential consequences or likelihood

of this event. For a risk ranking of 3 for the public, no further analysis is required.

Risk Ranking 4: Hazmd or accident scenario poses a veI-Yminor risk to the public, collocated
workers, workers, or the environment. Long-texm actions should be considered
by the facility manager to reduce the potential consequences or likelihood of this
event. For a risk ranking of 4 for the public, no further analysis is required.
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Key to the Hazard Event Numbering Scheme

Each hazard event in the activity tables below is numbered by activity area and hazard category
according to the following scheme. The hazard event number format is:

TI-CP-1

for activity area TI, hazard category CP, and hazard event number 1 of that series. The
identifiers for each activity area and hazard category are:

Activity Area Identifier
Irradiated Target Handling and Storage in the ACIIR Pool HS
Tmcret ~adiation in tie ACRR TI

Hazard Category Identiiler
Fission Product/ FR
Contamination of Personnel CP
Radiation Exposure RE
Inadvertent Criticality IC

B-7
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Preventative Features MltlgatlveFeatures

Event Method of Unmitigated
No. Event Descrlptlon Causes Design Admin. Freq

Risk Recommended
Detect. Design Admin. Consequences Bin ActIons

Flsslon Product Release
I-IS-FR-l Leaking Slored Cap Corrosion Target II Pools regularly Fuel matrix retains Emergency Release of a

?jlrggl
Target

hnpropel Iy resistant target pmparaliol) sampled for fission producls response fraction of the preparation
A Iarget stored in Ihe sealed or cladding and procedure radlonuclldes
ACRR pool develops loosened

procedures noble gases and procedure to
sealing materials Reactor pool water

a leak due to during
a negllgibfe Include torque

Target fabrication Increased solubllity retains
unsealing of the cap, handling QA program at

quantity of specifications
radiation levels fission products halogens for target cap.

corrosion, or damage, manufacturer detected by
resulting In a release Corroded radiation High bay ventilation Workers: D 3 Periodic check

of fission producls. target Pool water quality monitors on system maintains a Collocated of pool water

claddlng maintained pool water negative pressure workers: D 3 quality.

cleanup resin, differential, Publlc: D 3
Faulty facility exhaust minimizing building Environment: D 3 Sample pools

target weld stack, and contamination regularly for

reactor room potential radlonuclides.

Distance to site bdry.——
HS-FR-2 j-teavv Load Drormed Operator Crane rating Crane Ill Visual Fuel matrix retains Emergency Release of a Follow

QnStored Taraets: inattention maintenance and fission products response
A heavy load is

fraction of the
Rigging rating

corporate
check-out Increased procedures noble gases and hoisting and

dropped on stored Crane/ procedure radiation levels Reactor pool water
targets In the ACRR rigging

a negligible rigging
Target can be detected by volubility retains

pool resulting in a failure
quantity of manual

stored In any Testing of rigging, reactor room
breach of cladding

flssfon products
Iocatlan in either

halogens requirements.
straps, cords, etc. radiation

and fission product of the two monitors and High bay ventilation Workers: C-D 3-4
release. storage holsters Trained operators radiation system maintains a

In the ACRR
Collocated

monitor on negative pressure workers: D 4
pool. Targets Hoisting and facility exhaust differential, Publkx D 4
stored in either rigging procedure stack minimizing building Environment: D 4
the 27 rack or contamination
the 10 rack do Radiation alarm potential
not extend
above the rack. Distance to site bdry

HS-FR-3 Mlshandfed/Drop@ Operator Handling tools Target flandllng Ill Visual Fuel matrix retains
Taraet:

Emergency Release of a Follow target
inattention designed with procedure fission products response fraction of the handling

An irradiated target Is simple fault proof Increased procedures noble gases and
mfsflandled or Faulty or features, e.g. Trafned operators

procedure.
radiation levels Reactor pool water

dropped in the ACRR improperly
a negligible

positive action detected by solublllty retains
pool resulting in a working required for

quantity of
reactor room fission products halogens

puncture or unsealing handling release radlatlon
of the cap and the toof monitors and High bay ventilation Workers: C-D 3-4
release of fission Small negative radiation system maintains a Collocated
products. buoyancy of monitor on negative pressure workers: D 4

targets facility exhaust differential, Public: D 4
stack minimizing building Environment: D 4

contamination
Radiation alarm potential

Distance to site bdry—-

I
I
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Table B-5. Irradiated ‘1’nrgctHnmlling and Storage in the ACRR Pool. (continued)

1.

Preventative Features Mitigative Features
Event Method of

No.
Unmltlgated Risk Recommended

Event Description Causes Design Admin. Freq Detect. Design Admin. Consequences Bin
HS-FFt-4 Loss of Pool Water: Liner/piping Pool wall and Monitoring of pool v Visual

Actions
FrJelmatrix retains Emergency None. No fission Periodic check

A leak in Ihe ACRR break or piping design waler level and fission products response
Also

products would of pool waler
pool liner or piping punclure and construction quality Increased procedures be released

HS-RE-5 resulls in n loss of
qualily.

due to a standards radiation levels Reac[or pool water
TI-FR-I 2 decay heat cooling,

since the targets
dropped detected by solubilily retains

target overheating,
maintain a low Monitor ACRR

load or Targets maintain reactor room fission products decay heat and GIF pool
cladding breach, and corrosion a low decay heat radiation
fission product

power levels.
power and can monitors High bay ventilation

release. Drain of be cooied in air system maintains a Workers: B-D 4
water whiie after Irradiation Radiation aiarm negalive pressure Collocated
cleaning d[[ferentlai, workers D 4

minimizing building Pubiic D 4
contamination Environment: D 4
potenliai

Distance to site bdry
Contamhratlon of Personnel
HS-CP-I Personnel Become Failing to Tools are Target handling II Contamination None Contamination Worker Follow

Contaminated Frowt wear designed so that procedure monitoring monitoring
=natQd ~ools

contamination
persrmai the handilng (swipe surveys)

radiological
(swipe surveys) work permit

protective portion is not Radiological work Workers: D 3
Tools used during the

procedures.
equipment Immersed in the permit Personnei Personnel Collocated

target transfer acfivily pool requirements contamination
become contaminated

contamination workers: D
detectors detectors Publi~ D :

from potenliaiiy Pool water Periodic tool Environment: D 4
contaminated ACRR cieanup system cleankrg
or GIF pool water
resulting in personnel Radlologicai
contamination, worker training

Radiation Exposure
HS-RE-I Jnadvertent Lift of an Operator Target handling Target handling Ill Increased Radiation area None Radiation Follow target

irradiated Taroe\ inattention tools are of procedure radiation levels monitor near and exposure to handling
Bevond Water St]ieid; different lengths detected by above pools
An irradiated target Is Procedure to allow for

worker(s)
Trained operators

procedure.
radiation area

inadvertently lifted to violation lateral transfer monitors Radiation alarm Workers: A-C 2-3 :;;;n area
a height in the ACRR with the release Health physics Collocated
or GIF pool such that mechanism technician Radiation alarm workers: D 4 monitors are

the water shielding is located at the surveys all target Public: D 4 in place,

not sufficient to keep end of the tooi transfers Environment: D 4
the exposure rate to
the worker at
acceptable levels,

. .. . . .. .. . .. . ---- --- --



T:IMc B-5. !rrmlinlcd T:wgct Ihmdling :md Stor:jgc in the A(XR Pool. (continued)

Preventative Features Mltlgatlve Features
Event

No.
Method of Unmitigated

Event Descrlptlon Causes
Risk Recommence

Design Admin. Freq Detect. Design Admin. Consequences Bin Actions
HS-RE-2 Inadvertent Lilt of an Operator Target handling Target flandllng Ill Wsual Fladlallon area None Radiation Follow target -

Jrradiated Taraet inattention tools are of procedure monitornearand exposure to handling
Assumlna It to be different lengths Increased
Unlrracllated; Procedure to allow for

above pools
Operator trafning

worker(s)
radiation fevels

procedure.

A worker confuses an violation lateral transfer detected by Radiation alarm
irradiated target with

Workers: A-C 2-3 Ensure
with the release Health physics area radiation Collocated radiation area

an unlrradiated target, mechanism technician monitor workers: D 4
Iifllng the irradiated located at the

monitors are
surveys all target Public D 4

target out of the POOL
in place.

end of the tool, transfers Radiation alarm Environment: D 4
HS-RE-3 Ftadialion Streaming Improperly All tools are None Ill Increased None Haalth physics Radiation Restrict use of

Tfwouah Tar(re~ designed designed wilh radiation levels technician
Jjancfllnu Tool: handling hofes to allow

exposure to hollow tubes
detected by

A tool or other
surveys all worker(s) in pool unless

tool water filling heallh physics target transfers sufficient
equipment used for technician Workers: , C 3
target handling during target

number of
Collocated

provides a rarliation- handflng
bends are

workers: D 4
streaming path to the

present to
Public: D 4 prevant

worker. Environment: D 4 streaming.

——
HS-RE-4 Buovant Tools: Improperly All tools are None ill Visual Radiation area Health physics

A tool or other designed
Radiation Prohibit use of

designed with observation of monitor near and technician exposure to buoyant tools
equipment used for handllng holes to allow buoyancy effect above poofs surveys all
target handling is

worker(s) for fuefltarget
tool water filling

buoyant resulllng in
target transfers handling.

fncreased Radiation alarm Workers: A-C 2-3
an Irradiated target radiation levels Collocated Ensure
rising too close to the detected by workers: D 4
pool surface. heafth physics

radiation area
Public: D 4 monitors are

technician Envkonment: D 4 in place.
during target
handling

Radiation alarm
HS-RE-5 Loss of Pool Wate~ Liner/piping Pool wall and Monitoring of pool Iv Visual Radiation area Emergency Radiation Periodic check

A leak in the ACRR break or piping design water level and monitor near and response exposure to
also pool liner or piping puncture

of pool water
and construction quality Increased

HS-FR-4 results in a loss of due to a
above pools procedures worker(s) quality.

standards radiation levels
TI-FR-12 pool water shiefdlng. dropped detected by Radiation alarm Workers: A-C 2-3 Monitor ACRR

load or reaclor room Collocated and GIF pool
corrosion radiation Pools are all below workers: D 4 levels.

monitors ground level Public D 4
Drain of Environment: D 4 Ensure
water while Radiation alarm
cfeaning

radiation area
monitors are
in place,



Table B-5. Irradiated Target Handling and Storage in the ACRR Pool. (continued)

Preventative Features
Event

Mitigative Feetures

No.
Method of Unmitigated Risk Recommended

Event Description Causes Design Admin. Freq Detect, Design Admin. Consequences Bin ActIons
inadverte nt Criticailty
HS-IC-I Wper Storaae of Procedure Targets In wet Conservative Iv Increased Radiation area

Taraels;
Emergency None. A Foilow target

violation slorage cannot fissile material radiation ieveis
1argels (Irradln[ector

monitor near and response submerged handling
be easily made Iimils for detected by above pools procedures configuration of procedure.

unirradiated) are into a critical underwater radiation area targets cannot
improperly stored geometry. storage areas monitors Radiation alarm be easily made Foilow
within the ACRR pool Greater than 163 criticai, corporate
resuiling in a criticality targets are Target i~andling Radiation alarm Water Shieiding
event.

requirements
required in an procedure Workers: D 4 for nuciear
oplimlzed Collocated criticality
configuration to Trained personnel workers: D 4 safety.
reach a crilical Publkx D 4
condilion, Target storage Environment: D 4

areas analyzed to
ensure a
subcritical
geometry. Design
anaiyses
reviewed by
internai safety



‘MAc B-6. Target Irradiation in the ACRR.

Preventative Features Mltigatlve Features
Event Method of Unmitigated

No. Event Descrlptlon Causes Design Admin. Freq
Risk Recommended

Detect. Design Admin. Consequences Bln Actions
Fission Product Release
TI-FR-I Low Flow Conditlorl: Debris Cross-flow Standard praclice Ill Potential Fuel matrix retains Emergency Release of some

Coolant flow 10a fuel
Consider

enters the between coolant to mlnlmlzed reactor power fission products response noble gases and keeping pool
element or target reactor channels allows materials around anomalies procedures halogens from covered except
channel (or channels) stand for coollng pool area caused by Reactor pool water one or several during
is decreased or shroud and capability to be coolant voiding retains fission fuel elements
blocked by debris; or blocks one maintained in the affected

maintenance
products

a poor design of the or more
and transfers.

channels Workers: C-D 3-4
grid results in coolant flow Skimmer used to High bay ventilation Collocated
Insulliclent flow

Monitor fuel
channels at clean surface of Increased system maintains a workers: D 4 element and

resulting In possible the bottom pool radiation levels negative pressure Public: D 4 target exit
cladding breach due of the core detected by differential, Environment: C 3 channel
to excessive heat flux, Core and target continuous air minimizing building temperatures

Poor design grid designed to monitor above contamination during Initial
of core grid have adequate pool and facility potential testing phase to
or target flow at full power exhaust stack ensure
grid and reactor Distance to site bdry adequate flow

room radiation conditions exist
area monitors

~R-2 Loss of Heat SlnK Reactor Heat capacily of Pool water cooling Ill Cleanup loop Fuel matrix retains Emergency Release of some Maintain
ACRR pool water pool water pool water is system temperature fission products response noble gases and alarm to alert
cooling capability is cooling large and maintenance and and alarm procedures halogens from
lost resulling fn pool system precludes a inspection (audible and

operator to
Reactor pool water one or several high core Inlet

water heat up, As the failure (feed rapid increase in display) on retains fission fuel elements water
pool water heals up to pump, heat pool temperature Balance of products temperature.
greater than 50”C, the exchanger, Plant (BOP) Workers: C-D 3-4
potential for fuel coollng Reactor power instrumentation High bay ventilation Collocated Regular

element or target tower, etc.) anomalies, due display monitor system maintains a workers: D 4 maintenance

cladding failure exists which halts to fuel element in reactor negative pressure Public D 4 and inspection

if the critical heat flux active heat coolant chamrel control room differential, Environment: C 3 schedule for

Is exceeded. removal boiling, will
from the

minimizing building pool water

cause powar Reactor power contamination cooling system

reactor pool drop outs to anomalles polential components.

water occur occur due to
fuel element Distance to site bdry

Loss of coolant channel
electrical boilfng
power to
pumps or Increased
pump radiation levels
controller detected by
failure continuous air

monllor above
pool and facliity
exhaust stack
and reactor
room radiation
area monitors



‘Ihble B-6. Target Irradiation in the ACRR. (continuecl)

Preventative Features Mitlgatlve Features
Event Method of Unmltlgated
No. Event Description Causes Design Admin.

Risk Recommended
Freq Detect, Design Admin. Consequences Bin Actions

TI-FR-3 Uncontrolled Control Operator Rod speed Operator training Ill Control console Plant protection Manual scram Critical heat flux Maintain rod
Rod Bank Withdrawal: Inattention Iimited bya readouts
Thecontrol rodbank

system (PPS) exceeded for block Interlock
stepper motor (power level,

Is inadvertently
initiates a reactor trip Emergency targets and

Regulating
to stop rod

clock In the clock temperature, (scram) at a given response possiblythefuel motion if the
continuously rod bank pulse generator rod posltlon, power level procedures elements, power is
withdrawn, resulting in switch board and etc.) possible target increasing to
a power Increase and malfunction frequency Fuel matrix retakrs fuel melting; quickly.
possible overheating monitor in the Increased fission products possible fuel
of the targets ancf/or rod controller
the fuel elements if

radlatlon levels melting; release Maintain
detected by Reactor pool water of nobles and frequency

unmitigated by a Interlock system continuous air retains fission halogens from
scram, [n DAC4 and

monitor/trip
monitor above products targets and/or a function in rod

DAC2 limits rod pool and facility slgnlflcant
motion if the

controller.
exhaust stack High bay ventilation fraction of t~e

power is and reactor system maintakrs a fuel elements Malntaln a PPS
increasing too room radiation negative pressure reactor trip on
quickly area monitors differential, Workers: B-D 2-4 power level.

mlnlmizlng bulldkrg .Collocated
Radiation alarm contamination workers: 4

potential Publlc: : 4
Environment: C 3

Distance to site bdry
TI-FR-4 J’araet Misalirmment Operator Target handllng Operator training Ill Increased Fuel matrix retains Emergency Critical heat flux Ensure target

DurincrLoading: inattention tool and target radiation levels fission products burnout of fuel
A target Is not

response handllng tool
grid designed to detected by procedures element cladding and grid

positioned propetly In Poor design complement continuous air Reactor pool water
the target grid and

at the touched perform as
of target each other to monitor above

does not completely handling
retains fission location should expected to

ensure the target pool and facil[ty products . not occur since
seat In the lower tool and

ensure a
Is positioned exhaust stack the contact misalignment

target grid plate, target grid properly and reactor High bay ventilation region will be a cannot occur,
resulting [n [t touching room radlatlon system maintains a point contact.
a fuel element or Targets sit on area monitors negative pressure However if it
other target and top of Ihe target differential, does occur, the
overheating the grid plate and Radiation alarm mlnimlzirrg building release of nobles
claddlng at that not into an contamination and halogens
location, adjacent hole potential. from a single fuel

location, If
touching occurs

element would
Distance to site bdry occur

It will be only a
point contact Workers: C-D 3-4

Collocated
Touching of a workers: D 4
nearby target will Public: D 4
be in a non- Environment: D 4
heated region of
the target
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ix Tnble B-6. ‘1’:Irgd Irradintiw in the ACRR. (continued)

Event
No.

TI-FR-5

.——
TI-FR-6

Event Descrlptlon
fvtlsloadedTarcre~
A target Is inserted
Into ~ target grid
location which has a
greater than expected
neutronlc coupling to
the core, or a target or
group of targets are
loaded Into the target
grid with a higher than
expected 23SUloading,
resulting In target(s)
operating at higher
than expected
powers, leading to
target overheating,
clad failure, and
flsslon product
release.
Leakina Tarcre~
A target developsa
leak due to unsealing
of the cap, corrosion,
or damage, resulting
In a release of fission
products.

Causes
Operator
Irmltentlon

Procedure
violation

Cap
Improperly
sealed or
loosened
during
handling

Corroded
target
cladding

Preventat

Design
Any target of a
nominal loading
may be place at
any target grid
Iocatlon since
Ihe neutronlc
coupling Is
essentially the
same throughout
the target grid

Corrosion
resistant target
claddlng and
sealing materials

Fauity
target weid

‘=
Targets are
loaded with 235U
to within specified
values bv SNL,
Olherwi~e targets
are rejected

Target
preparation
procedure

radiation ievels
delecled by
continuous air
monitor above
pool and facility
exhaust stack
and reactor
room radiation
area monitors

Radlatlon alarm

Target loading II
procedure -

Target fabrication
QA program at
manufacturer

Pool water quaiity
maintained

Increased
radlalion levels
detected by
radiation
monitors on
pooi water
cieanup resin,
facliity exhaust
stack, and
reactor room

Mitigative

Design
Fuel matrix retains
fission products

Reactor pooi water
retains fission
products

High bay ventilation
system maintains a
negative pressure
differential,
minimizing buiidkrg
contamination
potentiai

Distance to site bdry

Fuel matrix retains
fission products

Reactor pool water
soiubiiity retains
fission products

High bay ventilation
system maintains a
negative pressure
dlfferentlai,
minimizing buiiding
contamination
potential

Distance to site bdry

aturee 1
Unmitigated

Admin. Consequences
Emergency Criticai heat fiux
response burnout of target
procedures ciadding; target

fuel melting;
reiease of nobles
and halogens
from a singie
target

Workers: C-D
Collocated

workers: D
Pubiic D
Environment:’ D

TEmergency Release of a
response fraction of the
procedures nobie gases and

halogens

Workers: D
Collocated
workers: D

Public: D
Environment D

Risk
Bin

3-4

4
4
4

3

3
3
3

Recommence
Actions

Ensure target
handilng and
ioading
procedure
identifies
acceptable
ioading
Imitations.

Target
preparation
procedure to
inciude torque
specifications
for target cap.

Periodic check
of pooi water
quaiity.

Sample pools
regularly for
radionuciides.
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‘1’nbk 11-6. ‘1’nrgd Irradintim in the ACM?. (continued)

Preventative Features Mitigative Features
Event Method of Unmitigated

No,
Risk Recommended

Event Dascrlptlon Causes Design Admin. Freq Detect, Design Admin. Consequences Bin Actions
TI-FR-10 TarcretLoaded Whlctl Operalor Targets can be Operator training Ill Increased Fuel matrix relakrs Emergency Critical heat flux Target

Exceeds AccerXable inattention operated at high radlalion levels fission products response burnout of target
parameters:

preparation
powers and are Targets are detected by procedures

A target or group of
or fuel element procedure to

Breakdown currently limited loaded with 235U continuous air Reactor pool water claddlng; target include 235U
targets are loaded of target by the peak fuel to within specified monitor above solubllity retains or fuel element
with higher than fabrication

loading check.
element power values by SNL. pool and facility fission products fuel melting;

expected 235UIoadlng, and Otherwise target exhaust etack release of nobles
or reduced cladding inspection are rejected and reactor High bay ventilation and halogens
thickness, resulting in QA room radiation system maintains a from several
targets and/or fuei Target area monitors negative pressure targets or fuef
eiements operating at preparation dlfferentiai, elements
hlgfler than expected procedure Radiation alarm minimizing buiiding
powers, overheating, centaminatlon Workers: C-D 3.4
clad faifure, and Target loading
fission product

potential Collocated I
procedure workers: D 4

reiease. Distance to site bdry Pubiic: D 4
Environment: C 3

TI-FR-I 1 fleaw Load Drormed Operator Crane rating Crane ili Visual Fuel matrix retains Emergency Reiease of a Follow
on Core inattention maintenance and fission products rasponse fraction of the
A heavy foad (e.g., Rigging rating

corporata
check-out Increased procedures noble gases and hoisting and

transfer cask) is Crane/ procedure radiation levels Reactor pool water a negligible rigging
dropped on the ACRR ri$;: Targets are detected by solubllity retains quantity of manual
core, resulting in fuei located below Testing of rlgglng, continuous air fission products halogens requirements.
element or target clad top target grid straps, cords, etc. monitor above
breach, and fission ptate$ pool and facility High bay ventilation Workers: C-D 3-4 .
product refease, Trained operators exhaust stack system maintains a Collocated

and reactor negative pressure workers: D 4
Hoisting and room radiation differential, Public D 4
rigging procedure area monitors minimizing building Environment: D 4

contamination
Radiation alarm potential

Distance to site bdry



Table B-6. Target Irradiatioxl in the ACR1{. (continued)

Event
No.

TI-FR-I

Also
HS-FR-I
f-fS-RE-

f’1-FR-1{

Event Description
LOSS of Pool Waten
A leak in the ACRR o
GIF pool liner or
piping results in a 10s:
of coolant In the
ACRR pool with the
reactor at power,
reducing the
saturation
temperature and
leading to fuef
element or target
overheating, clad
failure, and fission
product release.

Control Rod Bank
Dversueed;
The clock pulse
generator board falls,
ncreaslng the clock
speed to levels that
allow for greater than
?0cents per second
“eactlvity addition,
~hlch results in a
lower increase and
IOssible overheating
jf the targets and/or
he fuel elements if
mmltigated by a
cram.

Causes
Liner/piping
break or
puncture
due to a
dropped
load or
corrosion

Drain of
water while
cleaning

My clock
aoard
‘ailure that
:ould
;hango the
foltage
nput to a
evel that
vould
:ause the
requency
D be
treater than
he set
alue

Ielay
Nure puts

fock speed
lto “fast”
lode

Prevent

Design
Pool wall and
piping design
and construction
standards

No pathway for
coolant loss to
the point of
uncovering the
core. Pipe break
resulting in
equipment room
flooding would
not uncover
core; liner
surrounded by
concrete and
eafth
Rod speed
limited by
frequency
monitor In the
rod controller

Interlock system
n DAC4 and
3AC2 limits rod
notion if the
lower is
ncreaslng too
@ckly

a Features

Admfn.
Monitorof pool
water fevel and
quality

3eactivily addition
‘ate periodically
:hecked In
accordance wilh
he TSRS

Method of
Detect.

-

Pool water Ieve
indicator alarm

Increased
radiation fevels
detected by
continuous air
monitor above
poof and facility
exhaust stack
and reactor
room radiation
area monitors

Rod controller
Irlp

Oontrol console
“eadouls
‘power level,
emperature,
od poslllon,
NC,)

ncreased
adiation levels
Ietected by
:ontlrruous afr
nonitor above
1001and facility
Ixhaust slack
nd reactor
Oomradiation
rea monitors

Iadlatlon alarm

Mitigative

Design
Fuel matrix retains
fission products

Reactor pool water
volubility retains
fission products

High bay ventilation
system maintains a
negative pressure
differential,
mtnlrnizlng building
contamination
potential

Distance to site bdry

Plant protection
system (PPS)
fnlliates a reactor trip
(scram) at a given
power fevel

Fuel matrix retains
fission products

Reactor pool water
retains fission
xoducts

.

-flgh bay ventilation
;ystem maintains a
legative preesure
ilfferentlal,
nlnlmlzkrg buildlng
:ontamkration
)otential

IiStance to site bdry

atures

Admhr.
Emergency
response
procedures

Manual scram

:mergency
esponse
)rocedures

Unmitigated
Consequence:

Criticalheat flux
burnout of fuef
elements or
target cladding;
fuef melting;
target fuef
melting; release
of nobles and
halogens from a
significant
fraction of the
core

Workers: , B-D
Collocated
workers: D

Public: D
Environment: C
Critical heat flux
exceeded for
targets and
possibly the fuel
elements,
poselble target
fuel melting;
possible fuel
melting; release
of nobles and
lalogens from
:argets andlor a
;Ignlficant
‘ractlon of the
uel elements

rVorkers: B-D
~olfocated
workers:
‘ublic: ;
%wironrnent: C

—

R]:
g

4

4
4
4—

I-4

4
4
3

—

Recommend
ActIons

Maintain poot
water fevel
alarm to afert
operator of 10:
of coolant
situation and
Immediate
actions to be
taken,

Periodic chec}
of pool water
qurrllty.

Maintain rod
block Interlock
to stop rod
motion if the
bower is
ncreasing to
~ulckfy.

Maintain
requency
nonitor/trip
unction In rod
:ontroller.

dalntaln a PPS
eactor trip on
}ower level,

w

z
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10 ‘1’:~hlcB-6. ‘1’nrgctIrrmliation in the ACRR. (continued)

Preventative Features Mitigative Features
Event Method of Unmltlgated

No.
Risk Recommended

Event Descrlptlon Causes Design Admln, Freq Detect, Design Admin. Consequences Bin Actions
TI-FR-14 Inadvertent Pulse: Operator Pulse and Pulse mode v Increased Fuel matrix retains Emergency Target coating None. Maintain

The pulse or transient error translentrod admlnlslratively radiallon Ievals fission products response vaporizes; Iarget current
rod withdrawal mode wilt ldrawal controlled detectedby procedures cladding
Is inadvertently Incorrect modes are

configuration
continuous air Reactor pool water ruptures; release

entered and a pulse, lockout of currently Currently there
with pulse

monitor above solubllity retains of nobles and mode disabled,
transient rod fast pneumatic disabled by are no provisions pool and facility fission products halogens from aii
withdrawal, or limiting system hardware and to aliow for exhaust stack of the targets in
event pulse Is software hardware and and reactor High bay ventilation the core, Fuei
performed, resulting Incorrect changes software changes
In target coating

room radiation system maintains a efement failure Is
dlsabilng of that would enabie area monitors negative pressure plausibie

vaporization and transient the pulse mode differential, depending on
claddlng rupture, and pulse Radiation alarm minimizing bulfdkrg pulse size
possible fuel element modes contamination
ciaddlng rupture, and potential Workers: B-D 4
a release of fission
products,

Coiiocated
Distance to site bdry workers: D 4

Publicx D 4 ~
Envkonrrient: C 4

TI-FR-15 =arfhauake: Natural Building and None Ill Visuai Fuei matrix retains Emergency Refease of a None
An earthquake occurs phenomena crane fission products response fraction of the
resulting in heavy construction procedures noble gases and
debris falling into the Crane standards Reactor pooi water haiogens
pooi, damaging fuel coflapse volubility retains
elements and targets fission products Workers: C-D 3-4
ieading to a refease of Bridge Collocated
fission products. coiiapse Distance to site bdry workers: D 4

Public: D 4
Building Envkonment: D 4
collapse

TI-FR-16 Tornado/Hiah Winds: Natural Building and None Ill Visuai Fuef matrix retains Emergency Release of a None
A tornado or high phenomena crane fission producte response fraction of the
wind situation occurs construction procedures nobfe gases and
resuiting in heavy Crane standards Reactor pool water haiogens
debris falling into the collapse
pool, damaging fuel

solubllity retains
fission products Workers: C-D 3-4

elernenls and targets Bridge Collocated
leading to a release of collapse Distance to site bdry workers: D 4
flsslon products. Pubiic: D 4

Buifdlng Environment: D 4
coifapse

I



‘Ikblc B-6. Tm@ Irradiation in the ACIUL (continued)
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Preventative Features Mitlgathre Features
Event Method of Unmltlgated Risk Recommended

No, Event Doscrlptlon Causes Design Admin. Freq Detect. Design Admin. Consequences Bin
TI-FR-17 Loss of Eleclrica! Off-site

Actions
Loss of power to Visually verify I

-r:
Visual None None None None

power reactor systems after a power
Electrical power (on- oulage resulls in outage wilh the Workers: D 4
she or off-site) is lost insertion (gravity reactor operating Collocated
resulting in all power Transmis- fall) of all that [he regulating
to the console and sion line

workers: D 4
regulating rods rods are all down Public

cooling system being failure
D 4

to shutdown Environment: D 4
lost. reactor

Circuit
interruption Decay heat
due to removal does
power not require the
surgo cooling system

to be operating
TI-FR-18 fvlissile lm~ac~: Exlernal Site Isolation

——
None Iv visual Fuel matrix retains

-——
Emergency

— .. —.——
Release of a None

A missile impacts Ihe event
ACRR facllily, which

fission products response fraction of the
procedures noble gases and

results in damage to Crane Reactor pool water halogens
the facility and debris collapse
falling into the pool,

volubility retains
fission producls Workers: C-D 3-4

damaging fuel Bridge Collocated
elements and targets collapse Distance to site bdry
leading to a release of

workers: D 4
Public:

fission products. Building
D 4

Environment: D 4
collapse

TI-FR-19 Akriane Crasl~ External Site isolation None [v Visual Fuel matrix retains Emergency
An airplane crash

Release of a None
event fission products response fraction of the

occurs impacting the
ACRR facility, which Crane

procedures noble gases and
Reactor pool water halogens

resulls in damage to collapse solublllty retains
the facility and debris fission products Workers: C-D 4
falling Into the pool, Bridge
damaging fuel

Collocated
collapse Dlslance to site bdry workers: D 4

elements and targets Publl~ D 4
leading to a release of Building Environment: D 4
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